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Now there .saspeaker that produces sound the way
nature produces sound: In 360° waves. Front and back
and in all planes. Place them anywhere and free yourself
from the tyranny of narrowly-beamed box speakers.
The reviewers raved: "Open: ."Clean" and "Elegant:
What are your superlatives?
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AS WE SEE IT
COMPONENTS, UNITE!
BYJ. GORDON HOLT
Ever since Stereopede took up the cudgels
for subjectivity, and had the temerity to
insist that even the best products have
certain colorations, we have stressed
compatibility in choosing components.
By compatibility we do not mean merely
matching impedances and signal levels,
but mating components whose sonic peculiarities tended to offset one another.
We have published periodic, though
sporadic, Recommended Components lists
in the magazine, and dutifully catalogued
their sonic earmarks to help buyers match
up one component's colorations against
another's. But neither the recommendations nor the earmarking have really been
much help to prospective buyers. Most
audiophiles still own a hodgepodge of
sonic incompatibles, which are judged to
comprise a "good" system if the sound
they produce is even tolerable. But "accurate" in home audio is ajoke.
So, we tried listing "Recommended
Systems," consisting of components which
we have found to work uncommonly well
together to yield ahigh degree of musical
accuracy. Nobody seemed to like that
idea. "I don't wanna buy asystem; Ihave
a system!" was the gist of our mail. "I
wanna upgrade it; what should Ibus"
Audiophiles love to salaam at the
altar of accuracy, but the fact is that many
are worshipers of feeble faith whose sole
criterion for excellence is ultimately how
"good" it sounds to them. Which does
not always mean "accurate." (This is undoubtedly one reason for the audiophile
4

resistance to Compact Disc; it's too cutand-dried. You plug it in, turn it on, and
that's it. No diddlies. No fun!)
Of course, there's nothing fundamentally wrong with diddling something
to make it sound better. After all, the end
result—the sound—is really the only basis for judging the success or failure of a
music-reproducing system. But trying to
achieve neutrality by balancing off one
set of colorations against another is a
haphazard, and confusing, way of going
about things. A typical example of what
can happen is the case of the system
which sounds superbly musical and natural when reproducing analog discs and
rotten with everything else—FM, analog
tape, Compact Disc—because amarked
deficiency of brightness in the cartridge
is compensating for an equally marked
excess of it in the speakers. Get rid of
that compensatory brightness deficiency,
by switching to a more neutral signal
source, and the system will sound hard
and shrill.
Less obvious but equally bewildering
to your average audiophile is the case of
the incredible power amplifier which
generates sonic dross when borrowed by
afriend. This is simply acase of incompatibility, but it is amajor reason for the
wildly varying opinions in audiophile
land about the relative merits of components.
The standards of potential reproduction accuracy are enormously greater
today than they were even five years ago.
Stereophile

But as that potential quality has improved,
upwards from poor to whoopee!, we must
the likelihood of aconsumer achieving
think of midrange accuracy as a bellit by purchasing one expensive compo- shaped curve. The system will locate itself
nent after another has become increas- on that curve according to how closely
ingly remote.
its sound agrees with our memory of real
For example, most good loudinstrumental sounds. But without an inspeaker systems are designed to interface timate familiarity with those sounds,
optimally with an assumed 'standard' . memory will serve us ill as ameans of
state-of-the-an amplifier. There are probjudging them.
ably five solid-state amplifiers that might
Accuracy, relative to the live-music
be considered state-of-the-art, and perexperience, does not in fact appeal to
haps the same number of loudspeaker
most audiophiles. Live music does not
systems. Through any one speaker system,
have superb imaging, razor-sharp detail,
each of these amplifiers will sound difimpeccable balance, and total freedom
ferent—not dramatically so, but enough
from coloration. By these criteria "the
to make some of them distinctly better
real thing" is nearly always imperfect
suited than others for use with that speaker.
because it is widely variable. There is no
And only one of them, or perhaps two at
absolute sound of music. The sound varmost, will make that speaker perform at
ies depending on many things: the hall
its very best.
the music is played in, where you sit in
Different speakers, of course, sound
that hall, the temperature and humidity
even more different than amplifiers, and
at the time, the mood of the performers,
only afew of them will elicit from agiven
and the particular instruments and music
amplifier the most musically convincing
they are playing. A frequent concertgoer
sound that it is capable of. But among all
is aware of this variability and knows
those speakers and amplifiers, there are
better than to expect perfection from
one or two combinations which can be
every live-music experience. The truetruly said to be synergistic. These are the
blue audiophile is unhappy with anything
pairings that breathe life into reproduced
less than perfection from every recording.
sound, elevating it to the level of musiThe live-music listener tends to be
cality. Every audiophile is convinced he
far
more
tolerant of reproduction imperhas heard such sound, but the sad fact is
fections
than
the audiophile, because his
that practically no audiophile would even
memory can fill in what should be there
recognize it if he heard it reproduced in
but isn't, and can tune out what is there
his living room. Since most audiophiles
but shouldn't be. Audiophiles are often
hear real, live music so infrequently, they
amazed
at the truly horrible quality of
have only a vague memory of what it
the
record
players that professional musounds like. (Okay, smartypants, how often
sicians listen to.
do you get to hear live music.)
The average audio hobbyist does not
For that reason, they tend to be
know, and cannot know, what is possible
oblivious to middle-range accuracy—that
in reproduced sound because he has
is, the accuracy with which a system
never beard what is possible. Without
reproduces the timbres of musical instruready access to awide cross-section of
ments. Unlike such things as imaging and
components to try out in his home, and
inner detail, which may simply be gauged
since no high-end store carries all the
according to quantity (the more, the betbest components, he has no opportunity
ter), midrange accuracy is a qualitative
to audition all possible combinations of
attribute. If we think of imaging precision,
The Best. He can only buy this recomfor example, as agraphed line sloping
mended amplifier and that recommended
Stereophile
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speaker and declare that the combination
pleases him or that it does not. If he is
wise, he will not dwell on the virtual
certainty that what sounds "best" to him
is probably apairing of two state-of-theart components which are actually the
third-best choices with one another, given
the full range of available products. (One
of the things that makes amagazine like
Stereophile so valuable to a prospective
buyer is our access to awider selection
of state-of-the-art equipment than is available either to dealers or consumers.)
Even trickier than amplifier/loudspeaker pairing is the selection of phono
"front-end" components. (11-ie "front end"
consists of everything in the system preceding the power amplifier.) here we
have not just two interacting pieces of
hardware to contend with, but four: the
cartridge, arm, turntable, and preamp.
Not only do the arm and cartridge require
proper matching to optimize the system's
low-end resonance, but each of these
components also has its own unique
colorations and interactions with other
colorations. The chance that any such
assemblage will perform up to the full
capability of any of its parts is little better
than haphazard. This is why there is so
little consensus about what is The Best
cartridge, arm, turntable, or preamplifier.
Take any "Best" front-end, substitute another "state-of-the-art" component for any
part of it, and it is no longer The Best.
Ever since sound-reproducing devices were available to consumers, second-guessing the manufacturer has been
achallenging and often rewarding pursuit. (I have seen a letter, penned in
October 1904, in which a phonograph
user reported that the "ringing" quality
of abrass horn was much diminished by
wrapping the horn with cotton.) Even
during the heyday of hi-fi, most amplifier
designers, for instance, were pretty unimaginative, and would merely lift circuits
and parts values from textbooks or from
the applications literature published by
6

the tube manufacturers. Any reasonably
knowledgeable audiophile could effect
dramatic improvements in the sound of
those early amplifiers and preamps by
changing the values of certain resistors
and capacitors. Commercial loudspeaker
systems were often assembled from offthe-shelf drivers and crossover networks,
and their manifest sonic deficiencies were
an open invitation for hobbyists to apply
their own creativity, changing this driver
and that crossover choke to make the
system sound better. Many component
manufacturers—some of them big, successful, fully instrumented firms now—
started out with "hobbyist" designs created and manufactured in someone's garage.
But times have changed. Equipment
designers are far more knowledgeable
and sophisticated than they used to be,
and new measurements such as TIM and
FFT I have added an unprecedented degree of subjective relevance to objective
testing. The days when an audiophile
could produce abetter product merely
by listening to it, than an engineer could
produce by measuring it are long gone.
This is not to say that amplifier A cannot
be improved by replacing its Mylar capacitors with Wonder Caps, or that speaker
B cannot be improved by substituting
heavier woofer chokes in the crossover,
but the shortcomings of most of today's
high-end products are more often the
result of economic factors than lack of
design know-how. Most product designs
must be compromised in some areas in
order to be competitive, and those supercapacitors which the consumer can blithely
I TIM is transient intermodulation distortion, which
occurs when asudden impulse overloads an ampli-

fier's circuitry before its compensating negative feedback can act to prevent the overload.
FFT is the fast-Fourier transform, which analyses
the reaction of a loudspeaker to an impulse, over a
period of time following its emanation from the
speaker. to reveal such things as ringing and hangover.

Stereophile

add to his power amp for $25 would add
$200 to the retail price if used by the
manufacturer.
But what about those cost-no-object
components? Certainly they aren't compromised, are they? Often they are, but
for different reasons. It is not too difficult
for acompetent loudspeaker designer to
produce an almost flawless system for
use with aspecific power amplifier. But
he knows that in the real world of highend audio most consumers are not going
to use his speakers with that amplifier.
Thus his design must be fudged in various
ways, to prevent it from causing one
popular amplifier to oscillate with it and
another from drying up its low end to
the point of thinness.
As things stand today, success in the
marketplace requires that acomponent
be, as much as possible, all things to all
associated components. Because those
other components vary so widely in electrical characteristics and sonic earmarks
(colorations), aviable product must hew
to the center in its own characteristics so
as not to deviate too much in any sonic
direction as aresult of matching with the
others. It must be a"universal" product,
capable of the best possible performance
with the widest possible cross section of
associated components. Any attempt to
optimize it for use with specific ancillaries
is likely to compromise its performance
with many others. This means, in effect,
that it can never be as good as it could
be if it were specifically designed for use
with aparticular power amplifier or tonearm or preamplifier.
If further improvements are to take
place in perfectionist audio, we're going
to have to rethink components. Mix-'nmatch may be more fun, but it's anachronistic and counterproductive. The way
of the future is going to be component
integration at the manufacturing level.
And the sooner audiophiles recognize
this and accept it, the soffler we will reap
the sonic benefits of full and uncomproStereophile

mised integration. Amplifiers and loudspeakers should be designed specifically
for one another, and phono units should
be sold as fully integrated combinations
of cartridge, arm, 'table and RIAA preamp
with high-level outputs.
Today, component integration is
usually done (when it is done at all) by
the dealer, which is not really the best
solution. As mentioned before, he does
not carry all product lines, and he may
not carry the tonearm that mates best
with his best cartridge. Then there is the
iffy question of that dealer's competence,
not to mention his integrity. High-endoriented or not, some dealers simply
don't know what they are doing, or work
from sonic priorities that may not jibe
with those of agiven customer. For example, the dealer who is obsessed with
imaging and detail will probably put
together the speaker/amplifier combination that maximizes those things. And as
we have seen, those things are by no
means the be-all and end-all of sound
reproduction. To further cloud the issue,
even the most prestigious dealers are not
beyond "pushing" products for reasons
other than sonic excellence. Nothing torpedoes dealer integrity like an overstock
of a slow-moving or soon-to-be-discontinued product.
But then, component manufacturers
aren't always the best judges of reproduced sound either. And they are usually
not capable of effective crossover design.
(Not loudspeaker crossover, but crossing
over from their specialty to another area.)
Even the most inspired loudspeaker designer is likely to be abust when it comes
to designing power amplifiers. Nonetheless, most of them usually have apretty
good idea of what ancillary components
work best with their products. And while
it is obviously too much to ask of Audio
Research and Infinity that they offer
"packaged" systems combining each other's power amps and loudspeakers, it
does not seem unreasonable to expect a
7

perfectionist component manufacturer to
at least recommend what he feels to be
the best associated components for use
with his own products.
The usual argument against this is
that it will give prospective buyers the
impression that unrecommended ancillaries are unsuitable, and will discourage
sales to people who don't own any of the
recommended devices. This assumption
may be correct, but a manufacturer's
recommendations would also greatly improve the sound quality obtained by those
who do buy his product and the recommended ancillaries. Perhaps the crucial
question here is to what extent superior
sound will—or, indeed, ever has—influenced the sale of any component.
In today's marketplace, products sell
not on the basis of their intrinsic quality
or worth, but on their hype quotient. It
matters little whether aproduct is clearly
superior to its competition. If it isn't
trendy, nobody wants it. And in audio
these days, component integration is about
as trendy as AIDS. Yet solid information
should be available from amanufacturer
for the person who wants it, even if most
don't.
Many times in the past, American
audiophiles have demonstrated that they
do not want integrated components. Socalled powered loudspeakers, packaged
with their own driving amplifiers, enjoy
some popularity overseas, but they have
never gotten off the ground in the U.S.
And "packaged" front ends have fared
even worse. The P-mount cartridge has
given integrated phono units some respectability among casual audiophiles,
but no self-respecting perfectionist will
even look at one, let alone buy it. The
truly integrated front end, containing its
own RIAA preamp/equalizer (but no controls) has never even been offered to the
consumer. (The first players sold by CBS
and RCA for use with LPs and 45s were
the last players ever sold that would
deliver an equalized high-level signal
8

from discs.)
This situation may change in the near
future, however, as CD takes hold in the
marketplace. Already, dealers are selling
audio systems sans phono unit, with only
aCD (or CD and FM) signal source. Since
the CD player puts out ahigh-level signal,
we can expect to see growing consumer
resistance to preamp/control units having
magnetic phono preamp stages, which
will look increasingly like an outright
waste of money. Of course, most music
lovers already own alot of analog discs,
and will continue to need phono preamp
stages somewhere in the system to play
these. But with time, the logic of putting
these in the phono unit rather than in
the main control center will become
abundantly evident.
As long as CD and the vinyl disc
continue to coexist (which will be for at
least another five years and more probably ten), growing numbers of critical
listeners will expect them to provide at
least comparable sound quality. Most buyers will (justifiably, Ithink) assume the
CD sound to be "more correct," and will
look askance at the kind of analog-disc
sound that so many audiophiles today
assume is the one by which CD should
be judged. (There is already a product
on the market which caters to this view:
Carver's Digital Time Lens, which purports to make CDs sound like analog
discs. Ihope it doesn't catch on, as it can
only succeed in further confusing what
could have been aquality shakedown in
home music reproduction.) And the only
way to ensure that aphono unit produces
neutral sound is by integrating the whole
ball of wax into asingle active player unit
including a(control-less) preamp.
Actually, what serious audiophiles
want or do not want may be losing
importance in the marketplace, as the
public at large discovers better sound as
arewarding adjunct to its first love: video.
High-end audio manufacturers find these
days that they are selling more and more
Stereophile

of their products to non-audiophiles, people who exhibit the audiophile's taste for
high-quality sound but little of his appetite
for diddling. They see (or hear) good
sound as something to enjoy rather than
something to play with, and thus have
more in common with the "serious music
listener" than with the true audiophile.
They will probably be the first to appreciate the sonic advantages of integration
in audio componentry, and since their
numbers are far greater, they constitute
an attractive-looking market for audio
manufacturers who have been noticing
signs of aretrenchment in the audio-only
business.
Of course, complete integration of
audio systems will not totally deprive the
hobbyist of the pleasure of diddling.

Buying a fully-assembled and tweaked
phono front end, or a powered loudspeaker system, will not preclude his
modifying either one or both. It may just
make it alittle less justifiable. And Iam
not recommending that integration become the rule either. Much of the fun of
audio lies in discovering those magical,
synergistic component combinations
which transform high-fidelity sound into
truly musical sound. But preassembled
and pretweaked phono front ends, and
loudspeakers and power amplifiers designed specifically for one another, could
advance the state of the audio art beyond
where it is today, and could give the
serious experimenter ahead start towards
better reproduced sound than he has
ever experienced before. And that wouldn't
be ahad thing at all.
JGH

The Dynamic
Loudspeaker
Just Came
Of Age.

Although the dynamic loudspeaker has been around
for a long time, it is safe to say that even the better
ones have generally sounded more spectacular than
musical. So most critical listeners have preferred
electrostatics in spite of their problems with lack of
low bass and dynamic range, room placement, imaging,
and unreliability—the very areas where dynamics
excel'. What the electrostats had (low coloration,
detailing, and musicality), the dynamics lacked.
Recently there has been a movement to improve
the dynamic loudspeaker, and Watkins Engineering
has been a part of this since 1972. Much new tech-

I
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nology is now available, and in fact, the dynamic
loudspeaker has just entered a new era. In our WE-1,
we have applied the best of current technology, along
with our own innovative and exclusive Watkins
dual-drive woofer, rear radiation absorption, and
damped first order crossover (all three features
patented). The WE-1 actually has transient response
with less hangover than electrostatics. It breaks
away from obsolete designs of the past with pure
uncolored high-definition sound. And whether dynamic
or electrostatic, we are confident that you cannot buy
amore musical loudspeaker.

Watkins Engineering
1019 E. Center St.. Kingsport, TN 37660. (615) 246-3701
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LETTERS
self publicly to a certain magnitude of
increase. You would, Ifeel, have to offer

CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Editor:
You probably know about the radical
reduction of classical-recording coverage
in High Fidelity magazine and the defections of most of its classical reviewers.
Not only will this leave several quite good
reviewers without an outlet, it will also
frustrate alarge readership that wants to
keep abreast of classical releases. Stow
Review offers a number of classical reviews each month, but their reviewers
are not all of the best. There are also a
few private newsletters, which tend to
promote the preferences of individuals—
opera or Renaissance music or whatever,
and afew newspapers run columns citing
afew best picks once in awhile, hut that's
about it.
It seems to me you might consider
enlarging Stereophile at this point—not
to the extent of incurring large production costs and not changing our format
greatly, but certainly devoting more space
to reviews. When I refer to a "large frustrated readership, that number of potential readers is of course not large
compared to, say, Reader's Digest's circulation. On the other hand, it is asteady
and faithful readership. No one who seriously collects classical recordings ever
stops doing so. And there's always anew
generation coming along.
Ifor example am one who would
not subscribe to Stereophile now, since I
have little interest in equipment, hut
would do so immediately if you were to
run more reviews written by good people.
However, Idon't think you would accomplish much unless you committed )•ourI()

some editorial treatment of recorded music that went beyond reviews of individual
recordings: things like discographies and
articles comparing records or dealing
with general issues.
David Jenness
Pojoaque, NM

In short, what you're saying is tlxit I
Ugh
Fidelity is going to lose a lot of readers
by slighting classical-music coverage, and
that we could pick them up br becoming
what High Fidelity used to be. Unfortunately, we can't, for several reasons including the purely economic.
Before fretting too much over the
demise of High Fidelity's classical coterage, you should take a look at a magazine called Fanfare, published from P.O.
Box 720, Tenafly, NJ 07670. This is the
publication for classical-record collectors, and if editor/publisher Joel Flegler
is on the ball, be will have already contacted IIF's footloose reviewers about
uriting for his magazine.
Incidental/u', we must point out that
it is people like you WIJO hair contributed
to highfidel
hire to achieve its goatç.
To say that you love music but "aren't
interested in equipment" is the same as
saying you love scenery but aren't interested ill keeping your glasses clean. Good
equipment is the means to an end, and
is the only means of making reproduced
music sound like ''real" music. A true
music lover appreciates uhat good reproduction smut& like, just as be appreciates
the difference between aBusendoifer and
a barroom upright.
Stereophile

Thank you.

RIM SHOTS
Editor:
Iused to think HP had the best ears
in the world, but now IA has displaced
•

him! The 2-inch rim shots did it! (In the
review of the WAMMS speaker system.)
But ...Iplayed that Hot Stir album
through a1
lafler IV, Dahlquist, Nakamichi,

•

Empire 598 system, and Imust disagree
with IA, although it took two listens. The
first time those rim shots came along, the
damn cat came into the room and stomped
across the shag rug, obscuring all detail.
The second time through, it was obvious
to me that the drummer dropped only
13
/ inches. Please be more accurate with
4
your evaluations in future.
Bill Harger
Seattle, WA
I'll have to check out that record again—

Our revieuw are not all favorable,
and there are plenty ofpoor-quality components out there in consumerland:their
manufacturers usually have the good
sense not to send them to us for retiew.
This ¿s why we are inclined to judge as
"mediocre" aproduct that Stereo Review
upuld find to be ';çt flan 'less performer."
Mediocrity is the best they ever care to
bear.

SUNDRIES
Editor:
With the advent of laser CD and
digital sources with their excellent transient and dynamic-range characteristics,
is there a need for improved preamplifiers? Of course, there is always a need
for improved anythings, but does the laser
CD make any new or special demands
on preamplifiers which ,have not been
required previously?

your Wig, iS my command, as usual. The
only problem is Mat at the present time I
can't afford to upgrade my equipment to
Your review of the Esoteric Audio
your august level Therefore, Iawait your
Research amplifier described its "truly
3-year reneued in the next mail, as u.ell
incredible depth of reproduction" and
as that of allyour friends!
LA
reproduction of "front-to-back perspectives with almost shocking realism." I
don't dispute what you heard, but how
on earth can an amplifier—particularly
one with atransformer output—influence
depth reproduction? It has been my ex-

SO FINE
Editor:
Ijust got my first issue of Stereophile,
and Iwant to tell you people something:
you have one hell of a fine magazine.
What asplendid change from the other
commercial publications!
Isensed right away that you feel no
obligations to any manufacturers, and
although all the reports in my first issue
were favorable, Iexpect that not all of
your reviews are. (It really is hard to
believe that there is no such thing as a
poor-quality component.)
John Cambardella
Long Beach, CA
Stereophile

perience that loudspeakers influence depth
reproduction more than other components. Dipole radiators and time-aligned
speakers such as the Quads, Magneplanars and Dahlquist DQ-10s have, to my
ears, more depth than most other speaker
systems. Perhaps the speaker system you
used with the Esoteric amplifiers was an
electrostatic or is time-aligned. It is my
feeling that depth reproduction adds the
greatest element of realism to reproduced
music. Can you cite components which
are so endowed?
Stanley L. Allekman
Piscataway, IV
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While the final word isn't yet in on this,
it's my opinion that CDs sound best when

diminished by components which tend to
sound "laid-back," as do many solid-state

the playback electronics are bandwidthlimited to a little beyond 20 kHz at the

amplifiers and my few tubed amplifiers.
Many critics of tubes have attributed this

high end—a requirement which contra-

to "euphonic colorations" which are lack-

dicts our experience with analog-disc
reproduction. CD seals above 20 kllz
purportedly don't exist at levels higher
than -85 dB, so it is bard to guess what
this bandwidth limiting is eliminating.
Since nobody in audio seems interested
in investigating seemingly illogical ohserrations, the question may not be answered in the foreseeable future.
The fact that some electronics seem
to reproduce depth perspective much better than others, and that tubes seem to
do it better than transistors, are but tu 'o
more phenomena
many have observed but no one can explain. Accuracy
of depth reproduction does seem related
to the apparent distance at which asystem
reproduces sound sources, and is thus

ing in solid-state devices, but the fact that
those colorations almost invariably
heighten the illusion of reality makes one
wonder which "kind" of sound is in fact
the more accurate.
Most audiophile-ppe loudeeakers
actually have a middle-range dip designed into them to inake them sound
more "rich," but that does not explain
why speakers which don't have the dip
(such as full-range, crossoverlee electrostatics) still reproduce depth better with
tubed electronics than with transistorized
ones. The EAR amplifier's superior reproduction of depth was clearly audible
through every speaker
with which
ur tried it, regardless of design.

ELECTROCOMPANIET

Ahead of its time for over a decade.

EAST COAST: Audio Connection-Verona, NJ •Audio Guild-Englewood, NJ •
Lyric-Manhattan and White Plains, NY •Precision Audio-Rio Piedras,
PR •Sight and Sound-Morristown, NJ •Sound Components-Coral
Gables, FL •Sound Gallery-Louisville, KY •Sound Mill-Mt. Kisco, NY •Sound
Service Company-Philadelphia, PA •Stuart's Audio-Westfield, NJ •
MIDDLE STATES Audio Concepts-Houston. TX •Audio Perfection-Minneapolis,
MN •Custom Electronics-Omaha, NE •Greenfield Equipment-River Forest,
IL •Omni Sound-Dallas, TX •Victor's Stereo-Chicago and Morton Grove, IL •
WEST COAST Absence of Sound-Tarzana, CA •Stereo Design-San Diego,CA •
CANADA: Brack Electronics-Toronto, CA •Filtronique-Montreal, PO •Son OrAnjou, PO

Distributed by Electrocompaniet, Inc.
Rt. 202, Box 127 •Hollis, ME 04042 •(207)929-4553
Manufactured by Electrocompanlet A/S •FO 92 •1473 Skarer, Norway

The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202.

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202.
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Please write for details

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b. Po b 140. ness Dona
70 451 Israel
tel 054-70796, telex 31951
morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brooklIne, mass. 02146
u.s.a.
tel. (617) 277-6663
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THE NEW GOLD STANDARD
When VSP Lab's released our now-classic Trans Mos
amplifier, it received excellent reviews from the audio
experts at Sensible Sound, Stereophile, and Stereo
Review. Now, we are pleased to introduce an enhanced
performance version — the new Gold Edition Trans Mos.
Featuring more power (200 watts/channel) and anaturally
smooth musical sound, the Gold Edition breathes life into
even the most complex program material.
For complete specifications and reviews of our Trans Mos,
Gold Edition Trans Mos, and the Straightwire Preamplifier,
plus the location of the dealer nearest you, call (31 3)
769-5522. Or write: VSP Labs,
Dept. A6, 670 Airport Blvd.,
Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
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Only the music remains.
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Holt at the Hilton
CES 1984
by .): Gordon Ho/1
APOGEE
Apogee, the full-range ribbon speaker
people, introduced a smaller, cheaper
(83000/pair) model called the Scintilla. I
didn't get to hear it, as they were located
in another hotel halfway across town and
my time was short. But Idid finally hear
their larger system and was not all that
impressed. Imaging was only fair, it
sounded ashade slow on the uptake, and
it had what Ifelt was asomewhat cold
sound. But Imust add that few systems
sound as good under show conditions as
they are capable of sounding (although
the WAMMs and Infinity IRS gave apretty good accounting of themselves).
ARCICI
The Lead Balloon, aunique turntableisolation stand was getting its baptism
under fire at CES, via several prototypes
loaned out to various exhibitors who had
been experiencing intractable phono
problems due to severe floorborne vibrations (from nearby elevators, for example). All users were ecstatic; it seems to
work.
This is one lead balloon that should
definitely get off the ground.
BEVERIDGE
Beveridge had a new electrostatic/
dynamic system, the System 6, for
116450/pair. Except for some reservations
Ifelt about its low-end control, this was
putting out some of the most musically
convincing sound at the show. Imaging,
depth and spaciousness were second only to that from the WAMMS and the huge
Infinity IRS systems, and the middle
range was about as alive and natural as
anything Ihave heard for some years.
We'll try to get apair of these for testing.
Stereophile

COMPUSONICS
The Compusonics digital recording
system, fanfared several months ago as
the first one that would permit an hour's
recording on a computer-type floppy
disk, was not even on display. We learned
that its claims for I-hour playing time
were predicated on "anticipated" future
developments, and that Compusonics'
disk supplier had not even come through
with aprototype disk. Don't hold your
breath waiting for Ibis breakthrough to
break through.
CONRAD-JOHNSON
C-J unveiled a surprise at CES: two
loudspeaker systems. Designed by Conrad Johnson for marketing under the Image Acoustics brand (IA will be aseparate
company), these floorstanding speakers
looked undistinguished and, at least
under show
conditions, sounded
Also introduced were the PV-4
preamp and Premier Five power amplifier. The $485 PV-4 is an upgraded version of the cute little PV-3 which used to
be available as akit or ready-built and got
anice review in these pages some issues
back.
The Premier Five power amp is a200watt mono unit, built on the same chassis
as their stereo Premier Four (and using
similar circuitry and output tubes- —the
reliable EL34s) but devoted to one channel. The unit has no electrolytic capacitors in its power supply; all capacitors are
special polystyrene units developed by
Shucks, Ithought they sounded pretty
good for the money. Maybe it was just the excellence of the C-J electronics shining
through.
LA
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C-J, including amammoth one rated at 5
mF at 600 working volts! ("We're replacing capacity with quality.") Even without
listening to it, two advantages to this
mono amp approach are evident. The
Premier Five, at 81 lbs versus the Premier
l's 125, can be moved without risking a
hernia or adislocated vertebra. And two
mono amps obviously provide the
ultimate in signal isolation between channels. The price: astiff 56,000 the pair,
even higher than the One's S.43So.

all audiophile systems which few have
accomplished: As far as the ears were
concerned, the speakers disappeared! All
Iheard was the voices and instruments.
and their surrounding space. The apparent soundstage. from recordings
made in very large spaces, was positively
huge—similar to what Iheard from the
much smaller WAMM system. Yet the IRS
also reproduced small sounds in proper
scale and with startling realism. But 1kept
asking myself if it is really necessary to
spend over 530,000 to get asystem that
sounds as good as this? If not, why have
Inever heard comparable sound from
anything costing less?
This was aclose second for Best Sound
at the Show. (The WAMMs were a bit
better—see below.)
KLYNE AUDIO ARTS
Stan Klyne was showing two beautifullooking preamplifiers, the basic SK-4 and
the "full-function" SK-5. Both can provide electronic crossover function by the
addition of suitable modules (when these
are available, which they weren't at this
writing).

Image Acoustics
Klyne SK-5
INFINITY SYSTEMS
Infinity was demoing the newest version of their huge IRS speaker system, the
Series III, differing from the previous version in that it uses longer voice coils (for
reduced distortion at very large excursions), stronger magnets in the tweeters
and midrange ribbon drivers for increased efficiency, and improved crossover
networks.
The new IRS achieved one objective of
16

The SK-4 has inputs for Phono (MM or
low-output MC), Tuner, and Aux, plus a
volume and balance control. About as
minimal as you can get! It is normally
supplied without line-level amplification, for use with devices having enough
output to provide adequate level into the
power amp without further amplification. Without the line-level modules, the
Stereophile

only active circuitry in the high-level secwill take that long for Klyne's production
tion is an emitter follower to allow the
facilities to catch up with the demand.
use of long output cables without HF
loss. If additional gain is needed, lineLOOK WHAT THE PRINTER DID TO
amp modules are sold separately for
US! DEPARTMENT
5142/pair. They are user-installable
Beveridge was handing out a blurb
without soldering; you merely remove a
sheet on which someone had committed
pair of jumpers and plug in the modules.
ahilarious booboo. We're reproducing it
The SK -5 has the same features as the
here. It seems the new literature was
SK -4 except that it includes line- level
delivered at the last moment, just before
amplifier modules and adds additional
controls for Mono, Tape Monitor, and Absolute Phase Reverse. Each line section
provides simultaneous outputs of both
non-inverted and inverted polarity, making it possible to use any stereo amplifier
in bridged mono mode or normal stereo
mode (provided the power amp's power
supply is up to the task). Both preamps
are essentially dual mono. Prices: SK -4
$1950, SK -5 $2450 complete or $2150
without MC inputs.
LA comments: due to Stan Klyne's propitious post-Show tour of the Southwest
we were able to audition an SK -4 for a
week. Those of you thinking of spending
$2000 or up on apreamp would do well
to make an effort to hear either of the
Klynes. Ihave never heard apreamplifier
make such a difference to any sound
system; in fact, Iam suffering withdrawal
symptoms waiting for our review sample
(it should arrive any day heh, hell). Here's
what the Klyne does better than ally
preamp I've heard: rendition of high frequencies in asoft, relaxed way (like tube
units) but enormously extended (unlike
tube preamps); portrayal of the recording's acoustic environment in arelaxed
fashion, but lacking the (perhaps exaggerated) 3-dimensional "roundness" of
the best tube preamps; revelation of subtle details in the recorded material with
unprecedented (for me) clarity. Maybe
the best thing Ican say about the SK -4 is
that it makes this startling difference
while calling very little attention to itself,
aseeming paradox.
Sure, you've heard these bouquets
before—but I'll bet you haven't heard the
Klyne preamp, and you owe it to yourself
to do so. Ipredict that the next year will
see these preamps hard to purchase; it
Stereophile

The
Incredibly
Perfect
Soundstage
With the exclusive,
highly-advanced,
electrostatic transducer
in aslender shingle column

the show, and was not looked at until it
was being handed out, by which time it
was Too Late.
MAGNEPAN
Magnepan introduced their smallest
speaker yet, the SMGa, atwo-way planar
system 5 inches narrower than their
SMG. Priced at $495, this is now the least
expensive planar system money can buy
The unit features optional rear- protruding "fins, - which "add acouple of dB
to the lowest octave" for use in rooms
that tend to thin out the sound of planar
s)stems. The plastic fins can be purchased from Magnepan for $80 /pair, or made
by the user out of Masonite or thin
plywood. The SMGa measures 4 feet
high by 18 inches wide by apiddling 3/4
inch thick, and comes with brass,
chrome, or oak trim.
Magnepan also debuted an MG-lb,
described as being closer to the MG-II in
17

performance than is the SMGa. A biampable 2-way unit, it costs $825.

MISSION
One of the first two CD players from
English companies (Meridian was showing one that was reported by LG in our
last issue), Mission's unit uses aPhilips
drawer-load deck but the electronics are
completely Mission's design. It employs
4-times oversampling and full- 16-bit Dto-A conversion, digital filtering, separate
D/A converters, refined analog circuitry,
and a minimal- phase-shift 5-pole
Thompson analog filter, whatever the
hell that is. (What it is, as explained to me,
is "a derivative of Butterworth," who was
not an English composer.) The analog
filter cuts in at 45 kHz, to minimize phase
shift at 20 kHz, and it is claimed that the
player has "no phase shift at all" at 12 kHz
and below. The target price is $600 retail!
NEW YORK AUDIO LABS
NYAL were showing several of their
gorgeous-looking Futterman-inspired
OTL amplifiers as well as a small
bookshelf speaker system—the Favorite
Music Systems MFS-2 —that was producing some amazingly good sound. At
around $2500/pair the speakers aren't
cheap, but they sure sounded nice!
There's not much point in discussing
NYAL's amps because they are in such
short supply as to be virtually unobtainable. 2 (With that sort of demand, I
wonder why they don't just increase
their production capacity instead of
moaning
about
their
back-order
situation?)
SME
Risen from bankruptcy like aphoenix
from the ashes, English tonearm

2 The subsitution of one of the OTL Futtermans for ahighly regarded solid- state amp in
the Klyne room (driving the next-to-largest
Essence speakers) produced such aradical improvement in the sound—far greater clarity
and immediacy to the music—that Ican see
why they're in great demand.
LA
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manufacturer SME is back with a new
and completely redesigned arm, the
3009-V. (The IV was never produced.)
Unlike previous SME arms, this is a
moderate-mass unit suitable for use with
moderate-compliance MC cartridges as
well as high-compliance MMs. Every
setup parameter on it is adjustable, including vertical tracking angle, which
can be varied while playing adisc for instant assessment of the effects of the
change. This is one of the handsomest
and most
thoroughly
engineered
tonearms I've laid eyes on, though at a
projected $1400 +retail price SME is
definitely breaking new ground for
themselves.
SONY
Sony was demonstrating a new
contact-printing videotape duplicating
system, and it may be their first product
for which JVC won't be able to develop
an equivalence for.
If you're into video, you may have
observed that Sony and JVC have been
playing follow-the-leader, with Sony
(whose Beta format has been lagging in
sales behind JVC's VHS for some years)
innovating and JVC counterinnovating.
Most recently Sony's Beta Hi -Fi system,
which gave Beta amarketing edge for a
while, has been countered by aVHS Hi Fi system from JVC. But Sony's new tape
duplicating system may prove to be VHS
Hi-Fi's Waterloo (see BS's Show report
for atechnical description). VHS could
be priced out of the videocassette market
if enough duplicators can afford the new
system's 8250,000 price tag.
SOTARD
A new full-range electrostatic system
from afirm called Sotard (State Of The
Art Research and Development), the Armageddon uses a modified Berning
power amp to provide 170 watts of
"direct drive" to each of the electrostatic
elements. This sounds unlikely to us,
because the tubes Berning uses are not
capable of handling the kind of voltages
most electrostatics require for signal and
polarization.
The Sotard system sells for a notStereophile

inconsiderable $12,500 a pair, which
does at least include the amplifiers.
Nonetheless, this seems shockingly expensive for a system whose low-end
-3-dB point is unabashedly claimed to be
50 Hz. For further info, Sotard's address
is 3300 Newark St. NW, Washington, DC
20008.
TANDBERG
Tandberg was showing a very
impressive-looking professional deck,
the Series TD-50, priced at around
$5000. A 1/4-inch unit, it runs at 15, 7.5
or 3.75 ips.
JGH

I' I
\ snew HW-17 record cleaner looks
like awinner! This motorized, self- pumping launderer automatically applies the
requisite amount of cleaning fluid and
then sucks it off. All you do is move each
brush into place and push the appropriate button. No more squirting fluid
from abottle, no more rotating the platter awkwardly by hand.
Priced at around $650 (East Coast), this
does everything the legendary Keith
Monks cleaner does, but in asmall fraction of the time. My guess is that VPI is
going to sell alot of these.
WILSON AUDIO
I finally got my first listen to the
$42,000 WAMMs (Wilson Audio Modular
Monitors) system that LA went gaga over
in issue 6-3. Ican now appreciate what
Stereophile

Larry was drooling about; it was, quite
simply, incredible!
This system does everything amusicreproducing system should do, and better than any other system Ihave heard. To
attempt to describe its sound would be to
imply that it had asound, and Iam not
prepared to say that. One whole end of
the listening room vanished and was
replaced by aperforming space and real,
live,
in-the-flesh
performers.
The
speakers were simply not there. Ifound it
difficult to bear in mind that what Iwas
hearing was in fact coming from
loudspeakers. With this system, you
don't think in terms of imaging, frequency response, detail or what have you. You
just enjoy the music, without any reservation whatsoever. As you can tell, Iwas
impressed.
The only thing that really bothered me
about the sound of the WAMM system
was not a flaw but a result of its excellence. So well did it reproduce the impression of areal musical happening in a
real acoustical space, right there in front
of me, that Iwas made uncomfortably
aware of not being in that space. My ears
told me there was asmallish room to my
sides and rear. This was the first time I
have
consciously
formulated
the
heretical idea that today's super-systems
are reproduce frontal space so well that
we will not get much closer to a truly
realistic re-creation of live sound until we
consider adding surround sound for hall
ambience. But that's another topic
altogether, and one that I'll address at
length another time. 3

3 Soon after CES, JGH was invited to the
Wilson home to audition a later and
significantly revised version. Interestingly,
though it was proved through trial and
substitution that all the new components
were substantially better than the system
reviewed above, JGH's subjective response
was somewhat less enthusiastic. Then, near
the end of the listening session, Dave Wilson
reluctantly removed his solid-state preamp
(whose name shall go unmentioned, but its
not the Krell that was used in Chicago).
Voila—there was the magic again, but with
markedly better clarity through the midrange
and less gruncige at the high end.
LA
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SOME
COMPACT
DISCS
SOUND
TERRIBLE.
Find out which ones.
Fill out the coupon below or call toll free:

1-800-227-1053
DIGITAL AUDIO
Every Month DIGITAL AUDIO Delivers Solid Information
•The most complete list of CD
titles ever published. Updated
monthly.
•Monthly columns by Ken Pohlman, John Woram, Bryan Brewer.
•Hardware and software reviews.

•Interviews with digital recording
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This CES made it abundantly clear that
audio will never return to preeminence
in consumer electronics. It must share its
once lofty position with computers, a
variety of video equipment, and even
telephone answering machines. This
may be ablessing, though, especially for
the high-end. With aslightly shrunken
market, and reduced income, companies
may become more competitive by introducing fewer new products and concentrating on the refinement of existing
ones. Sonic improvements would appear
less often but would be more substantial.
This would stabilize the market, and
perhaps drive away the lunatic fringe of
buyers.

TRENDS
Isaid last year that the '80s would be
the golden age of vacuum-tube electronics, and this year's CES confirms the
continued strength of "valves." Counterpoint introduced the first commercial
tube amp that is totally direct- coupled
from input to output (no transformers,
no caps). Designed by Richard Mojeski of
Beveridge RM -1 fame, it may encourage
Plasmatronics to release their own directcoupled design (which was shown at the
1981 CES).
More important, both Counterpoint
and New York Audio Labs (see "Showstoppers" section below) showed hybrid
designs that may force transistor diehards
like myself to change their tune. Both
companies have power amps with tube
front ends and MOSFET output stages.
These are claimed to offer the advantages
of tubes and transistors and the disadvantages of neither.
The most obvious trend in speaker
design is the proliferation of ribbon
drivers. Although the Apogee full-range
ribbon speakers are the most visible (and
expensive) example of this movement,
they are not alone. Both Raven and Melos
Stereophile

have designs using modified Strathearn
ribbons, Magnepan continues with their
own line-source tweeter, and Clements
Audio Systems has a variety of planar
magnetic drivers for both their own
speakers and OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturers) use.
An unfortunate trend in speakers is the
growing number of undistinguished
systems in the over-$2000/pair range. I'm
inclined to think this is due to the success
of the Acoustat 2+2s, which must encourage other companies to think there
is asubstantial market in that price range.
Combine this with the human tendency
to equate price with quality, and you
have the boom in expensive speakers.
I've felt for the past few years that
$2000 represented some kind of boundary line beyond which (with few exceptions) you rarely get what you paid for.
The point is really brought home by the
dbx Soundfield Imaging speaker. It's not
abad product. The sound is reasonably
smooth, neutral, and detailed. The catch
is that so many drivers and such acomplex control system are required to produce the speaker's special dispersion pattern that most of its cost is due to this
complexity. The result is a$2500 system
that lacks the kind of extremely low coloration, resolution of detail, and "focus"
that one expects from aspeaker in that
price range.
Iam not trying to badmouth dbx. It is
just that the Soundfield speaker is agood
example of an expensive product that exists because the manufacturer thinks
there is amarket for it, not necessarily
because they think it is the best possible
product they can make in that price
range. As expensive speakers continue to
proliferate, the reader should remember
that ahigh price tag does not mean that a
product is aimed at the perfectionist who
reads Stereophile. More than ever, careful
listening and thoughtful evaluation are
the order of the day.
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SHOW REPORT
Recordings
The most interesting (and probably
best-selling) record was from Wilson
Audio. The first side holds one of Dave
Wilson's recordings, transferred directly
to disc. The flip side has the same recording after having been run through the
SoundStream digital processor.
The record is billed as acritique of
digital recording but is really acritique of
the SoundStream processor. Further, it is
incomplete because it points out the
mote in digital's eye, while ignoring what
Isee as the logs in the eye (ear?) of
analog.'
Iurge you to buy this record, because
it will give Dave Wilson enough money
to produce the recording this should
have been. We need arecord with both
an analog and adigital recording of the
same performance, combined with dubs
from one system to the other. UGH was
the first to suggest this cross-dubbing,
and has done it himself.) This would
make it possible to compare objectively
the strengths and weaknesses of both
recording techniques. 2

The record isn't really incomplete; it simply
assesses the contribution of the SoundStream
processor, rather than assessing both the
SoundStream and an analog machine on two
different discs. There is some justification for
Wilson Audio's approach: only digital proponents have been claiming that music could
go through their system with no alteration or
distortion.
LA
There was such a demonstration at the

2

show, sort of informally conducted by Peter
McGrath of Audiofon records (who, by the
way, is agreat fan of the Sony PCM-FI). He had
recorded aharpsichord and orchestra concert
on both the Fl and his heavily modified
Stellavox analog recorder, using the same
mike feed. Ihad an opportunity to listen to a
comparison of the two. Most surprising to me
was the observation that the two tapes were
not grossly different, and neither was a"bad"sounding recording. Nevertheless, there was
aclear addition made by the Fl to the upper
harmonics of the harpsichord, almost as if the
harmonic content had been increased, but it
wasn't pleasant. In addition there were dif-
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Arms, Pickups, and
Ihrntables
(and related accessories)
APT announced asubsonic filter with
a64 dB/octave slope. Response is only
-0.25 d13 at 20 Hz, but 3 dB at 19 Hz.
Such an abrupt cutoff is probably useful
only as a last resort; it will probably
muddy-up
bass
transients
quite
noticeably, though of course Apt's
designers claim that it won't. Apt also has
an outboard phono preamp that includes
variable capacitive and resistive loading,
along with meters and atest record to set
the pickup for the flattest possible
response.
ARCICI loaned out alarge number of
their new turntable isolation stands, the
Lead Balloon, to the exhibitors. As the
name suggests, the turntable sits on
about 25 lbs of lead, for increased isolation from external disturbances. The
designer claims that the stand cleared up
at least one case of feedback that would
otherwise have prevented the exhibitor
from opening. The same stand, sans the
turntable base, will be available with
casters and shelves for use as an equipment stand or record rack. We will be
receiving aLead Balloon for review.
EMPIRE has entered the moving-coil
field with two pickups, the MC5M and
the MC1000. The latter is made in
Switzerland and has avan den Hul stylus.
ISOS was most noticeable by their
absence. Their turntable, which may be
the most carefully engineered 'table ever,
has been over five years in gestation, and
we have yet to see aproduction version.
We think it will be worth the wait: in a
show demo two shows back, it was sonically superior to the Linn. It has aclaimed rumble spec of
-80 dBferences in the upper bass/lower midrange
which Iwas hard put to evaluate, but which
Mr. McGrath heard as favoring the Stellavox's
preservation of "hall sound"; on the Stellavox
he could recognize the particular harpsichord, and the particular hall, quite readily,
and could not listening to the digital tape. Not
having been there, Icouldn't evaluate this
aspect of the difference, but Ihave no reason
to doubt him.
LA
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unweighted. On the other hand, even
great products wear out their welcome
by failing to really appear. According to
the company, full production is to begin
no later than October. Ihave been promised asample for review.
NITTY-GRITTY has new versions of
their record cleaning machines, which
now suck cleaning fluid from both sides
of the disc at once. However, the cleaner
can only be applied to one side at atime,
so there is only aslight improvement in
convenience.
PDG (Princeton Design Group) has an
interesting little gadget called the Active
Cartridge Stabilizer. It is supposed to feed
asignal back into your pickup to compensate for the cantilever's tendency to
keep vibrating after atransient has passed. It may be used with either MM or MC
pickups, internal adjustments optimizing
it for aparticular cartridge. When used
with MCs, it has enough gain to eliminate
the need for any other step-up.
There is no question that it changes
the sound, and the changes seem to be
improvements (better detail, lower coloration, reduced hardness, somewhat
better focus and imaging). But only an
extended listen to a wide range of
familiar recordings will reveal whether
the changes are euphonic or accurate. I
have one on hand for review.
SHINON's ("true-tone") turntable is
another entry in the jeweled-bearing
sweepstakes. Its 22-lb platter is one of the
heaviest. Their best pickup, the Saphic,
has the hollow sapphire cantilever from
Namiki that is starting to appear on
pickups from anumber of companies.
Might we suggest that the Saphic pickup
would be agood match with the Pink
Triangle turntable?
The Talisman Alchemist III pickup
from SUMIKO is claimed to have anew
magnetic system called "intensified
focus" which concentrates virtually all
the flux on the coils, without fringing or
losses. The result is ahigh-output MC
that does not require magnetic cores in
the coils, or high-impedance coil windings. Sumiko claims that the sound is
better than that of low-output MCs, and
no step-up device is needed.
Stereophile

VITASON introduced another product
in their line of totally organic hi-fi equipment. (Their pickup was reviewed afew
issues back.) It's aplatter mat made from
compressed soy bean curd. The longchain polymers of proteins are ideal, of
course, for soaking up unwanted acoustic
energy. (Soy sauce may be added if a
slightly darker sound is desired.) The
name? Tofumat.
Besides the latest version of their
carefully engineered turntable, VPI was
showing anew record cleaning machine,
the HW-17. Like the Keith Monks, it has a
self-contained pump and brush to apply
the fluid and scrub the disc. As with
previous VPIs, afull-width vacuum nozzle cleans the entire surface at once. Nozzle operation is automatic. Press abutton,
and the vacuum pump that powers the
nozzle pulls it down against the record
surface for cleaning. The HW- 17 is unquestionably the most convenient
record-cleaning machine, and goes for
$650.

Tuners
There did not seem to be any significant developments in tuner design, but
the obvious trend is toward duplicating
the incredible 90 % dB S/N achieved by
the Tandberg design of afew years back.
Several companies have already done it.
You should know about MAGNUM's
FM booster. This little box provides enormous FM gain with very little added
noise, so it can significantly boost your
tuner's sensitivity. Its bandwidth is only
600 kHz, so it rejects strong stations that
might otherwise cause interference. Its
performance was incredible, converting
what seemed to be three stations piled on
top of one another into afaintly hissy but
clean and listenable signal. The maker
claims that the better your tuner, the
more the booster will improve its
performance.

Tape Decks & Tapes
NAD will soon have cassette decks
with user-adjustable playback EQ. The
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idea is to compensate for differences in
record EQ and head azimuth, so that
Dolby doesn't become Dullby. Flat
playback response is particularly critical
for Dolby C, with its extra 10 dB of noise
reduction.
NAKAMICHI finally unveiled their
long-awaited car stereos. The top model
does not have the predicted NACC. Instead, awired remote control allows the
listener to change head azimuth in tiny
increments
until
maximum
highfrequency response is obtained.
Despite the trend toward digital,
TANDBERG introduced the TD50 professional analog recorder, with such
features as an RS-232C interface, SMPTE
time code control, and frame sync. Fulltrack mono and half-track mono or
stereo are available, via interchangeable
head blocks. Estimated price is "very,
very roughly" $5000.
TDK will produce metal-particle
cassettes that are designed for use with
the type-II (chrome) setting. Although 4
dB improved high-frequency headroom
is claimed, the real reason for this product is to use up some of TDK's excess
capacity for metal tape production. It is
no secret that metal tape bombed.
You are probably aware that prices for
both audio and video tape are at an alltime low. This seems to be due to the
elastic demand for tape. When prices are
low, people are more likely to keep what
they record rather than erase and reuse
the tape. Since tape has aridiculous profit margin (at least 50%, and that's for
small quantities), dealers have found that
alowered price results in increased profits. Hence, the price drops and stays
down.

timidated and confused.
SONY unveiled the first CD players for
care They're DIN-sized, which means
"very small," and one even includes a
stereo FM tuner. Frankly, Idon't see the
point. A car system would have to be
very good indeed to do justice even to a
good cassette transfer from adirect disc,
let alone to aCD. And what would happen if you leave your CDs in ahot car,
and they warp?

Amps and Preamps
COUNTERPOINT has two unusual
new power amps. The SA-4 is atotally
direct- coupled vacuum tube design, the
first commercial amp of its kind. It is
rated at 100 W/ch into an 8-ohm load.
The SA-8 is ahybrid design, with atube
front end driving MOSFET outputs. Except for the local feedback inherent in
the cathode-follower drive stage and the
source-follower output, there is no other
feedback, global or local. Power is rated
at 200 W/ch into 8ohms, 300 into 4.
KINERGETICS has adesign approach
that they claim eliminates the distortions
caused by passive components. If I
understand it correctly, it goes something
like this: In any feedback amplifier, the
gain of the amp is determined by the impedance ratios of two components (or
groups of components). If we can arrange the circuit topology so that every
distorting component in one group is
matched by asimilarly distorting component in the other group, the distortion
will cancel out because the ratio of the
two distortions is always unity, and thus
has no effect on the gain.

Compact Disc Players

KLYNE has two new preamps, the
SK -4 and -5. As has become customary

The only trends here are toward lower
prices, and the use of digital rather than
analog filtering. DENON claims that their
Super Linear Converter reduces crossover distortion effects found in other D/A
converters. The new REVOX CD player
has such an elaborate array of programming functions that even yours truly, a
gadget freak from way back, was in-

Not really. Mitsubishi had acar CD player at
the Las Vegas show, apparently avery preproduction prototype. What kind of car was
it demoed in? AMitsubishi, of course. Its chief
features seemed to be really wretched sound
with great dynamic range, and the ability to
turn off for I() seconds whenever the car door
was closed.
LA
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with proprietary solid-state designs, the
electronics are potted in modules. A unique feature is the untinned PC board.
Traditionally, the exposed circuit traces
on the board are tinned with solder to
keep the copper from corroding. But the
solder/copper interface is not very linear;
theoretically, the signal current that
passes through it may be distorted. Klyne
has eliminated the need for tinning by
environmentally sealing the board after
the components have been soldered to it.
Both preamps can handle low-output
MCs without the use of an external
step-up.
MEITNER AUDIO's PA-6 preamp offers interchangeable phono modules optimized for MC or MF pickups. Most of
the preamp's controls are on a remote
control box which allows the user to
select inputs and adjust volume/balance
from his listening chair. The FB -150
power amp is ahybrid, with transistor
front end and tube outputs. This amp is
unique in using two small output
transformers per channel, in order to get
extended high-frequency performance
without sacrificing bass response.
PS AUDIO's new preamp is called The
Source, available in either kit form ($330)
or wired ($420). The circuit topology is
unusual in that all gain and EQ are in a
single, multi-transistor stage. The design
shows some vague similarities to the
Threshold "stasis" approach, but it is not
acopy.
ROBERTSON AUDIO now has a
preamp to go with their highly regarded
power amps. Although it is difficult to
make any absolute judgments, the sound
of the complete Robertson system
(which includes their own speakers)
struck me as unusually clean and relaxed,
without loss of detail.

Speakers and Headphones
BEVERIDGE's new System 6 combines two of their 3-foot electrostatic
drivers in an acoustic lens assembly with
a subwoofer system that sits directly
underneath. A wooferless version, the
System 5, is also available.
Stereophile

CANTON makes asubwoofer system,
the Plus A, which looks like nothing so
much as aTrane air conditioner. All the
system parameters—gain, crossover
point, bass boost— are controlled by
pushbuttons, with the selected values
displayed on an LED readout, There are
three integral amps, one to drive the
woofers, and two for (optional) satellite
speakers.
CLEMENTS AUDIO makes avariety of
planar magnetic drivers, which are used
in their own full-range systems and are
available to OEMs. Some use aluminum
foil on Mylar, while others use copper on
Kapton. My guess is that the latter are the
better-sounding.
Although I would not give the
DUNTECH PCL-3 the kind of rave
review Bert Whyte bestowed upon it in
Audio, it is nevertheless alively and articulate speaker. That it also hangs on the
wall is aplus. We will probably review it.
DENNESEN has anew hybrid speaker
system with dynamic woofers and electrostatic midrange and high end. Their
ESL 110 was an unusually good system,
so this new one is well worth looking for.
The DYNAM Digital 20 is another entry in the planar magnetic sweepstakes.
This time we have asquare driver made
of rather heavy plastic with aseries of
long, narrow "bubbles" on the surface.
The voice coil takes ameandering path
around the protrusions. Rows of magnets
sit underneath. (If you can imagine a
Magneplanar driver with a bad case of
shingles, you'll have arough idea what it
looks like.) Twenty of these are used,
along with eight tweeters built much like
Yamaha's original Orthodynamic headphones. This is not as low-mass adriver
as an electrostatic, ribbon, or carefully
designed planar magnetic. The sound is
correspondingly rounded off and "pleasant," lacking any real transient snap.
The ENERGY 22 is a two-way Canadian speaker designed by Winslow
Burhoe. To me, it was remarkably uncolored and alive-sounding; everyone
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else hated it. 4 The system has received a
remarkable number of rave reviews in its
homeland, which might be reason
enough for seeking it out.
The FAVORITE MUSIC SYSTEMS
FMS-2 was the speaker used by NYAL to
demonstrate their Moscode amps. It is
hard to tell where the amp leaves off and
the speaker begins, but Ithink it's fair to
say that this is one gorgeous-sounding
speaker, with beautiful focus and a
seamless blending of the drivers. At
$2450 the pair they are not cheap, and
for that price Iwould prefer more incisiveness. Still, this is the kind of speaker
many of our readers could live happily
with for the next decade, forgetting that
other speaker systems even exist.
Iwas not altogether happy with the
FUSELIER speakers, which have received
favorable reviews elsewhere. Although
they were demonstrated in two different
rooms, the sound, particularly on voice,
seemed to be lacking its natural weight
and character.
Next to Mag,nepan, INFINITY deserves
a prize for most improved sound.
They've finally licked the blandness that
has compromised the otherwise superb
sound of their speakers. Both the IRS
Series III and the new version of the RS I
are far more alive-sounding than their
predecessors. For this listener, the IRS is
now second only to the Plasmatronics in
sounding like the real thing.
MAGNEPAN's MG III was arevelation.
Ihave never really cared for Magneplanar
speakers, finding them to be soft and
seriously
lacking in
transparency
(although admirably low in coloration).
But the MG III is different. It is not only
their first really good speaker (in my opinion), it is quite possibly agreat one. In
terms of detail, focus, coherence,
transparency and all that other good
stuff, it is a major step forward for
Magnepan. It's astrong contender in the
$2000/pair category.

Not so; Ididn't hear the Energy speaker, but
was directed to their room by anumber of
show attendees.
LA
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KEF's new 104.2 is sure to attract alot
of attention. (It has nothing in common
with the old 104; the number simply
refers to the approximate size of the
speaker.) It uses two woofers, both
mounted in an internal subcavity, whose
output passes through a 6" duct on the
front of the speaker. KEF claims improved power handling capability, reduced
distortion, and wider range, compared to
conventional ported designs. The
midrange and tweeters are mounted
directly to the front baffle in their own
enclosure, eliminating the frame and the
resonances and diffraction effects that go
with it. KEF also claims that the 104.2's
4-ohm impedance is totally resistive.
Therefore the amp does not have to handle large reactive currents. There is more
to this design than can be covered in a
short space; you may wish to look over
the literature at aKEF dealer.
RAVEN ACOUSTICS' Raven lisa twoway system using a 6" woofer and two
modified Strathearn ribbons. The imaging was sharp and the sound was crisp
and alive. These are worth looking into.
SEIFERT RESEARCH designs speakers
not only for flat frequency response but
for constant group delay. And they have
graphs to prove it. Aspeaker with constant group delay must be both phasecoherent and time-aligned. These, too,
look like agood bet.
SOTARD stands for State Of The Art
Research and Design. Their one product
is afull-range electrostatic system called
the Armageddon, with direct-drive tube
amps designed by David Berning. Although the sound was good, Iwould
question the purchase of a $12,500
system whose amp and speakers are so
intimately joined. If an improved amp
becomes available, what do you do with
the existing one?
SPECTRUM's model 108A is asmaller
version of their 208A, which was
favorably reviewed some issues back. It's
alittle on the bright side, but the bass is
tight, definition is good, and it can play
loudly without falling apart. At $195/pair,
Stereophile
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it looks like avery good value, Spectrum
now uses a polypropylene woofer in
their Aurora-3 model; a retrofit is
available.
The new STAX Lambda Pro headphones are incredible. The focus, detail,
air, lack of coloration, and spatiality
outclass anything else Ihave heard. They
produce a3-D panorama of instruments
in front of you, something Ihave never
heard from any other headphones. They
cost 800 bucks. (This rather high price includes an integral power amp, which
vastly broadens their versatility, especially for those who listen primarily to tuner,
tape deck, or CD player. It's also handy
for live recordists, who are usually forced to monitor with dynamic headphones
of much lower quality.)

ments: Given adecent program source,
one channel of the WAMM provides
more musical enjoyment than two channels of almost any other speaker.
Although Iwould have to give the nod to
the Plasmatronics and the IRS in terms of
literal accuracy, the WAMM exceeds these
two in its ability to create an almost
palpable 3-D image. If it has a flaw
(besides sounding subtly sweeter and
more rounded off than the other two
speakers), it is that the WAMM creates an
emotional reaction in the listener that is
perhaps more intense than one induced
by live music. Most listeners would not
find that aflaw.

SHOWSTOPPERS: CARVER
CORPORATION
A new product from CARVER is the
Digital Time Lens, which is supposed to
make CDs sound more like their analog
counterparts. One reviewer has already
jumped on this as proof that CDs are fundamentally defective, but Ithink he has
misunderstood the point of the DTL. The
confusion is not helped by Carver's
literature, which does not fully explain
the DTL's raison d'etre. Perhaps Ican
make it abit clearer.
For the past 30 years, recording
engineers have introduced errors into
their recordings to compensate for the
shortcomings of most analog playback
systems.

Sotard Armageddon
I finally got to hear the WILSON
AUDIO Modular Monitor (WAMM)
system. Iwill not attempt to elaborate on
LA's exhaustive review (Volume 6,
Number 2) except to add these corn-

5
Watch for acomparison between the Spectrum 108A (at $195/pair) and the legendary
Boston Acoustics A40 (at 11150/pair) in an upcoming Audio Cheapskate.
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Whatever their absolute merits, CD
players do not have the same kinds of errors as analog disc playback systems, so a
recording designed to "sound good" on
black vinyl may sound terrible on silver
disc. The purpose of the Digital Time
Lens is to introduce errors similar to
those of analog playback, so that the
recording will sound more the way the
engineer intended it.
Whether it makes sense to lay out $250
for asignal-processing device that compensates for what Ithink is the increased
accuracy of digital playback is something
that Ileave to the reader to decide. But
the DTL can be switched out for good
CDs, and if it increases one's enjoyment
of the poor ones, who am Ito argue?
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AN AUDIO I\VE/TME\T
FROM VICTOUITEREO

Like sterling silver and line china, investing in fine stereo components means years of repeated pleasures.
At Victor's Stereo you may select from such world-class components
as Quad, Spectral, Linn Sondek, Bang and Olufsen, Pereaux, Naim,
Revox, Electrocompaniet, KEF, Rogers, Rega, and Audio Research.
Our consultants can help plan your investment in a fine music
system, for one room of your entire home.
Near North:
8East Erie
Chicago, IL 60611
312/787-0750

Morton Grove:
5701 Dempster
Morton Grove, IL 60053
312/966-5590

Victor's Stereo
The Finest In Audio

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
MODEL ONE
TONEARM
Straight-line-tracking arm with widearea
air
bearing.
Pivot-to-stylus
distance: 7", adjustable 5/16". Effective
mass: 40 grams horizontal; 10 grams
vertical. Cartridge weight: up to 12
grams with weights supplied; up to 20
grams with additional weights. Cueing:
mechanical, undamped. Air requirement: filtered, with moisture trap, at 3
psi and 50 cubic inches/minute. Price:
$450 including air tubing and filter.
Available pumps: standard S75; deluxe
$150.
MANUFACTURER:
Eminent
Technology, Inc., 1025 Merritt Dr.,
Tallahassee, FL 32301.

A properly designed air bearing provides
about as low friction as it is possible to
get.' In the ET Model One, the air bearings are manifolds at opposite ends of a
cylinder, inside which a moving tube
slides back and forth. The tonearm itself
is cantilevered forward from this tube;
the counterweight is on another rod cantilevered rearward from the tube.
The Model One was originally sold
without the air pump, as suitable pumps
were thought to be available from any
good pet store or aquarium supply shop.
Aside from the pressure and airflow requirements, the pump's most important
requisite is low noise. Unfortunately,
aquarium pumps do not have to be all
that quiet; air bubbles will generally
establish the noise floor in any room
where there is afish tank. If you decide to
buy the ET arm without its deluxe pump,
it is pointless to try to judge the noise
Stereophile

level of a pump in a pet store/take it
home, and don't he surprised if it's noisy.
If S150 (the price ET gets for their deluxe
pump)seems ahit much, you'll think differently after doing the tour of your local
pet stores trying to find aquiet one that's
reliable and has adequate air volume.
Pump placement in your listening
room is important for two reasons: noise
and unimpeded air intake. Because most
aquarium pumps draw their air in
through the bottom. they should not be
placed directly on the floor. particularly
acarpeted one. The carpet will impede
the air intake, and floor level is
guaranteed to introduce the maximum
amount of dust into the pump. A tabletop
or shelf, on the other hand, will resonate
under excitation from the pump's
reciprocal action, exaggerating its humming sound. The ideal location is on top
of acinder block, which may he concealed in acloset near the phono unit.
Even the best pump will emanate
some humming or rushing noise, and
this may be reason enough for some
audiophiles to pass up the benefits of an
air-hearing arm. But, unless your room
has a runaway 60-Hz resonance, the
pump noise should not be audible above
the surface noise of agood disc played at
fairly high level. Locating it in acloset
should make it almost totally inaudible.
Or you could hang it from the roof joists
of your basement, with a little hole
through the floor for the air hose. (You
do bare a basement, don't you? Most
people have basements. LA doesn't have
abasement/how quaint!) 2
Magnetic repulsion is lower, but no one
has yet used that in atonearm.
2 No, Idon't have a basement—hut Ido
have a I112 h.p. air compressor left over
from my auto repair shop so Idon't have to
fool around in pet stores.
LA
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As should be evident from its construction, the effective mass of the Eminent Technology arm is very different in
the vertical and horizontal planes.
Horizontally the stylus tip "sees" the entire mass of the moving system, while in
the vertical plane much of the mass is so
close to the pivot point as to be mostly
"ineffective." An advantage of these
widely differing effective masses is that
they put the horizontal and vertical low
frequency resonances at different frequencies, thereby halving the amplitude
of the resulting LF peaks in the directions
of the 45" disc modulations. The
disadvantage is that the ET's extremely
high lateral mass will put the lateral low
frequency resonance of most cartridges
down around 2Hz. In the lateral plane,
this is likely to be excited only by pinch
warps, which can have a significant
lateral component.
The antecedent of the Model One was
the air bearing arm supplied on the Colony air-bearing turntable, and no longer
manufactured by that company (the
manufacturing rights and inventory were
purchased by Mapleknoll, who make a
version similar to the original Colony
plus a much less expensive version).
Bruce Thigpen, the president of Eminent
Technology, was in fact the designer of
the original Colony arm and table, which
were featured in Volume 5, Number 5of
Stereophile.
The ET is quite tricky to install. Soldering is required, and care must be taken in
drilling out the mounting board, adjusting the 'table suspension, and shimming the mounting bracket in order to arrive at an approximately correct VTA.
And the arm must be perfectly horizontal to equalize stylus-contact force between the two groove walls. Iwould advise letting aqualified dealer install it on
your 'table, but if you insist on tackling
the job yourself, the manufacturer will
provide instructions. Once the arm is installed, cartridge tilt, VTA, and tangency
adjustments are easily carried out by
loosening aknurled screw, adjusting the
parameter in question, and retightening
the screw.
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Iused the Model One with a Pink
Triangle turntable, but with some reservations. While Iwas able to adjust the
PT's suspension to accomodate the ET, I
have afeeling the arm would be more
stable on a'table having aless flexible
suspension.
In view of the arm's high effective
mass, it came as no surprise that it did
best with low to medium compliance
cartridges like the Decca VdH, Talisman
S, and Fidelity Research MC-201. Sonically, the Model One is almost perfectly
neutral, having only a very slight forwardness and aliveness (not hardness).
Resolution of detail was excellent, as
were focus and imaging. Low-frequency
clarity and impact were particularly
good, and the arm allowed every cartridge used in it to track more effortlessly than in any other arm Itried. In all
respects, the sound when using this arm
was significantly cleaner than Iam accustomed to hearing from discs/in fact,
more like tape. Particularly noticeable
was what seemed to be an opening up of
dynamic range, as though the sound had
been somewhat constricted by other
arms. In short, this proved to be the most
musically enjoyable tonearm Ihave ever
had the pleasure of auditioning.
Ido have several gripes, the most
serious having to do with the cueing
mechanism, which is absolutely scary to
use, even for someone with a steady
hand. 3 Although there is abuilt-in drag
brake on the lowering mechanism, there
is no true damping, so it is entirely too
easy to bash the stylus down into the
groove when lowering the arm, risking
both the integrity of the cantilever/stylus
assembly and your entire system if you
fail to turn down your preamp gain.

The manufacturer has, after significant prodding, found a damper for the cueing
mechanism. We delayed the report on the
Eminent Technology arm for one issue
waiting for the damper, but will wait no more!
The damper should be out by the time you
read this (it will probably boost the price of
the arm, but it's worth it), and will be retrofittable to early ET arms.
Stereophile

Then there's the platform to which the
cartridge mounts. The platform is too
short and is recessed upwards, making it
difficult or impossible to accommodate
the connecting clips at the back of some
long, shallow cartridges like the
Talisman. A spacer between cartridge
and platform solves the problem, but the
spacer should be as light as possible to
avoid adding more mass to an arm whose
mass is quite high enough. Or why not
redesign the arm to eliminate the need
for the spacer?
Finally, ET has got to do something
about their cartridge-pin attachments.
For a one-time installation, where the
cartridge will never be changed, the present arrangement is probably okay
(although the clips must still be handled
with great care). Even occasional cartridge changes, however, will almost ensure that one or more of the clips will fall
off, and resoldering them can be aroyal
pain. Combined with the jamming up
caused by the short platform referred to
above practically guarantees trouble for
the user; some sturdier arrangement is
definitely in order.
The first air pump supplied with mv
arm was a modified Hartz Mountain
"Vibra -Power"
aquarium
pump,
suspended in a wooden box for additional sound isolation. Idon't care what
ET claims, Ifound it much too noisy to
be used in the listening room, and only
acceptably quiet if placed in acloset or
another room. The deluxe Japanesemade pump now supplied is much
quieter and is thus recommended, even
at its elevated price.*
ET recommends aperiodic maintenance schedule, which involves merely
cleaning the inner tube with alcohol.
Detailed instructions are also given for
more elaborate cleaning procedures in
case the arm tube gets really gunked up
or the capillary air openings inside the

4 I
found even the deluxe pump barely acceptable in my listening room, although completely inaudible if located in an adjacent
room. This sensitivity could be due to the extraordinarily low ambient-noise level of my
listening room.
JGH
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manifold get blocked. It shouldn't be
necessary for anyone with reasonable
manual dexterity to return the Model
One to the factory for cleaning.
The sonic excellence of the ET arm
must be weighed against several
"teething problems." Ifound that excellence to be really extraordinary; even
without the promised cueing damper, I
could recommend the Model One for someone willing to exercise care in its use...
With the damper, and the resolution of
its few other problems, the ET airbearing arm becomes a superb performer and it really comes at abargain
price, if compared to other straight-line
designs (the Souther and the Dennesen
air-bearing). You might want to let the
designer work out these problems, but
he seems to be concerned about retrofittability so it might be better to just buy
now. The ET offers state-of-the-art sonic
performance and, although expensive, it
is one hell of agood value
DO

FUSELIER 3.3 SPEAKER
SYSTEM

3-way speaker system. Frequency
response, impedance curve: See below.
Efficiency: 87 dB. Power rating: 20-100
watts. Dimensions: 12 1/4" W by 36" H
by Il" D. Shipping weight: 62 lbs.
Price: $1195 per pair. MANUFACTURER:
Phase Diametrics.

For several years, the Fuselier speaker
system has threatened to become acult
item. John Fuselier has mysteriously appeared from the fiendish skies of Eastern,
speaker and duck in hand; and

Some readers may not be aware that John
Fuselier is apilot for Eastern Airlines, whose
skies are apparently fiendish in contrast to
those of United. The reference to the duck is
more mysterious, but is evidently based on a
famous poster issued by the Eastern Airlines
personnel department showing the proper
physical relationship between cockpit and
cabin crews.
LA
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demonstrated one of the best speaker
systems around.
Fuselier's visits to his erstwhile company, however have not resulted in any
substantial speaker production. According to the basic rule of asuccessful highend audio company—reliability is 40%
of existence, production is 50%, and
design is 10% —the Fuseliers have been
little more than apromise.
Well, the Fuselier 3.3 speaker is now
alive and well and being produced in
Texas. It also has improved to the point
where it represents one of the most interesting phase aligned systems on the
market.

natural, because the ear is very insensitive to low bass at lower levels.) While
time and phase alignment remain basic
considerations, these other flaws frequently overcome the advantages of
alignment.
These problems, however, present the
designer with goals. Virtually any competent speaker designer can produce a
flat-frequency response loudspeaker
having comparatively low distortion.
The challenge is to solve all of the above
problems at an affordable price in away
people can live with without having their
speaker become an object of worship.
(Deification of the loudspeaker is not a
new trend; we now know that Stonehenge is afossilized array of speakers.) 3

THE OBJECTIVE
Most readers of Stereophile will
already be aware that virtually all of the
best high-end designs are now both time
and phase aligned. Most will also be
aware that speaker manufacturers now
agree that immense attention must be
given to speaker radiation characteristics
to provide both convincing soundstage
presentation and focused imaging.
There is less agreement over the best
way to achieve time and phase alignment, and many designs achieve only
time alignment, usually through angling
or stepping back the front baffle, which
is relatively easy. There is also atendency
for aligned speakers to require avery narrow listening area, or to have ahigh directivity index—they beam like hell at high
frequencies.
Many of the smaller aligned speakers
add further problems. They do not pulse
well over the entire frequency spectrum
or at loud listening levels, simply because
their drivers (usually two) have to cover
so many octaves—they go out of piston
at relatively moderate levels. 2 Many lack
bass, or have low bass only at levels
which the ear's frequency response cannot properly detect. (Frequencies at
20-50 Hz must be played at the same
loud levels at which they're heard in a
live performance in order to sound
32

THE EXECUTION
John Fuselier has not been able to do
everything at once any more than his
designer colleagues. He has, however,
spent two years refining a design that
makes agood start. The Fuselier 3.3 is a
3-way system using quasi-second order
crossovers at 1.2 kHz and 4.5 kHz. It uses
an 8" SEAS woofer from Norway in a1.6
cubic foot box with aB-4 alignment. It
has a 2" Dynaudio dome midrange, a
main 1" dome Vifa tweeter which faces
forward, and two 3/4" Vifa dome
tweeters which radiate to the sides. All of
the dome units are ferrofluid units and
can play loud!

2Though the expression "out of piston" his
been used in these pages before, some
clarification might be helpful.
The ideal speaker cone should behave like
the flat end-surface of apiston: with all of its
area moving in unison. But because areal
cone is made of arelatively flexible and resonant material, and is driven only from its apex,
it tends to go into breakup mode at certain frequencies, with some areas (notably near the
periphery of the cone) actually moving in a
direction opposite to other nearby areas. This
of course plays havoc with response
smoothness and dispersion.
JGH
Apparently the Druids were into both surround sound and horizontal line sources.LA
3
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The load is moderately complex,
swinging from 5.5 ohms at 5kHz to 48
ohms at 33 Hz. Fuselier specifies abass
half power (-3 dB) point of 33 Hz
anechoic, extending to 27 Hz in a3,000
cubic foot room; the treble half power
point is 20,000 Hz. Fuselier measures treble half power at relatively close
distances so the end effect is aslight high
frequency rolloff at the listening position. The net result is less treble than the
Thiels and many British speakers, but
more than the Vandersteens or Infinities.
The Fuselier 3.3 has the appearance of
atall rectangular column with awooden
pedestal and top, covered in ablack grill
cloth. It is designed for placement along
aback wall and away from the side walls,
and benefits from placement along the
long wall of the room.

that Isuspect most listeners will want to
readjust the VTA of their cartridge to
achieve a"just right" they didn't know
was there.
Unlike most cone units, the 3.3 also
clearly reveals cases where the cartridge
is improperly mass-loaded by the
tonearm. Only the Thiel CS3s and the
better electrostatics have been able to
provide similar diagnostic accuracy in
my home. Since this is acritical indicator
of accurate midrange detail and depth, it
becomes apowerful recommendation
for the speaker.

THE SOUND

The bass is very good, but not excellent. It will produce solid low bass
down to about 35-40 Hz in alistening
The manufacturer states that optimal
room, but it lacks the power response of
vertical radiation is on an extended line
the best larger speakers or subwoofers.
perpendicular to the enclosure from a
Fortunately, the sonic impression is one
point twelve inches below the top. I of diminishing deep bass without loss of
disagree. This may work in abare bones
tightness or control, provided the
listening room, but in most homes the
Fuseliers are used with a transistor
speaker should be elevated so the tweeter
amplifier with high surge power capabiliis at ear height in the listening position,
ty and a high damping factor. Low
or placed even higher to minimize bass
powered tube amplifiers will tend to
and midrange interaction with the floor.
make the bass warm and loose, always a
Irealize that few spouses will tolerate
problem but seemingly worse with the
elevating an already tall speaker—
best-aligned speakers.
something that is acoustically useful in a
The Fuseliers are also very sensitive to
carpeted and well furnished room. All
speaker cable and amplifier interactions.
can suggest is that you keep swapping
1found Straightwire, Livewire, and the
spouses until you find one with bad taste.
new Kimber Cable to work well, but
The 3.3 pulses exceptionally well, and
would suggest atrial and error search for
its frequency response on my 1/3 octave
the best combination in your room.
analyzer was determined largely by the
Once again, this sensitivity is an indicaroom. It is much more dynamic than the
tion of quality. The better aspeaker is, the
earlier Fuseliers and far better integrated.
more trouble you have to go to in order
Slight problems in the crossover region
to get asynergistic match between the
have been greatly reduced, and the midspeaker, the rest of your system, your
range-to-treble transition ranks with the
listening room, and your taste.
Thiels as the best Ihave yet heard from a
Ishould note, however, that very good
speaker using cone drivers.
bass is unusual; most speakers are
The speaker is fast. The Fuselier 3.3 apmediocre to poor even when they seem
proaches the better electrostatics and ribto measure well. They either cannot
bons, although the latter drivers are cleardeliver the low bass well, or they emly more detailed in providing upper ocphasize one frequency region (within the
tave transients and low level harmonics
bass—remember there's about 3octaves
when you use the best moving coils and
there) over the others. The Fuseliers can
tube or transistor equipment. This
play bass-heavy music at very loud
speaker is so revealing at the high end
volumes without producing annoying
Stereophile
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surprises. They can handle drum well at
low volumes, and with proper detail.
Ihave already said that the midrange is
quick and coherent; it is also very revealing. Though not a close-up sound, it
recovers anatural mid-hall balance with
full detail, good soundstage effects, and a
very nice consistency from low levels up
to drive-you-out-of-the-room levels.
Compared with the Quad ESL-63 it is obviously better at high-level dynamics,
though not at low-level dynamics and
detail.
The strong point of the Fuseliers is that
they sound musical with a very wide
range of records and over very long
periods of time. There is aconsistent lack
of absence, edge, and surprise. As aresult,
Iwould class the new midrange driver in
the Fuselier 3.3s as being superior to
those in very good low-priced speakers
like the Spicas and Dayton Wright
LCM- is and as being superior also to the
mid-priced Thiel and Vandersteen
3-ways Ihave tested in the past. It rivals
but does not surpass the Thiel CS-3s.
Ishould note, however, that you buy a
speaker for how well you like its
midrange,
particularly
the
upper
midrange. Areviewer cannot make such
judgments for you; they are matters of
nuance where observation quickly
outruns semantics. It may help you to
know that Ijudge the Fuseliers against
the Stax F-81s and modified Quad
ESL-63s, which have the best midrange I
have yet heard.
This brings me to the upper octaves.
The Fuseliers have smooth extended
highs, but Imust repeat that they have a
natural mid-hall balance. Close-in
listeners will prefer speakers with more
extended highs, like the Thiel CS3s. The
highs also radiate over avery wide axis.
Recent adjustments to the speaker have
reduced a former slight tendency to
weaken directional and imaging data.
There is now avery wide soundstage that
avoids beaming or spotlighting and gives
the illusion of the sound extending well
to the side of each speaker without aloss
of height, depth, or centerfill. It's the best
small to medium sized speaker Iknow of
in this respect, and from awide variety of
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listening positions. I should note,
however, that the Fuseliers are abit unsatisfactory when they get close to the
side wall—the reflection patterns then
confuse the soundstage.

THE PRICE TAG
The Fuselier 3.3s cost amere $11.95 a
pair. Well, not quite. They do cost 1195,
but it happens to be $1195.00, which
again demostrates that the worst thing in
high-end audio is the decimal point.
Nevertheless, in today's market Ihave to
give the Fuseliers an excellent value for
money rating. This is the kind of speaker
you can hold on to for years without having to worry about its precise ranking in
the winner of the day contest.
Finally, they take two coveted awards.
First, my award for the best high
technology transition from the deep
south to Texas since the Bowie knife. Second, my award for the only inanimate
aesthetic object ever to be even remotely associated with the fiendish skies.AHC

THE PINK TRIANGLE
TURNTABLE
Belt-drive turntable with DC motor and
acrylic platter. Speeds: 33 and 45,
switch-selectable. Speed accuracy: see
below. Wow & flutter: .04/. Rumble: -78
dB (DIN). Dimensions: 18" W by 14" D
by 6" H including hinged cover. Price:
$895. IMPORTER: International Audio
Imports, 723 Bound Brook Rd.,
Dunellen, NJ 08812.

The Pink Triangle has an interesting
history in the U.S. It seems the previous
importer was dealing in merchandise a
little more controversial than audio components. In fact, federal investigators
found awarehouse overseas where Pink
Triangles and Beard amplifiers were sharing space with crates of bullets, M-16
Stereophile

rifles, and other varieties of military contraband. The importer subsequently
testified against his cronies and then
vanished from sight. If you live in amajor
U.S. city, you may even have bought a
.hamburger or apair of shoes from him.
The Pink Triangle turntable is similar
to the Linn LP-12 in more than a few
respects, including price, size, and the
low-profile shape. Like the Linn, it also
has a relatively lightweight, lightly
sprung suspension and alow-powered
motor belt-coupled to the platter.
What is most unusual about the PT is
its suspended subchassis, which is made
of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich
material normally used for the floors of
aircraft—a material which combines
very light weight with astonishingly high
rigidity. The tone-arm base is a
removable, square, inverted-U-shaped
platform which rests on one end of the
subchassis. The platter-bearing shaft is
also unusual in that it is rigidly fixed to
the subchassis, and fits upwards into a
well in the underside of the platter.
The suspension is athree-pointer, with
adjustable springs that are accessible
from the sides of the unit for quick and
easy leveling. There is more than enough
adjustment range to accommodate the
normal range of tonearm weights.
PT specifies aspeed accuracy within
.09%, which seemed puzzling in view of
the fact that the DC motor drive has an
adjustment for each speed, accessible
through two small holes corresponding
to the position of the speed-change knob
for each speed. But there's areason for
that accuracy spec. The PT has exceedingly low torque, so much so that its
speed drops measurably (although not
audibly) under the load of even a1-gram
spherical stylus. With an elliptical at 2
grams—a not-uncommon VIF figure for
moving-coil cartridges— the speed in
outer grooves drops enough to cause a
barely perceptible pitch change when
going from the end of side 1to the start
of side 2. This may not bother most
users, but it will drive some up the wall.
The torque does increase slightly as
the speed drops, acharacteristic of DC
motors, so it is possible to use lightStereophile

contact brushes (such as the Decca) for
record cleaning. But the Dust Bug is an
absolute no-no, and aDiscwasher brush
will bring the platter to ahalt in less than
half arevolution.
Some reviewers have raised the question whether the PT would slow down
so much from the additional drag of
heavily modulated passages as to cause
an audible pitch change. It does slow
down, but by such asmall amount that
no one—not even a musician with
perfect pitch—is likely to detect the
change. The pitch change is substantially less than hi
of a whole tone, and
while such asmall change may be perceptible to some in the context of other,
unchanged notes, an overall pitch change
of this amplitude will not be detected. ,
As is usually the case with lightly
sprung low-profile turntables, this one
would seem to throw away some of its
shock isolation through inept handling
of the tonearm cables. The cables exit
through an elongated hole directly
behind the tonearm base plate, where
any motion of the suspension fesults in
the cables either bending or sliding back
and forth through the hole. Surprisingly,
this flexing and bending of the cables
didn't seem to affect the performance of
the suspension. The Pink Triangle is in
fact one of the best isolated turntables
I've encountered. Icould pound the
tabletop under it, jar it in back, in front
and on either side, and it wasn't fazed at
all. Even lifting the front of the unit /
inch off the table and dropping it produced nothing but ashort burst of wow.
(Try that with your turntable!) In terms of
immunity to floor jouncing, the PT is
markedly superior to the Linn LP-12.
18

Ifeel differently about this phenomenon.
While I
grant that the detection of when pitch
change of IX, tone will he undetectable by
most people (certainly me included), music is
full of dynamic peaks. It seems to me that the
combination of these peaks in succession
would cause a kind of irregular warble
superimposed on the music. The key to a
turntable's performance is constancy of
speed; Isuspect that even tiny amounts on inconstancy affect the audible performance.LA
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At normal listening levels (90-dB
peaks), tapping the disc or the tone-arm
base produced abrief but distinct drummy boom, but this did not appear to be
the result of airborne acoustic feedback
and seemed to have no effect on the
'table's sound. Iwas never able to get the
system to go into self-sustaining feedback, and the PT's bass quality remained
very tight and detailed up to (peak) listening levels of slightly more than 100 dB.
Imaging was stable and definite, the
reproduction of complex sounds was
noticeably more detailed than Ihave
been accustomed to hearing, and the
general impression was one of un- strained and musical reproduction.
Whether the PT's unmatted acrylic
platter is superior to one with a mat,
however, is questionable. The absorption
of disc impulses varied according to the
deviation from flatness of the disc being
played, with the bare platter doing abetter job on some occasions and aMission
Sorbomat (one of the sticky variety) doing abetter job on others. With avery flat
disc (a rarity), the bare platter was clearly superior, thus tending to support the
contention that aplatter having the same
accoustical impedance as the disc does
improve the sound. Interestingly, Iencountered no instances of rattles between the disc and the platter—
something that has occasionally flawed
the performance of other matless turntables I have tried. My inclination,
though, would be to keep on hand asoft
mat for use with out-of-flat discs that
sound slightly smeary on the Triangle's
bare platter. 2 Felt would be the ideal mat
material here, as it is light enough so as to
not necessitate areleveling of the suspension because of the change in weight on
the platter.
The Pink Triangle, then, is asuperb
turntable—comparable in price and
slightly superior in performance to the
Linn LP-12. The PT is highly recommended if you're in the market for astate-ofthe-art phono unit.
JGH
This will, however, necessitate areadjustment of VTA unless those warped records
coincidentally require lower 'TA.
2
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THE ROBERTSON
4010 and 6010
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Stereo power amplifiers. 4010:
Rated power: 60 W/ch into 8 ohms;
120 W/ch into 4 ohms. Frequency
response: -3 dB at 0.3 Hz and 330 kHz.
Damping factor: 1000 at 50 Hz. Dimensions: 17;dp W by 8 1/2;dp D by
3 3/4;dp H. Price: $895. 6010: Rated
power: 200 W/ch into 8 ohms; 400
W/ch into 4 ohms; 1600 W/ch into 1
ohm. Frequency response: -3 dB at 0.3
Hz and 330 kHz. Damping factor: 1000
at 50 Hz. Dimensions: 19;dp W by
13;dp D by 7;dp H. Price: 52250.
MANUFACTURER: Robertson Audio
Import-Export Corp., P.O. Box 8449,
Van Nuys, CA 91409. (213)994-9244.

All amplifiers sound alike and anything
else is superstition. Countless listeningfree technical tests have proved that audible differences are nonexistent, and anyone who hears them is a nonexisten
tialist.
But let's get superstitious. These two
Robertson amplifiers differ significantly
in performance characteristics, but to my
impressionable ears they belong to a
common family and have roughly the
same strengths and weaknesses.
The Robertson 4010 is rated at 60 watts
into an 8 ohm load, 120 watts into 4
ohms, and well over 180 watts into a2
ohm load. The 6010 can provide up to 43
amps of current, and can produce 200
watts of power into 8ohms, 400 watts into 4ohms, and 1600 watts into 1ohm.
Both amplifiers have the vanishing
distortion common to most modern
transistor amplifiers and both have damping factors between 800 and 1000.
The 6010 weighs 65 pounds compared
to alittle over 20 pounds for the 4010. In
short, the 6010 is a technical Goliath
beside the 4010, but (according to slewrate specs-256 versus 159 volts/
has slightly faster reflexes. Both are stylStereophile

(xi in very basic black. The glamour is
definitely on the inside, and in their
sound.
As for the sound, both amplifiers excel
at driving low-impedance loads. They
have impressive power delivery capability, simply putting out more and more as
the impedance diminishes. Icannot fault
the praise that Peter Moncrieff (of JAR)
has given both amplifiers in this area or
the results of his technical tests. They are
very quick and dynamic into a wide
range of loads and with very demanding
material.
Bass is solid and tight, hut may sound
ahit reticent if you are used to amplifiers
that aren't really well controlled, or if
your speakers are themselves very well
controlled. The lower midrange is excellent. Speakers that normally escape
the control of less well designed
amplifiers will present their true
character, and so will the source material.
We don't speak of "tight" lower midrange
often—perhaps
not
often
enough—but these two amplifiers rival
the best tube units in this area.
Now, however, we come to an area that
is problematic in my view —i.e., Ihear
problems, but you may not. Ithink that
both designs have aclearly characteristic
upper midrange and high end. To my
ears, there is a loss of sweetness and
natural detail. The fine harmonics are
missing and there is aslight grain that
pervades the upper octaves like a fog.
The effect is not a typical transistor
sound, but rather like some older tube
amps. It is not hard and annoying, but it
is definitely not state of the art sound in
these frequency regions.
Soundstage presentation has more
depth than actual imaging. The soundstage is perfectly acceptable but 1never
hear the kind of amazing detail 1am used
to getting from amps with abetter top
four octaves. Naturally -miked acoustic
guitar can sound as though someone
suddenly added another mike. It's like introducing a very good interconnect
cable, but one that isn't quite quick and
detailed enough.
Overall Istill prefer the best tube amps
and the latest Krells and Thresholds, and
Stereophile

even some of the better low-priced
designs like the PS Audio 2C-Plus. Ialso
notice no real difference between the
4010 and the 6010. Ifind the 6010 neither
better than the 4010 nor worse. There are
real differences (notably in available
power, and some subtle sonic characteristics),
but
the
strong
family
resemblances between the two amps are
greater than the differences.

My point here is that you should listen
carefully to the upper octaves before you
buy, to see if you hear what Ihear. Many
people don't. Many audiophiles love
both amps with apassion. If the upper
midrange and high end present no problems for you, well, everything else is
fine. Icould praise both units in about
1200 more words (LA is far too timid to
edit my prose!), g but Ihave focused on
the only flaw Ithink really counts. Both
the 4010 and 6010 are otherwise very
good to excellent designs.
This brings ale to value for money. I
would say the 4010 is very good in this
respect. All competing amps also have
some coloration. The PS Audio designs
fall short in ultimate deep bass power and
in speaker and complex load control.
The Hafler designs are more classically
"transistor" than either the 4010 or PS
Audio, and have the soft graininess common to most MOSFET designs. The VSP
150 has a more vigorous low end but
sounds more closed-in and less revealing

Haw, haw haw—see how it reads in print.
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at the top end. Icould go on, but suffice
it to say that Icould live quite nicely with
the 4010 at $895. 2
The 6010 is only mediocre to good in
the value-for-money category at $2550.
How can you give points for a true
$2000-plus value in the bottom four octaves, if you have to listen to $895 quality in the upper four? The 6010 is at a
price level where both the Krells and the
very latest Thresholds do more, and

where very good tube gear is also
available.
Ilook forward to the next generation
from Robertson—I hope there is one.
Superstitious as Imay be, Isuspect it will
address the nonexistent differences I've
just described. The Robertson people
may even come up with some classier
cosmetics. This will allow me to see the
nonexistent differences Ihear between
amplifiers
AHC

ROBERTSON 4010
Due to a lapse in communication, JGH
also did a report on the Robertson
4010, unaware of and independent of
At/C's test. JGH's report follows.
Both AHC and IGH had read a rave
review of the 4010 in IAR Hotline which
reported no problems
with
the
amplifier's high end, and both of our
reviewers listened on completely different associated equipment. Under the
circumstances, the similarity of their
conclusions should give pause to those
who still harbor doubts about the
validity of subjective testing.
This is the kind of reportorial consistency which bas given Stereophile its
unchallenged reputation for reliability

First off, let's clear up a common
misconception.
Because
Robertson
Audio is selling apickup/preamp system
designed by John Iverson, anumber of
audiophiles have assumed that the 4010
is also an Iverson design. It isn't; it's a
Robertson original.

2 AHC has not auditioned the little B&K
ST- 140 that we raved about in 1,blume 7
Number 4; in JGH's not so humble opinion it
sounds better (at S395) than the 4010!
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Any solid-state amplifier in this price
class has some very stiff competition:
there's the Acoustat TNT-200 (at
somewhat more), the Acoustat TNT- 120
(at somewhat less), the VSP Labs 150 (at a
little more), and the recently reviewed
B&K ST-140 at half the price. The 4010
offers 30% of the TNT's 200 watts of
rated power, half as much as the
TNT-120, 40% as much as the VSP 150,
and just about the same as the B&K—
which means that in order to compete at
all the 4010 must do so purely on the
basis of sound quality. That's what I
mean by stiff competition.

So. does the 4010 stack up? Well, yes
and no.
The 4010's high end, although very
good for asolid-state amp, is not quite as
suavely easy-sounding as the Acoustat. It
is somewhat softer but at the same time
slightly rougher and less finely textured.
The Acoustat is alittle powder-dry, like
chalk, while the Robertson's texturing is
more like exceedingly fine sand. The difference is not great hut it is definitely
there, and given my druthers Iwould opt
for the Acoustat's high-end sound.
Stereophile
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As for low end, the Acoustat has a
slight tendency to overdamp dynamic
systems that rely heavily on amplifier
damping for critical control; the Robertson does not. The difference is virtually
undetectable on full-range electrostatics,
but the Robertson produces aheftier low
end from a wider variety of dynamic
systems than does the Acoustat. On the
other hand, the Acoustat generally produces anoticeably more solid low end,
undoubtedly due to its greater available
power. The bass you get will depend
more on what speakers you have than on
the specific amplifier.
The two amplifiers are almost indistinguishable in terms of inner detail,
although the Robertson produces a
somewhat closer perspective (more like
tubes) and gives aslightly better rendition of depth. But the Acoustat has it all
over the Robertson when it comes to effortless ease at high listening levels—
almost certainly a direct result of its
300% greater power capability.
Ihave compared it above with the
Acoustat; in comparison with the VSP
Labs 150 the details would be abit different, but the overall result almost the
same. The VSP is not as clean and extended as the Acoustat at the high end, but
definitely does have the heft at the low
end that's alittle lacking in the Acoustat.
The comparison with the B&K ST-140 is
a little less flattering to the Robertson.
The B&K has greater apparent power, a
very clean and sweet high end, good rendition of deep bass (though alittle short
on control)—but most of all, it costs half
as much!
The Robertson is really an excellentsounding amplifier; on the basis of sound
alone Ihave no reluctance recommending it. On the other hand, the B&K offers much better value, and the other
amplifiers mentioned offer a lot more
power for just alittle more money. Some
other critics (notably Peter Moncrieff in
JAR) have found the 4010 to be such a
good amplifier as to practically beggar
description. This was not my experience,
but you might take alisten to it anyway.
You might also want to look at those
other amplifiers we like.
JGH
Stereophile

THE YAMAHA
A-1000 I
NTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
(OR, AHC IN AUDIO
CHEAPSKATE
TERRITORY)
Stereo integrated amplifier. Power: 120
W/ch into 8 ohms, class A/B; 10 W/ch,
class A. Dimensions: 171/8"W by
163/4"D by 171/8"H. Weight: 28 lbs.
Price: $590. MANUFACTURER: Yamaha
Electronics, 6660 Orangethorpe
Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620.

On weekends, as we sharpened our cactus needles for listening sessions,' my
father used to reiterate his basic warning
about high fidelity: "Never trust anything
that costs less than $10,000." Well, aboy
should have faith in his father, but what
about technology and the great
American (Whoops, Japanese) way?
Well, the same folks who gave us the
best-sounding CD player to date seem to
have come up with quite a nice integrated amplifier. Admittedly, it has convenience features. You can switch between two turntables at the input and two
sets of speakers at the output, there are 10

AHC is not kidding. Cactus ("thorn")
needles were used for perfectionist disc
playback during the 1940s. In those days cartridges used fast-wearing and easily changed
steel or brass needles, which provided a
bright but noisy sound. Softer stylus materials
yielded amore mellow and euphonic sound
and were commonly believed to reduce
record wear. They were good for about one
4-minute record side, after which they were
resharpened on a little gadget that slid a
rotating chuck back and forth next to astrip of
sandpaper. Ioughta know; Iowned oneJGH
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Khz and 15 Hz ultrasonic and subsonic
filters, there are tone controls with switchable turnovers, there's a nasty little
loudness control, and there's acontrol
that switches the amp into Class A for
low listening levels. The unit is even
nicely styled and inconspicuous. All obvious reasons to reject the A-1000 out of
hand—even if its price tag were not
$600 rather than asane $10,000!
The unit also puts out 120 watts per
channel into 8 ohm loads (10 watts in
quasi Class-A), has abuilt-in head amp,
the usual vanishingly low distortion
figures, and remarkably low noise. One
must suspect anything with such
features. High end audio is meant to be
erratic and inconvenient.

improved performance or for driving
earphones.)
Although the A-1000 loses fine musical
detail, it does so without hardening or
transistor "burn" in the upper midrange,
aproblem I've found with most products
of this price and ancestry. And it sounds
musical on extended listening; you can
get alot of listening pleasure from this
amplifier without being jarred by its problems. The upper octaves on the Harman/Kardons, or even many of the the
U.S.-made transistor separates, take away
this listening ease, the sense of fun. The
A-1000 has an NAD -like musicality
without the weak top end and midbass
warmth I've found characteristic of NAD
products.

The sound, however, is quite acceptable. This is not an amplifier for complex
loads or speakers with impedance dips
much below 6 ohms. If your speakers
need lots of control from the amp, this
isn't the one. It does put several veils over
the music. Both the PS Audio Elite integrated amplifier and the Harman/Kardon integrated amplifiers have cleaner
upper octaves. Many of the separate
amplifiers I test are more naturally
dynamic.
At the same time, the A-1000 errs on
the side of softness and natural musical
sound. You can use it with quite good
speakers and cartridges and hear say 70%
of what you will hear with moderately
priced high-end separates (which will
cost you significantly more). There is not
great depth, but the depth and imaging
are much better in terms of stability and
naturalness than most competing
Japanese integrateds. The soundstage is
small and alittle lacking in width but is
perfectly reasonable. (Try the Class-A
mode if you can stand the power cut, for

You also can get acceptable moving
coil sound if you shunt the head amp input load down to the absolute minimum.
The limitation here is the increase in
noise that accompanies every reduction
of input impedance—just keep lowering
the input impedance (starting at 25
ohms) until you can't stand the noise, and
then back off alittle. A Klyne head amp
this will never be, and it is toppy and
hard with many cartridges if left unloaded, but it is acceptable when loaded
down as far as you can go.
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In short, if you have to make compromises, the Yamaha A-1000 is avery
nicely priced compromise that will allow
you to put alot more money into aturntable or speakers. It is far better sounding
than most recent Yamaha products, including last year's separate pre-amp and
amplifier combinations. Admittedly, if
you have to ask the cost of music, you
shouldn't listen to it. The thrill of Michael
Jackson singing the lead role in Aida is
beyond such worldly limits.
AHC
Stereophile

NAKAMICHI
DMP-100
DIGITALPROCESSOR
A digital recording processor for use
with video recorders. Inputs: stereo
microphones (10,000 ohms unbalanced)
or stereo line level (20,000 ohms). Outputs: audio line level, PCM copy, video
connections to videocassette recorder.
Qucéntization: switch-selectable 14 or
16 bits. Dimensions: 81
2 "w by 3'A "h
/
by 12y/'d. Price: $1,990. MANUFACTURER: Nakamichi USA Corporation,
19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA
90502.
It has been over 18 months since Imade
the recordings which served as the basis
for my review of the Sony PCM-Fl digital
processor, the Otani MX-5050 reel-toreel recorder, and the Nakamichi 680
cassette deck, asurvey which appeared
in Volume 5, Number 10 and Volume 6,
Number I. Product changes, as well as increased experience with both digital and
analog recording, require that Iupdate
that article.
The most significant change in the
situation is that Nakamichi now sells their
own version of the PCM-Fl. It's
designated the DMP- 100 Digital Mastering Processor; the only visible difference
with the Fl is that the case is black with
gold markings.
The Nakamichi comes advertised as
containing analog circuitry superior to
that of the Sony and it costs $90 more, so
when I purchased my DMP-100 I
couldn't resist the temptation to take a
peek. Film caps are much larger than
electrolytics of the same value, so Iexpected to find big capacitors wedged into the unit. Much to my surprise, everything was neatly laid out, with no sign of
aforced fit. Was macht?
Steve Mascenik, an engineer with
Nakamichi, said there were differences,
but not having a PCM-Fl at hand he
Stereophile

could not confirm them. Specifically, all
the tantalum electrolytics in the signal
path are replaced with newly developed
low-distortion solid-aluminum electrolytics. And where mica caps were used for HF bypass, polypropylenes are
substituted.
Mr. Mascenik also claimed that
Nakamichi made certain adjustments to
the A/D and DIA converters, which affect
distortion and linearity, to amore critical
standard than Sony.
The only way to resolve this was to get
aPCM-Fl service manual ($6). (Sony also
has atrouble-shooting guide for $.3, and
atheory of operation book for $10.) The
manual came with asupplement dated
April 1983, covering changes on the
analog board. Hmmm ...An examination showed that the change involved
moving some tantalum coupling caps
(which are themselves bypassed with
smaller mica caps) to an "earlier" point in
the circuit.
The Sony manual indicated that the
tantalums were 10 N. F/25 V units, and
the mica cap was 200 pF. The DMP- 100,
however, had 22
IL F/16 V units that
looked like conventional electrolytics.
(Tantalum caps usually look like blue
M&M peanut candies; there were several
of these at other points in the unit.) The
bypass cap was 68,000 pF; its orange case
suggested afilm cap, not mica. The conclusion is obvious: Nakamichi is telling
the truth, and Sony is mistaken.
But do the superior caps really make a
sonic difference? Although Idon't have
the PCM-F1 at hand, Ido remember the
relative differences between my Otani
and the Sony. Although the PCM-Fl
revealed much more detail and had significantly lower coloration than the
Otani, it also had a dry, subtly grainy
quality throughout the mids and highs.
The DMP-100 shows abit less detail than
the PCM-Fl but is far smoother-sounding through the same regions. String tone
is incredibly sweet—perhaps too sweet!
I've never heard violins—or anything
else, for that matter—so cleanly
reproduced. The Dennesen PRD, reviewed in Volume 7, Number 4, restores
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some of the violins' resinous sheen,
which had seemed a hit lost in the
sweetness.
If you've ever measured analog
recorders you know how unsteady the
output is, in both pitch and amplitude.
Shouldn't this be audible? It is if you have
a rock-steady reference! Comparing
Otani and DMP-100 recordings shows
that the digital has agranitic solidity to
the sound. Localization is precise and
stable, and the images seem almost corporeal. By comparison, the analog
sounds loose and unstable.
With the PCM-F1, t copied some
digital tapes with my Nakamichi 680
cassette deck and noticed aspikey smear
on the copy; interestingly, when ttried
the same test with the Nakamichi this effect disappeared, although of course
there was significant loss of overall quality in the cassette copy.

the DMP-100 gets an unhesitating and
enthusiastic recommendation.
There's aminor (or major, depending
on your recording experience) fly in the
ointment: the owner's manual. It does
not get any kind of recommendation
from me. The manual continues the
pathetic decline of Nakamichi's instruction books. Their writers have apparently
decided it's okay to provide inaccurate,
misleading, and distorted information.

The writer of the DMP-100 book does
not adequately emphasize that illuminating the Over light (over 0 VU, that is) is
never acceptable: "Intermittent illumination presents no problem." The hell it
doesn't! In a piece with "intermittent"
loud passages, the processor's A/D converter could be well into clipping. If
there is any question about proper recording level, always put it on the low side.
And what should that level be? We are
given agrand total of two sentences on
The final point of superiority of the
the subject: "The correct recording level
the DMP-100 over the PCM-Fl will
depends on the program source to be
enrage digiphobes. I'm used to the rerecorded. Generally, adjust the level to
cordings Imake (including those from
about -15 dB." Yes, but for what sound
the PCM-F1) sounding rather cold and
level—average orchestral level? That will
antiseptic. DMP-100 recordings have litbe too high. Peak orchestral? That will be
tle of that quality, and some of this imtoo conservative. Good luck!
provement carries over—in playback —
My own experience is that its fairly
to tapes made with the PCM-Fl. There is
safe to put the orchestra's tuning-up or
a richness to vocal and instrumental
audience noise at -40 to -30 dB. Higher is
sound that Ihave not heard from any
unsafe, and lower is usually unnecessary.
other recording system, and never from
Of course, it pays to be conservative uncommercial tapes or records.
til you gain experience.
Another serious omission occurs in
In short, the recordings Imade with
describing how to connect the DMP-100
the DMP-100 have by far the most
natural, realistic, unmechanical sound I to asystem where the VCR is also used
have yet heard. They are the best twofor video recording. The manual sugchannel recordings I've ever heard, and
gests that the constant cable switching reby a significant margin. Further, 1can
quired in such asetup may be so annoying that an external switchbox should be
listen to recordings made with (or played
through) the DMP-100 for hours on end
used. This is true, if you are using only
the Sony SL-2000. But the problem goes
without developing listening fatigue.
This is the only recording medium that
away if you purchase Sony's TT-2000
has given me this level of performance.
(the tuner/timer) along with the
When Idescribed some of these difSL-2000; it has video line inputs and outputs which can be used for the DMP-100.
ferences to Mr. Mascenik, he said they
roughly paralleled the improvements
The TT-2000 also removes the need for
other DMP-100 users claimed to hear. He
an external timer, if you want to be an
of course cannot go overboard in making
absentee-recordist of radio programs.
The SL-2000 1 purchased was
claims lest he endanger his connection
with Sony. Based on my own experience,
manufactured around the middle of
42
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1983; I've had no problem with it.
However, Jerry Bruch of Posthorn
Recordings had repeated difficulties with
machines of older vintage. A recent article in the BAS Speaker has revealed
similar problems encountered by other
SL-2000 owners.
Of course there's no law forcing you to
purchase the SUIT-2000 combination
with your DMP-100 — you may even
own aVCR already. Almost any decent
VHS or Beta recorder may be used, provided that the recorder's dropout compensation is disabled. When aVCR loses
one video line it inserts the previous
video line in its place, which is fine with
television. When the information recorded represents audio, however, insertion
of the previous line louses things up but
good. Recent Sonys have aswitch on the
back for this. All that should be required
for VHS and older Beta machines is bypass of the dropout compensation logic,
but many machines use such complex
ICs that this logic is not directly accessible. In such cases it would he necessary
to bypass the delay line itself.
VHS recorders should be four-head
models. Such machines have SP (Single
Play) heads that are almost twice the
width of the slower speed heads. This
reduces dropouts, especially when
recording in 16-bit mode.
The only real problem with digital
recording is dropouts. Most disappear
when the tape is replayed (indicating
simply aplayback problem, rather than a
fault with the tape), but not all. This
makes recording a concert, with the
knowledge that one's pay will depend on
magnetically perfect tapes, afearful experience.
There are several ways to calm this fear.
The most obvious is to run a second
recorder, since it is unlikely that both
tapes will drop out at the same spot; this
seems to have become standard industry
practice.
Another is to run in 14-bit mode. The
digital word that carries the extra bits
needed for 16-bit operation is now
available for extra error-correction data,
thus greatly reducing the chance of aloss
Stereophile

that cannot be corrected or interpolated.
A number of people, however, have
demonstrated that 14-bit digital recording is too close to the edge of what's
necessary to capture audio; there is a
clear sacrifice of quality in 14-bit mode.
The third way is to use only superpremium tape: Maxell HGX, Scotch
HGX- Plus, etc. Such tapes have finer and
more evenly distributed particles, a
smoother surface finish, and usually
higher output. These factors contribute
to astronger, more stable signal and thus
to reduced dropouts. Ialso suggest that
you avoid chromium dioxide; it's more
abrasive than iron oxide (chrome got its
bad reputation from video recording
before it was used in cassettes).
Premium tapes also have lower noise.
The Tracking display on the DMP-100
and PCM- Fl actually shows the level of
video noise; the lower the noise, the
higher the meter reads. A "perfect" noise
level would light the next-to-last LED.
Maxell HGX L-750s do this, and the
display is steady. PD Magnetics' older
chrome L-500s don't reach as high, and
the display flickers.
Frankly, digital recording is so cheap
that the use of inexpensive tape is poor
economy. 3600 feet of Scotch 227 reelto-reel tape records over 3hours @ 7.5 ips
and costs 530. A premium L-750 records
for the same time, but costs only $12.
With 15 ips half-track (which still cannot
match digital quality) the comparison
becomes absurd: $120 vs $12.
One other point needs discussion.
Some people have claimed that recordings made on different VCRs sound different, even when the same processor is
used. Theoretically, this is impossible.
The tape simply stores numbers, and if
the numbers are correct, then so must be
the processor's output. But what if a
given deck tracked the tape so poorly
that frequent dropouts forced the processor to constantly interpolate? Could
that not change the sound?
Yes, it could. But, if the dropouts are of
such anature that constant interpolation
is required, then the laws of statistics demand that there be asmaller number of
dropouts of such severity that there is
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total signal loss. Ergo, if atape shows no
instances of total signal loss, there
couldn't be alarge number of signal interpolations going on.
The other possibility is that some type
of electrical interaction between the VCR
and the processor affects the sound. The
idea that a VCR, which feeds a video
signal to the processor, could affect the
audio output of said processor, seems a
bit far-fetched. Nonetheless, arecent live
concert required me to record aback-up
on my RCA VET-650, so Ihad the opportunity to compare.
After synching the tapes, Iwas able to
switch between them on playback simply by moving the DMP-100's input cable
from one recorder to another. After half
an hour of listening, Ican pretty confidently state that there was no audible
difference between the machines. This
does not rule out the possibility of there
being differences with other recorders,
but I'd say it's unlikely enough to relieve
anxiety on that score.
On the other hand, the inability to edit
digital recordings is something to worry
about. The problem is far more severe
than anyone has suggested. Irecently
edited aChristmas choral concert to produce cassette copies. The master was
dubbed through the DMP- 100 onto my
VET-650 to create a"running master."
Each time Ireached a point where I
wanted to edit, Ipaused the 650, then
released it when Iwanted to record
again. (When placed in Pause while
recording, the 650 backs the tape up and
aligns the synch pulses on the tape so
that there is no glitch when the tape is
played.)
The result was total disaster. You might
expect that there would be adropout at
the splice point, since there is no
guarantee that the old segment will end
at adata block, and the new will start on
one. But there were no dropouts; instead, there was ahorrendous transient at
full output level, which occurred at each
and every transition!
This is amost disheartening situation.
The DMP-100 manual acknowledges this
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problem, saying that it occurs with certain machines when Record Pause is used
for transitions between selections. It
does not, however, say what to do about
it. Iam running tests, and will let you
know if Ifind asolution.
My conclusion, now as then, is the
same. The best attainable sound for the
serious home recordist is digital. If any
reader knows of an analog machine
costing under $5000 that has sound
superior to the DMP-100, please let us
know!
BS

APPENDIX
The following material is interpreted
from the troubleshooting guide for the
Sony PCM-Fl.
1. In principle, any VCR may be used
with a digital processor. However,
machines with AC motors are not
recommended (a DC motor with quartz
Phase- locked-loop is preferred), nor
are any of the Sony SL-7000, -8000
series. The slowest VCR speeds have too
many dropouts.
2. Switchable dropout compensation is
desirable, although no real harm will occur if it can't be switched off.
3. L-750 tape has a"much higher error
rate" than L-500.
4. A tape is good for 200 to 300 passes.
Not aprepossessing figure. You would
be well-advised to make dubs of heavily played tapes.
5. Tapes copied directly from one VCR
to another, rather than through the
processor, will show high error rates.
This means that the processor is fixing
up alot of correctable errors, which is
harmless, and interpolating a lesser
number of dropouts, which may not be.
Stereophile

STAX SR L
AMBDA
"PRO" HEADPHONES
Circumaural electrostatic headphones
with included stepup transformer and
class A solid-state amplifier. Frequency
response: 8 Hz to 35 kHz. Weight: 15
oz. Price: 5780. MANUFACTURER: Stax
Kogyo, Inc., 940 E. Dominguez St.,
Carson, CA 90746.
Stax Kogyo, asmall audio company by
Japanese standards, has been for the
past 15 years steadfastly refining and
redefining the electrostatic headphone.
The SR-3 Lambda Pro is their current
flagship model, and at aU.S. list price of
$780 it also represents avery substantial
investment in headphone technology.
The SRM- 1/MK2 drive unit supplies
the necessary polarizing voltage for the
phones and is also alow-powered ClassA transistor amplifier that can simultaneously drive two sets of Pros or other
Stax headphones. The SR-Lambda is
available in two versions, the more costly being the Pro. Although the two versions look identical, the Pro is designed
to be operated at amuch higher polarizing voltage; hence the necessity for a
special drive unit. It is claimed to provide
superior bass range as well as slightly better clarity than the other version.
The drive unit has inputs for Tape
Deck, Compact Disc, Tuner, or Preamp
outputs, and can thereby serve as the
nucleus for a loudspeakerless audio
system. Ican think of two very good
reasons why someone might want to
spend alot on headphones: first, afrequent need for privacy, for late-night
listening, or for blotting out competing
noises such as TV or rowdy offspring
(that's my situation); second, an active interest in binaural or dummy-head stereo
recording.
A binaural recording (Figure 1) must he
replayed via headphones for proper effect, as no crosstalk between the ears can
be tolerated. The resulting soundstage
Stereophile

width and sound-source placement can
be shockingly realistic—something
everyone owes it to himself to hear. It's a
far cry from the inside- the-head imaging
obtained from conventional stereo
recordings. ,
The Stax Pros seem to carry the virtues
of electrostatic transducers to their
ultimate potential: clarity and transient
quickness are simply amazing, and combine to produce exceptional resolution
of the nuances of music. Gone is the excessive brightness of earlier models. The
bass is very tight but only fairly well extended. Wear comfort is quite good,
though Iprefer asnugger fit from the ear
cups. (The loose fit may well have been
responsible for bass- pressure leakage
resulting in areduction of perceived LF
range.)
Now for the bad news. To my ears, the
midrange on the SR-Lambdas sounds
very laid-back and lacking in presence,
implying abroad response suckout in the
2- 5-kHz region. The warmth region
(100-300 Hz) is also slightly lean. And
finally, the highs have a rather transistorish hardness, which this may he the
fault of the drive unit rather than the
headphone. But since they are inseparable it doesn't matter which is
responsible.
JGH Addendum:
Iheard the Pros and 1didn't much care
for them either. The vowel-like midrange
colorations heard by individual listeners
from headphones—things like awk, eh,
and lb (rhyming with this)—do depend
on the shape and size of one's external
hearing equipment, which is why people
often disagree about the sound of headphones that are fairly neutral through the
ranges involved. But the Pros are not
neutral. Ihad the feeling the entire range
from 800 to 5000 Hz was depressed,
which is exactly what DO heard al-

IMany people do not get out-of-head frontal imaging from headphones even from
binaural recordings, reporting rather that
those sounds seem to be inside or behind
their head.
JGH
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though he attributed it to anarrowerrange dip. The effect was to move
everything farther away, which is probably exactly what the designers intended, because headphones that are subjectively flat give the impression that instruments are blaring away right at the
ear. Many listeners may prefer the exaggerated distance. But along with that
midrange suckout went apronounced

impression of excess midbass and atizzy
high end, which Iam sure many people
will dislike.
So Imust caution prospective buyers
to give these alisten before buying. For
listening to binaural recordings Iwould
not recommend them, because properly
made binaural recordings depend on
linearity across the board to re- create the
proper distance cues.

HEADPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
There is afundamental difference
between headphone listening and any
other listening experience. With
headphones, whether of the on-theear or around-the- ear type (that's
what the "circumaural" in the specs
means), the auditory canal is more or
less on the axis of the headphone's
diaphragm. In all other listening,
much of the sound enters the ear only after reflecting off the pinna
(earlobe) and head. This factor alone
drastically affects the frequency
response perceived by the ear/brain.
John R. Sank, in a paper in the
JARS,' points out what has been
known for over 30 years: that aperson placed within a uniform frequency- response sound field will
be measured to have a real-ear
response that is markedly nonuniform. Figure 2, lifted from Mr. Sank's
paper, shows the real-ear response
obtained for nine pairs of ears under
these test conditions. These curves
tell us that for the ear/brain to
perceive aflat response the response
in the auditory canal must have aresponse boost in the presence region
of 2-5 kHz, aslight dip in the 8-kHz
region, and miscellaneous peaks and
dips above 8kHz which average out
to flat response from 10 to 20 kHz. 2
When we listen to "flat" loudspeakers, the head and pinna automatically equalize the flat response to the
requisite response shape inside the
ear. But if we listen to aflat-response
headphone, it will be perceived as
lacking in presence and as having too
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much high end. Actually, as is evident
from Figure 2, no two ears are exactly
alike in how they affect frequencies
above 1kHz. This is because there are
individual variations in the size and
shape of the external ear's parts.
Another sobering thought comes to
mind. The cartilage in our noses and
ears continues to grow during our
lifetime, so if we live long enough we
all tend to have hook noses and big
ears. And as the size of our ears increases, our perception of instrumental timbres changes! This happens so
slowly that most of us are unaware of
the change—even if we notice that
"things don't sound the way they
used to,- we assume the change is due
to the normal loss of hearing with advancing age.
Headphone manufacturers need to
be fully cognizant of the facts of life
reflected in Figure 2, and should incorporate equalized responses in their
designs. Preference should also be
given to real-ear testing of headphones over the use of a flat-plate
coupler. A flat-plate coupler is
nothing more than ametal or wood
panel with amicrophone fitted into a
central hole. It is acrude attempt to
simulate the acoustic impedance of a
real ear. Couplers specified by standards-setting organizations for use in
headphone testing are generally
chosen because they yield reproducible data and are easy to use. But above
about 700 Hz their response curves
differ so much from the real ear
response as to be worthless.
DO
See footnotes next page.
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THE NITTY- GRITTY 3.5
and 2.5 RECORD
CLEANERS
Semiautomatic
record
cleaning
machine. Dimensions: 18" Lby 9" D by
11" H. Prices: model 3.5 (wooden
cabinet), 8450; model 2.5 (plastic case).
$350. MANUFACTURER: Nitty-Gritty
Record Care Products, 4650 Arrow
Highway F4, Montclair, CA 91763.
This review deals only with the 3.5
model from Nitty-Gritty, but the less expensive 2.5 is included above as it differs
from the 3.5 only in having a plastic
rather than awood outer chassis.
Moderately priced record-cleaning
machines are not new. The earliest issues
of Audio Amateur carried articles on doit-yourself clones of the original Keith
Monks design, and building one yourself
is still the way to go if you're on atight
budget.
Nitty-Gritty broke the ice afew years
ago with awet cleaner that the average
audiophile, or even an SML (serious
music lover), could afford. Unlike the
Monks it had no motorized turntable to
rotate the disc, no cantilevered brush to
apply the cleaning fluid and scrub the
disc, and no motor-driven arm to suck
up the soiled fluid. With the original
Nitty-Gritty, the user applied the fluid,
scrubbed the disc by hand with asmall
brush, then flipped the disc and rotated

hiolin)les .10,m prerwus page

Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
April 1980
2 This line of reasoning makes me uneasy.
Every attempt in the past to "compensate"
for frequency-response deviations measured
in the outer ear has succeeded only in overcompensating for what our brain has long
since come to accept as normal "flat"
response. In fact, most headphones that
sound flat measure flat or, if anything,
measure rolled-off at the high end.
iGH
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it across anarrow vacuum slot through
which the dirt suspended in cleaning
fluid was vacuumed off.I This effluent
was not collected in a jar (as in the
Monks) but was simply atomized and
released into your room atmosphere.
And although the normal dust content of
the air is probably far greater than what
the cleaner was spewing out, the knowledge that record- surface crud was being
breathed, and was settling gradually but
inexorably on walls, floors and furniture,
was an uncomfortable thought to many
users.
This latest Nitty-Gritty 2is asignificant
improvement over the original models.
Although the suction is greater, the
motor is quieter and there is more internal soundproofing. The noise can now
be described as acomfortable whine;
early ones sounded like a garbage
disposal. The dirt-laden cleaning fluid
now empties into aone-quart plastic bottle, so that periodic emptying puts the
dirt down the drain instead of all over the
white velvet draperies. A rubber puck,
driven by its own motor, rotates the disc,
and the lips of the vacuum- intake slot are
now covered with velour strips to prevent any inadvertent gouging of the disc
surface.
Cosmetically, what could have been a
strikingly simple design has been

Actually, the laws of physics make it impossible to remove all the fluid. As the fluid
layer gets thinner and thinner its surface tension increases to the point where no practical
amount of suction is adequate to remove it. A
very thin layer remains on the disc surface,
and then evaporates. Inevitably avery small
amount of the suspended and dissolved gunk
remains deposited on the disc. A second
cleaning will get most of this off, but it is still
impossible to get all the dirt off no matter how
many times you clean. The practical limit is
probably two or three cleanings.
2 At the time this article was started, the 3.5
was the latest model; by the time the article
was finished (not to mention the significant
delays involved in getting it into print), other
models had turned up: the Pro, and the 2.5 +
and 3.5+.
LA
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elaborated to something mediocre. Much
of the natural beauty of the oak wood
grain is obscured by aheavy coating of
glossy varnish (although that probably
does help protect it from finger grime
and slopped solvent), and the broad
strips of contrasting walnut veneer on
the top and sides do nothing for the appearance at all.

Unfortunately, the 3.5 has its own
method of depositing dirt on the cleaned
side. The velour strips next to the suction
nozzle are very effective at catching dust
on the uncleaned side while you are
washing the flip side, and some of that
dust is then transferred to the cleaned
side while you clean the second side. For

Nitty -Gritty
claims
performance
superior to that of the Keith Monks
machines, for several reasons. First, the
entire record surface is sucked "dry" in
less than two revolutions, so there is no
chance that part of the cleaning solution
will dry before it is vacuumed off. 3 Second, the disc is dried upside down, so
gravity keeps the suspended dirt out of
the grooves. Third, there is no platter
under the disc surface, so dirt cannot be
transferred from the dirty side of the
record to the platter and thus back to the
clean side when the disc is flipped.

this reason Isuggest first cleaning both
sides of the disc with something like a
DiscWasher brush. Cleaning the velour
strips frequently, using the little brush
supplied with the machine, is also
advisable.
The supplied record-cleaning brush
has extremely fine fibers, about half the
diameter of those on the Watts brush.
This permits better groove penetration
but also increases the tendency for the
bristles to collapse and simply gloss over
the tops of the grooves. Gentle pressure
when cleaning is needed to prevent this.
Nitty-Gritty's cleaning fluid (of which
anone-too-liberal 4-ounce quantity is
supplied) is like all such arcane formulations in that it is overpriced. Besides
water and what smells like isopropyl

3
In our experience with the Monks the
drying-up problem has never occurredJGH
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alcohol, it contains awetting agent and a
greasy silicone lubricant. If a record
cleaner is supposed to leave nothing in
the grooves, why add alubricant?
Out of adesire to save abuck, Ibought
ahalf gallon of isopropyl alcohol and a
gallon of distilled water. A 50/50 solution
of these proved to be abetter cleaning
fluid, and for alot less money per serving. Records that had been cleaned with
the N-G fluid and then recleaned with
my home brew showed amore detailed
midrange and aless "dark" high end. It
would appear that N-G's added silicone
affects the sound adversely.
The 3.5 does not handle warped
records very well, which is no surprise
since there is no pressure to force the
disc against the suction slot. Even discs
that were only slightly warped came off
the vacuum (after the requisite two
revolutions) with athin radial line of liquid remaining on them. This, when it
dried, was audible as faint, regular bursts
of crackles.
My final cavil is aminor one: the discdrive puck leaves alittle bit of itself on
the lead-in grooves of the record being
cleaned. Following up acleaning with an
application of LAST can solve this problem; the Freon vehicle used in LAST
dissolves the residue and transfers it to
your LAST applicator.
The effect of the 3.5 (or any competent
cleaning machine, for that matter) is quite
extraordinary. Many ticks and pops
thought to be due to scratches or pressing defects magically disappear, proving
to have been nothing more than dirt.
There is often anoticeable reduction in
the "mechanical" quality of the sound.
Interestingly, the biggest improvements
are generally with the worst- sounding
recordings. Your CBS will never sound
like aSheffield or aReference Recording,
but the gap is narrowed. Some of the early Columbia stereo discs become
listenable, and many SQs Ihad given up
on as hopeless are now quite acceptable.
Londons show astriking improvement in
detail and openness.
For what it's worth—and readers are
encouraged to experiment on their
own—here's the technique Iworked out
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for cleaning discs: 1. Remove all loose
dirt with aDiscwasher and Discwasher
fluid. 2. Vacuum clean (using a NittyGritty or similar machine) each side of
the record twice with your preferred
cleaning fluid, scrubbing thoroughly. 3.
Treat the record with LAST. Clean your
stylus thoroughly and apply StyLAST.
Despite minor reservations, this
cleaner in either of its versions is highly
recommended. It is not inexpensive, but
the new lease on life you give your
record collection is hard to put aprice tag
on
BS

AS TURNTABLE
Two-spccd belt -drivc turntable with
synchronous AC motor. Wow and
flutter: .06%. Rumble: -77 dB. Speed
accuracy: .02/ Dimensions: 183/4" W
by 141/2 2" D by 6" H. Price: $289
without tonearm, $459 with arm.
MANUFACTURER: Music and Sound
Imports,
30
Snowflake
Rd.,
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.
There are two basically different approaches to phono -unit design these
days: rigid and flexible.
Rigid designs, epitomized by the Linn
approach, are intended for use with cartridges having relatively low compliance,
which tend to impart substantial vibrational energy to the tonearm. (Remember
Newton's Third Law: For every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction.)
In order to prevent the arm from reacting
independently of the disc surface, highmass systems require very tight
mechanical coupling between the stylus
and the platter, which involves avery
rigid tonearm, resonance-free arm bearings, and reinforcing girders coupling the
arm base to the platter assembly. One
would almost think the cartridge should
be epoxied to the headshell—Linn does
not go so far as to recommend this
approach.
Flexible designs, such as the CJ Walker
and the MAS, assume that the cartridge
has high compliance, and that the car49

tridge's mass and the dissipative quality
of the tonearm are enough to absorb the
vibrational energy from the stylus. This
kind of 'table generally has only enough
rigidity in the subchassis assembly to prevent the two from moving independently as aresult of floorborne jouncing.
Like the Walker, the MAS was clearly
built to aprice, with the idea of providing
the best possible performance at that
price (in this case arather low one). Also
like the Walker, it is attractive in external
appearance but should not be too closely
scrutinized internally—inside it looks
cheap. (So whaddya expect for 1/3 the
price of aLinn?)
MAS could improve their packing. The
'table itself was well enough protected
from rough handling during shipment,
but the platter was loose enough to flop
around, and the felt mat (also loose) came
out of the box covered with hundreds of
tiny bits of packing-box cardboard
which proved impossible to brush off. (I
lifted them off with Scotch tape, but this
shouldn't have been necessary.)
Ialso encountered atrivial but very
irksome problem setting up the unit. It
comes with alittle glass vial of oil, half of
which is supposed to be dumped into the
platter spindle well. Icould not get any of
it out of the vial. Instead of flowing out,
the oil just formed an air seal in the narrow neck of the vial, and air pressure
prevented any from coming out. Nary a
drop. MAS has got to find amore suitable
way of supplying the oil—possibly in a
plastic vial whose sides could be squeezed to force the oil out. If your MAS 'table
comes with the glass vial of oil, you
might just as well toss it out and buy
some 10-weight oil for the spindle well.
Installation requires adjustment of
three suspension springs to level the
turntable. Like the Walker, the MAS
comes with ashim for making the platter
exactly parallel to the motor board; but
unlike the Walker, the MAS's adjusting
screws are underneath the base instead of
on the top panel. Since the leveling
changes when the base is tilted, the
suspension must be adjusted with the
unit horizontal. Propping it up on books
proved to be the easiest way to do the ad50

justment. Fortunately the adjusting nuts
(on my sample at least) were loose
enough to be turned by hand, which
makes things alot easier than having to
use awrench.
It was when Iwent to install the arm
that Iencountered a potentially more
serious problem. With most tonearms
mounted on the MAS, the cable plug inside the arm pillar ends up about 11
/ in2
ches above the surface the phono unit
rests on. Plug into that the average fairly
stiff arm cable, and that side of the MAS
'table's suspension lifts up by about 1/8
inch and 90% of the acoustical isolation
is shot right down the drain. (I later learned that MAS recommends bending the
arm cable back on itself and wire-tying it
to the bottom of the arm pillar, but this
was not mentioned in the instructions.)
The instructions do advise clamping the
cable to the rear of the wooden base, and
aclip is supplied for doing so, but most
tonearm cables are so stiff that this is still
going to impair the effectiveness of the
'table's suspension system.
As far as I'm concerned, there is still
only one correct way to bring tonearm
wires out of a turntable, whether
lightweight or heavyweight, and that is
via light wires going from the arm base to
an output receptacle mounted at the rear
of the base.
Even with the cable wired and
clamped as suggested by MAS, there was
some loss of acoustical isolation.
Nonetheless, this cable arrangement was
far more effective than that used in the
Walker, where resistance to front-to-back
jarring (common to all homes with flexible floors) was virtually destroyed by the
need to run the arm cables through a
hole at the back of the base.
So how does it work? I'd say it worked
surprisingly well. Its speed was fast by
about 3%, which is about V3 of a
semitone—enough to be detectable as a
sudden change by most people but impossible to detect on asteady-state basis.
When severely jarred (through floor
jouncing), the suspended assembly tended to go into moderate and uncontrolled
4-Hz (approximately) oscillations which
caused the skipping of a couple of
Stereophile
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grooves, although it was less susceptible
receipt in Santa Fe of the AR turntable
to skipping when used with aviscousabout which Sam Tellig raved in Volume
damped arm such as the Mayware. When
7, Number I. If you look at what you get
used with a suitably high-compliance
from the AR for the same price, it looks
pickup (a Shure V15-V), the 'table was
very impressive. Iwas not as impressed
sonically almost perfectly neutral; it
as Sam by the AR, however. The suspenshowed only aslight tendency toward
sion does not isolate as well as the
bass muddying at high listening levels.
original AR, and we've heard numerous
Closing of the hinged plastic cover im- stories of noisy motors, which Sam had
proved this shortcoming slightly, while
trouble with on his sample. Still, the AR
having no adverse effects on the sound.
does look better, and doesn't have the
In short, this is no Oracle, but it is a problem with tonearm cable interference
good value for the money.
JGH
found on the MAS. If Ihad to live with
one or the other Ithink I'd choose the
Author's Footnote:
AR, but the difference between them
This review was written prior to our isn't as big as it looks.

SIGNET TK1OML CARTRIDGE
Fre-

Nude natural diamond. "Microline." Can-

quency response: ± 0.5 dB, 20 Ilz to 15

Moving-magnet stereo

cartridge.

tilever: Boron. Inductance: 85 mH. VTA:

kHz. Frequency range: 5 Ilz to 35 kliz.

20 °. Weight: 7 .5 grams. Price: $380.
MANUFACTURER: Signet Division, Audio

Tracking force: 1to 1.5 grams: 1.2 grams
nominal. Separation: 35 dB at 1kHz; 26

Technica U.S., Inc., 4701 Hudson Dr..

dB at 10 kHz. Output: 2.2 mV. Stylus:

Stow, OH 44224.

Stereophile
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Unlike most so-called moving-magnet
cartridges, which use asingle magnet at
the rear of the armature, the Signet TK1OML
uses two separate magnets, each oriented
at a45° angle to the armature. Because
each magnet is smaller than the single
one generally employed, this is claimed
to reduce the effective tip mass "seen"
by each groove wall, which would be
theoretically true. Effective tip mass is
further reduced by placing the magnets
as close as possible to the armature's
pivot point. This is also sound reasoning,
as effective mass is influenced by how far
agiven static mass must move, and the
closer to the pivot, the less it will move
for agiven displacement at the stylus tip.
The tradeoff is that placing the magnets
nearer to the armature pivot reduces the
amount of their movement for agiven
movement of the stylus tip, thus reducing
the pickup's output.
The TK1OML uses aline-contact stylus, with that shape's usual pluses and
minuses. Ideally, aline-contact stylus will
have as good HF resolving power as an
elliptical (if not better) while producing
less groove wear, since it contacts alarger
groove area and thus yields less pressure
for agiven amount of applied force. The

big minus for aLC tip is that in order to
work as it should, it must be precisely
aligned with the groove walls. Any rotational tilt at the stylus will cause each
"line" to contact only part of the groove
wall, producing dirtier sound and more
record wear than an elliptical. With alinecontact cartridge, rotational alignment is
an exceedingly critical adjustment. The
cartridge, viewed from the front, must be
exactly perpendicular to the disc surface.
And it must be assumed that the stylus
mounting is precise enough so that when
the cartridge is properly aligned, the
stylus is as well.
Vertical tracking angle (VTA) is also
critical with line-contact styli, because
their faces contact so much of the height
of the groove wall. If VTA is not correct,
the contact faces will not be parallel to
the modulation ridges along the groove
walls, and the faces will tend to bounce
along the tops of those ridges instead of
following their tiny undulations. (See
diagram.) Thus, installation of an LCtipped cartridge—any LC-tipped cartridge—is not for those averse to or
unskilled at system tweaking. There is
nothing straightforward about it at all.
Continued on next page

THE ELUSIVE VTA
The only reliable way of setting the correct Vertical Tracking Angle for agiven cartridge
is by listening to the effects of VTA changes. The most usual way of adjusting VTA is to
change the height of the tonearm base. With pivoted tonearms, however, changing the
base height also rotates the cartridge about the axis of the tonearm. This means that
each VTA change also results in achange in axial tilt, necessitating that the latter be
corrected before the effects of the former can be assessed. Without this correction, a
sonic improvement due to VTA can be offset by asonic degradation due to the cartridge
tilt. Or vice versa—what sounds like perfect VTA may simply result from perfect rotational
alignment.
Thus, unless you are using astraight-line-tracking arm (where base-height changes
don't affect axial alignment), VTA adjustments are best done by shimming the cartridge—
usually at its rear (where the pins are). But this too can have adeleterious effect. It
physically decouples the top of the cartridge from the headshell, and some cartridge
bodies will ring when so decoupled. The solution is simple: Fill the resulting gap with
Plasticene (modeling clay) or the pliable stringlike material sold in hardware stores for
caulking windows.
52
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On any well-made arm, axial tilt is automatically eliminated when the arm tube is
parallel to the disc—a simple adjustment of base height. If the tilt is still there when
the arm is straight, it can be eliminated in some arms by loosening aset screw at the
headshell. On afew tonearms, such as the SME, there is avery limited range of rotation
between the headshell (or platform) and the arm tube. On others, the only way of
adjusting tilt is by shimming one side of the cartridge, which creates the same problem
(and solution) as shimming for VTA.
Where VTA is critical, as with line-contact styli, cartridge shimming may not provide
the degree of accuracy needed to zero in on the ideal \TA. There's asimple solution
to this, too.
With today's fairly high compliance cartridges, a tracking-force change of just a
couple of tenths of agram will effect adegree of so of VTA change without having any
significant effect on record wear or tracking cleanness. In fact, many instances where a
cartridge is observed to sound best at one precise tracking force are simply aresult of
getting the VTA right on. The trick here is to set the stylus force right at the middle of
the manufacturer's recommended range, shim the cartridge until VTA is almost correct
(adjusting for a reasonable compromise between detail and shrillness), and then to
adjust tracking force until you achieve the best sound from a representative sampling
of well-made discs. If the final adjustment puts tracking force between the middle and
the upper part of the recommended range, you're in business. (Slightly high is better
than slightly low.) If the force ends up towards the lower part of the range, you should
slightly reduce the cartridge-shim angle and repeat the force adjustment.
If you're really going to take \TA adjustment seriously, you'll do well to consider
a straight-line-tracking tonearm, because this will allow you to vary VTA in small
increments without changing any other setup parameter. Add to this the straight-line
arm's perfect tangency, and we end up with astrong case in favor of SI. arms for all
perfectionist use.

Without the necessary microscope, I
was unable to determine the alignment
accuracy of the TKIOMI:s stylus, but the
fact that distortion was identical in both
channels suggests that alignment in our
sample was right on.

force was set at 1.3 grams. The preamp
used was a Berning TF-10--at the time
this report is being written the most
neutral preamp Iknow of.

Signet does not give a compliance
figure for the -1X10M1., but LF resonance
measurements indicated something in the
vicinity of 34. This is ridiculously high,

moving magnet. And although Ihave been
made abundantly aware that most audio
perfectionists scorn the Shure, I have

particularly for acartridge weighing 7.5
grams before it's even mounted in an
arm.
Because the Signet is unquestionably
what would be classified as ahigh-compliance cartridge, Iused it in the best
arm Ihave found for such cartridges: the
SME 3009-Ill mounted on aPink Triangle
turntable. VTA was optimized for asampling of good recordings, and tracking
Stereophile

My longtime reference cartridge has
been the Shure V15-V, ahigh-compliance

stuck with it because it makes most honestly-cut discs sound more like master
tapes than any moving-coil cartridge I
have heard to date. The Shure is often
criticized by MC proponents (many times
when they haven't even heard it) for
lacking high-end attack, which is to some
extent true; my problem with the moving
coils is that they generally substitute too
much high end attack—they overshoot
and ring on transients, which does give
53

the impression of amore lively high end
but it isn't musically natural.

Signet's. But Imay have missed the perfect
setting by a smaller margin with the

As Iwas about to begin my tests on
the Signet, anew Shure V15 arrived. This

Shure. There would be less ambiguity if
Ihad an arm that allows small increments
of controlled VTA adjustment, where the
adjustment is made by turning ascrew-

one, designated the V15-VMR, is apparently identical to the model V Ihave been
using, except for what Shure claims to
be a more highly polished stylus tip.
There was more difference than that!
Perhaps my original V has gone downhill
in the two years Ihave been using it, but
direct comparisons indicated that the new
one was unquestionably better. In order
to not compare the new Signet with a2year-old Shure, the VMR was enlisted for
comparison tests.
First of all, let it he noted that the
VMR Shure sounds very much like the
previous model. In fact, comparisons between them must inevitably involve a
certain amount of nitpicking. Let it then
be said that the Signet sounds so much
like both Shures that Ifound myself in a
three-way nitpick.
One thing became immediately obvious at the outset: the Signet has to be
one of the world's most natural-sounding
cartridges. In this respect it is the only
cartridge I've found which gives the Shures
arun for the money. Though the differences are small, it is fair to acknowledge
what those differences are.
The new Shure, with the SME arm
and Berning preamp, does the best job
of replicating the sound of original master
tapes. By comparison, the previous Shure
is slightly less open at the high end, but
otherwise identical. The Signet, again

driver or aknob. The SME increments in
/"steps if you're careful, and in order
4
1
to return to aprevious setting you have
to mark the arm pillar with apencil.)
Perhaps because of very low internal
damping, the Signet sounds less taut and
detailed at the low end than the Shure;
midbass was slightly heavy and turgid in
the SME arm (which, being viscousdamped, does not usually contribute that
kind of coloration to any cartridge). In
addition, the Signet sometimes exhibits
an odd kind of instability when the phono
unit is shocked, either from external
jarring or from heavy infra-bass signals
on the disc. The cartridge wobbles noticeably back and forth in the groove, and
while it never actually skipped grooves,
it turned each of the Telarc 1812 cannon
shots into what sounded like aseries of
reverberating shudders. Overall, though,
the Signet's tracking ability was exemplary—being generally equal to the Shure,
which is legendary in that respect.
Idid not measure separation from
the Signet, but Idid not have to in order
to observe that it reproduces ambience
and depth perceptibly better than the
Shure. Front-to-back perspectives were
comparably rendered, while imaging
specificity and stability were better from
the Signet.

compared with original tapes, is subtly
warmer-sounding, not quite as open at
the extreme top, and has aslightly less

The Signet, then, has to be counted
among the best moving-magnet cartridges
available. With the arm and preamp I

textureless high end. Massed violins with
the new Shure were ashade cleaner, but

used, it is not quite as literally accurate
as the newest Shure, but since the ultimate

whether or not this was simply because
Ihad not zeroed in on the Signet's proper

sound of any cartridge depends so much
on the associated components, Iam not

VTA is open to question. (The Shure's
stylus, like the Signet's, can be described
essentially as line-contact, which makes

sure of the importance of the Shures
slight superiority here. And there are

its VTA adjustment as delicate as the
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some other things which the Signet does
better than the Shure. On the other hand,
Stereophile

the Signet's excessively high compliance
is a liability. Even without the added
effective mass of atonearm, the cartridge's
LF resonance will occur at around 10 Hz;
any existing tonearm (with the exception
of the Souther) is going to decrease this
to 7.5 Hz or below, which is simply too
low.
In short, while Igive the Signet very
high marks in every respect, Ido not feel
that it has shot down the Shure. Neither
has the incredible inner detail and resolution capability of agood moving-coil
cartridge, but then neither has the more
or less over-etched detail of amost MCs,
either.
Another factor to consider is the
matter of cost. Signet's pricing policies

do not involve a list price as such, but
their suggested price for the TK-10ML is
"under $400"—typical selling prices range
from $300 to $350. The Shure V15-VMR
is less discounted than some of the cartridges in their line, but will sell for $190
to $225 at aregular store and somewhat
less from a mail-order house (the list
price is $275). Thus we have two cartridges of roughly equal rank, with somewhat different virtues and vices. Iwould
not be tempted to spend the extra 50%
for the Signet, partially because Ivalue
the sonic neutrality of the Shure so greatly;
you might feel differently about the superior imaging available from the Signet
and not mind the slight tonal balance
differences and the extra

cost.

JGH

The Best Amplifier
• How different do the best modern amplifiers sound, one from another?
• How great is the difference between the best tube designs and the best solid-state?
• Which basic amplifier has the best dynamic contrasts? The most lifelike recreation of hall
ambience, of the musical soundstage?
• Is there a best overall amplifier?
• How do the great amps rank?
In the Fall issue of The Absolute Sound, HP takes a comprehensive and lively look at the new breed
of basic amplifiers in an effort to answer these questions and to reassert one fact: Amplifiers like
people have character, to each his own.
Also In the Fall Issue:
• Classic analogue recordings from the Golden Age of American sound (1956-1964); the new
Japanese repressings of Columbia's final Bruno Walter interpretations (a sonic surprise); the Super
Disc listing of the world's best sounding recordings.
• Pertinent reviews of the latest generation High End audio equipment, with the emphasis on how
well this gear reproduces the real thing, the sound of music itself. We report on a breakthrough in
preamplifiers.
To learn the results you'll have to subscribe. A year's subscription cost $20 US; $22 Canada, $35
Overseas. If you would like a sample a single issue, send us $7.50
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE

_ZIP
Please send a check or US money order with return address to:

the absolute sound

P.O. Box L, Drawer C
Sea Cliff, New York. 11579
In a rush call (516) 671-6342 10 am-5 pm ET. Ask for Ann. Visa and Mastercard accepted.

"This is the best turntable
I've had the pleasure of using. ..
"JGH

For years VPI has been world
renowned for its superb turntable
isolation base, the VPI HW-2.
Now, after 3years of research and
engineering, VPI has introduced a
turntable based on the outstanding
isolation properties of the HW-2.
VPI went back to basics in its approach to produce the ultimate
turntable using dynamic 15 ips
master tapes as areference.
VPI uses only high precision
machined parts in its construction,
no stampings or castings. A spaceage, self-lubricating material is
used for both the vertical and
horizontal bearings. The 12 lb.
platter is lathe-turned from solid
aluminum and lead to achieve
greater moments of inertia and
superb non-resonant qualities.

The result—a precision analog
turntable capable of extracting all
the information contained on your
records—right down to the lowest
frequencies. The HW-19 allows
dynamic range response unavailable with other turntables—paralleled only by 15 ips master tapes.
Simple, yet dynamic—the VPI HW19 has it all, and for only $735*
Listen to the unique experience
of the HW-19 and all the other VPI
quality products at your local
audio specialty dealer. Call 212845-0103 for his name and address, or write to VPI, P.O. Box
159, Dept. UM, Ozone Park, NY
11417
'Suggested retail price.

QUICKIES
THE WATERLOO PLATTER PAD
Another in the seemingly endless procession of exotic turntable mats, this
seemed on asampling of discs and turntables to be no better or worse than
others of similar type. The best pads we
have found are the Sorbothane ones,
although the best disc/platter interfacing
we have found is abare acrylic platter ala
Pink Triangle and Goldmund.
THE DUDLEY "SOUNDISC" GLASS
MAT
This glass platter does the least effective job of suppressing disc resonances of
anything we have tried. Some discs rattled on it during loud passages, and you
can probably guess what that did to the
sound. Even if it had worked well, its
almost 2-pound weight makes it impractical for use on any turntable whose
suspension is soft enough to provide adequate resistance to external shocks. No
soap!

With good electronics, the KDP succeeds only in roughening the high end
and putting aveil over the sound. Not
recommended.
THE AUDIO TECHNICA AT-6015
"TECHNICLEAN"
This is similar in every way to
Discwasher's cleaner except that, having
finer bristles, it seems to do aslightly better job of scooping very fine dust particles out of the groove. Also like
Discwasher's cleaner, this one demands a
very high-torque turntable such as the
higher-powered direct-drive ones.
We still find that acorrectly used lightbristle brush like the Decca or the French
Statibrush does amore than adequate job
of removing airborne dust deposits,
while wet cleaners like the Monks, VPI,
and Nitty Gritty units do amuch better
job with stuck-on gunk.

Truth in Listening

THE KINERGETICS
KDP PROCESSOR
Kinergetics
is
the
outfit
that
rediscovered hysteresis distortion in
pickups and tape recorders, and produces add-on devices to cancel it out.
The KDP, however, is acompletely different animal, or should we say beast. It
purports to cancel out electrical distortion in asystem's electronics, and it is the
least successful of any of Kinergetics'
ideas—perhaps because it seems to have
the least technical validity. Its basic
weakness is that since different amplifiers
and preamplifiers produce different
complexes of distortion products, no
one complex of corrective distortions
can cancel them. With mediocre electronics, the likelihood of the KDP improving the sound is slight—in most
cases it will merely replace one set of
distortion characteristics with another.
Stereophile

Through innovative design and construction,
rigorous hand-selection of components, and uncompromising quality control, the NYMPH recreates dimensionally and dynamically the
visceral excitement of the live performance.
Write or call your nearest dealer.

E
UPHONIC AUDIO
RR IBox 266 New Egypt.

ru 06533

201-929.2613

MOSCODE" TUBE CIRCUITRY
Natural Harmonics Audio
In spite of their aesethetic supremacy tube circuits are not perfect (how disappointing). Consider
the following--No tube amplifier can deliver agreat deal of current to either low efficiency
or low impedance speakers. There is a need for periodic bias and balance adjustments, and
the inevitable need to replace tubes. There is another very unfortunate fact about tube products—
they are expensive.
During the last year of his life. Julius Futterman was experimenting with his OIL® amplifier
(it has no output transformer) using MOSFETS in the output stage. Julius was quite sanguine
about these solid state devices because unlike bipolar transistors they operated like tubes and
have harmonics closer to tubes than transistors. Julius was quite adamant about the harmonic
limitations of bipolar transistors. He was quite excited about the concept of tubes and MOSFETS
in combination because if successful he would have atube amplifier that could drive low impedance
speakers, and eliminate the need for bias and balance adjustment and replacing output tubes ...
We have finished his research and have perfected what is quite an elegant concept of circuitry
which we call MOSCODETm TUBE CIRCUITRY. A complete explanation of this concept is
available for your purusal in UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS. For the moment we
shall engorge your curiosity by describing the results of this research.
The MOSCODETM 600 tube amplifier will deliver 300 watts per channel into 8ohms—price
$1599. Beside the tube input stage there is tube voltage regulation. The MOSCODETm 300
is rated at 150 watts per channel into 8 ohms ($899). To compliment these tube amplifiers
we have atube/Mosfet preamp with 80 db of gain called the MOSCODE MINUET ($599),
which has an optional tube regulated power supply ($300). Of course we had to design and
manufacture atube FM tuner entitled MOSCODE MAJOR ARMSTRONG ($600). All of these
products are available in kit form.
Isuggest two things, first—read all about it in UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS
and secondly—do not briddle your enthusiasm and run, walk, jog, fly. sky dive, bicycle, motorcycle, ski or catapult yourself down to your local hi-fi emporium and compare these new
MOSCODE TUBE CIRCUITS to your favorite state of the art electronics and by all means
compare them to Futterman amplifiers. Send $3 domestic and $5 foreign to:

NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES
33 N. Riverside Avenue • Croton-on-Hudson. N.Y. 10520

FOLLOW-UP
THE WATKINS WE-1
SPEAKER SYSTEM

the Thiel CS3 in Volume 7, Number 3.
The sound of this equalizer has changed
substantially in recent months, and for
the better. The original version was not
terribly obtrusive, but definitely added a
transistor sound when inserted into a
vacuum tube system. There have been
two revisions since and both have improved the equalizer's neutrality.

Bill Watkins will be furious when he
reads this, but I'm vacillating about the
modifications he's made to the WE-1.
In my initial report (Volume 6, Number
5) Icomplained about an overall lack of
detail and snap from his system. He made
some minor modifications which Ithen
The result is adistinct improvement.
tried; Iagreed with him that they dramatThe equalizer has not disappeared, but
ically improved detail and snap. Now,
the extended and ruthlessly flat high end
having alternated between the two verof the CS3 now sounds much cleaner
sions for some weeks, Imust conclude
with bright material, transistor electhat Iprefer the original, less detailed,
tronics, and the faster and brighter movless "snappy" sound for most of my lising coil cartridges. What originally might
tening. It's apersonal thing, actually. Very
have been irritating now tends to be exlittle program material is clean enough to
citing. Equally important, you can use a
stand up to close scrutiny, and material
top grade tube preamp and almost all of
that does is almost always musically
its character will come through unaluninspired. When Ilisten to music for entered. The serial number on my "final"
joyment, Irarely choose performances
equalizer was 175. Please consult Thiel
that are on audiophile-quality discs.
for details on your model.
Therefore I prefer to listen to them
Another area where Iwould add afew
through asystem that has alittle less than
words to JGH's review is the deep bass in
the ultimate detail.
the Thiel CS3. Ihave performed awide
My final suggestion for the Watkins
range of bass measurements over the last
speakers: Install aswitch on the back to
year using individual frequency tests and
allow selection of musical (original) or
1/3-octave sweeps, and Ifeel afew cauanalytical (modified) sound. I'm not asktions need to be made about the use of
ing Watkins to do this; I've given him
any speaker with deep bass.
enough hassle as it is. I'm suggesting that
the WE-1 owner (or afriend competent
The CS3 has true extended bass with a
with asoldering iron) do the modifica- lot of power. It can go down to 22 Hz in
ton. For wiring instructions write to
alistening room. The advantage is that,
Watkins Engineering.
unlike speakers with an audible -3 dB
Ihave not, however, changed my feelpoint between 100 Hz and 40 Hz, you do
ing about this speaker. Imperfections or
not tend to hear one dominant bass point
no, when paired with the Electron
as long as the speaker is at areasonable
Kinetics Eagle 7A amplifier (especially the
distance from the rear and side walls. The
latest version) it produces some of the
disadvantage is that you often hear
most listenable, musical sound I've heard
several resonant points with lower power
from any amplifier/speaker combination.
at each point. Further, you can hear and
JGH
measure the fact that achange in volume
radically alters the effective bass response
THE THIEL CS3
as room effects change according to the
intensity of standing waves.
JGH did not spend much time discussing the active equalizer in his review of
Stereophile

Ibelieve this is why areasonably large
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faction of audiophiles prefers speakers
with limited bass. Aspeaker like the Spica
does not produce these bass effects,
which therefore do not color or mask the
midrange and treble. Ifind the lack of
true bass balance in speakers like the
LS-3/5A, Celestion SL- 600, and ProAc
Tablette to be wearing, but Icannot deny
that they do offer aremarkable freedom
from room effects.
This means that you really have to fiddle with atrue full range system to get the
bass effects right, and this is true of the
Thiel CS3. You have to move it and listen
to hear what position really does sound
best. The multiple peaks and valleys in
the bass response change according to
listening position, and they change most
when the listening position is near arear
or side wall. Very often you will need to
raise aspeaker by afoot or so; on other
occasions you may have to move the
speaker closer to the rear wall (in direct
contradiction to alot of measurements
based on room averages).
The point is that the Thiel CS3s merit
agreat deal of experimentation in moving the speaker to get the best compromise between the higher octaves on
the one hand and bass power and accuracy on the other. Since 6inches can
make adifference, and since there is no
such thing as an "average" room, be advised that the better the speaker, the
more trauma in room placement.
Ishould note, however, that the Thiel
is far less problematic than bipolar planar
speakers. What Iam saying about the CS3
is true of any conventional speaker with
its low-bass response; with planars the
same problems often occur well over 200
Hz. This helps to explain why such
speakers often sound so different from
their specifications and get such conflicting reviews. As Nero once put it, "Fiddle
your
speakers
while
the
room
burns."
AHC

THE DECCA VAN DEN
HUL CARTRIDGE
Iagree with Dick Olsher's review of
this cartridge on just about every point,
60

but there are a couple of things that
ought to be added.
Because the cartridge's ground is common to both channels, low-level hum
simply becomes afact of life with some
preamps. And there is apparently no way
of predicting how the Decca will behave
with agiven preamp, as the hum seems
related in some inexplicable manner to
the grounding arrangement at the
preamp's phono inputs. The only generalization that can be made is that grounding both cartridge cables at both ends
(thus creating aground-loop condition)
will always cause bad hum. In many
cases, much of this can be eliminated by
creative fudging. Grounding both cables
at the preamp and only one at the cartridge, or else grounding both at the cartridge but only one at the preamp, will
often do the trick. Occasionally the solution involves grounding both cables only at the preamp end, and running aseparate ground— via aseparate wire or
through ametal tonearm — from the cartridge ground to the preamp chassis, but
this is not an available option with most
tonearms.
The cartridge's sensitivity to induced
hum from adjacent AC fields is rarely a
problem unless the phono unit is placed
near the power-transformer end of a
preamp or power amp. But if the source
of induced hum happens to be the turntable unit itself (as when the base contains apower supply for the drive motor),
induced hum can be totally intractable.
There is so much the matter with this
cartridge that Iam tempted just to ignore
it, as Idid some years ago after along
period of tribulations with earlier Deccas. But as DO implied, this cartridge
does some things so much better than
any other cartridge that Ican't simply
dismiss it out of hand.
There was reason to believe that our
review sample of the Decca may have
had non-standard compliance, which
could explain the tracking problems experienced by DO. We returned the
original to Audio Access, but it was
destroyed in transit and I'm still waiting
for a replacement to conduct the arm
search referred to above.
JGH
Stereophile
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The world's finest
audio interconnect
cable.
How to buy a $2000
preamplifier for $80

Unbelievable but true
Interlink Reference will improve your sound
system to a degree normally associated with some of
the world's finest preamplifiers and electronics.
Recall that first exciting moment when playing back one of your favorite recordings
over a new piece of equipment ... The music sounded incredibly real. Details that you
never knew existed on the record revealed themselves with stunning clarity. That's what
you'll experience when you play your favorite recordings back using Interlink Reference
cables in your sound system.
Interlink Reference sets a new standard for cable performance with Monster Cable's
"Bandwidth Balanced" multiple wire technology. Each of the two "balanced" conductors
incorpofates 3 separate wire "networks" for highs, mids,
and lows. (Patent pending).
Use Interlink Reference to connect all the components
in your sound system (including your 52000 preamp) and
experience an entire new world of interconnect cable
performance.
by
W%STtL1.L LISA

I
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REFERENCE

Meet the
digital challenge
With the Alpha 1
moving coil cartridge
by Monster Cable ...
Analog or digital?
The Alpha 1meets the digital challenge by
reproducing your conventional analog disks with
unprecedented accuracy. The new Alpha Iutilizes
sophisticated computer analysis of amplitude and phase response to produce superb
dynamics, smooth quick transients, and apanoramic soundstage that recreates the original
musical event with startling reality
A rigid boron cantilever with a unique dual damper provides exceptional clarity and
dynamic range without the "harsh" sound typical of moving coil designs. The Alpha 1's
unique "magnetic feedback" control circuit eliminates unwanted "eddy currents" for a full
soundstage and precise imaging.
So meet the digital challenge. Audition the new
Alpha 1at your nearest Monster Cable dealer. And
rediscover how good your analog records can sound.
by — 1111111MILCIIILL USA

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
Monster Cable Products 101 Townsend St. San Francisco CA USA 94107
(4151 777-1355 telex:470584 MCSYUI

THE STATE OF THE ART:
HAVING A GRAND'S TIME
by Anthony Cordesman

Publishers' Note: You've been hearing
about itfor some time so here it is: AHCs'
monumental grapple with our various
sound sources. He tries for maximum
heresy with respect to both his former
magazine (TAS) and his current one In this
issue he treats analog record players, CD
players, FM tuners, and reel-to-reel tape
decks. The conclusion (to be presented in
our next issue) handles Beta Hi-Fi, digital
recorders, and detailed reviews of a
number of cassette decks.

Yes Virginia, records will survive, but all
of us in high end need to recognize that we
are seeing the beginning of the most rapidly changing period in the history of consumer entertainment. Whichever media
survive, some things are sure: digitally
recorded sound is coming to the home;
high-end audio is being combined with
television; cable television is displacing the
networks; and nothing will ever be the
same again.
Iwon't speculate on the long-term implications of these changes. Most of the
possibilities are either unpredictable or obBy the time you read this wisdom, improvvious, and the whole idea of communicaed Compact Disc players and Beta Hi -Fi
tions theory is one of the few subjects I
will be available in the U.S., and so will the
find more asinine than "library science."
prototypes of the VHS Hi-Fi recorders,
And third, Isuspect your interest is on the
audio-only Beta Hi -Fi, and new digital
high spiritual plane of where to put your
cassettes. If you live in an area with cable
next grand.
TV, you probably already have stereo TV.
Wherever the hell we are going in the
Movies and the MTV music channel now
long run, the issue boils down to where to
come in stereo—and they have captured
put your money. With free sex and free
my three children from network programschool milk, the only conceivable place
ming, though to what untimely end Ido
left to spend money is on entertainment.
not know. As asnob, Ionly watch PBS
This gives you the following practical
simulcasts, but there is stereo TV even for
options:
snobs. If you care, you can get four chan1. Invest in ahigh end turntable system.
nel sound from many movies by using a 2. Invest in aCompact Disc unit.
Tate decoder or the old Hafier four chan3. Invest in an FM tuner.
nel hookup. Asatellite downlink gives you
4. Invest in an open reel tape deck.
this option anywhere in the U.S.
5. Invest in some form of digital tape
A few FM stations are beginning to
system.
broadcast digital master tapes. If you live in
6. Invest in acassette deck.
an area with FM stations that look beyond
7. Invest in stereo TV.
the elevator as their ideal listening room,
In one swell foop Iintend to tell you
you are hearing what today's digital discs
how to best spend your next 1000 to 5000
and master tapes can do to improve on the
dollars. As abonus Iwill include asurvey
low grade record players and cassette
of high-end cassette decks, but to get that
changers most FM stations use as their madown you will have to read this whole arjor programming source.
ticle and take notes.
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A NEW RECORD PLAYER ?
Let me begin with the choice Iwould
have considered obvious months ago,
before exposure to new open reel and
digital tape systems, better Compact Disc
players and software, and monitor-quality
stereo television: If you love music, the
best software is on an analog disc. No one
can acquire great performances rapidly
regardless of the progress in hardware, and
analog will have the best music for the next
decade. The analog record is often a
100-year old spoiled brat in terms of sound
quality, but you still stand to get the most
harmony per buck from agood turntable,
arm, and cartridge.

in finding lower cost alternatives.
The Sumiko MMT finally introduces a
good low priced tonearm to the U.S. and
may soon be followed by the new Rep,a,
but Iam less sure about what to put it on.
The new AR turntable is okay, but only
okay. My initial experience with the Oracle
Alexandria is favorable, but not one that
leads me to give it many stars. The Harman
Kardon T-60 is good, but not very good.
The Dual 515 may be a poor man's
breakthrough, but it is not apoor man's
high end.
If you can afford the SOTA 'table or Linn
Valhalla—and the tonearm and cartridge to
go with them—fine: first priority to this

Tborens Reference
But invest now?
.I'm less sure. As a option. If your limit is $1000, you and the
reviewer, Iknow there is truly excellent
entire analog record industry need areally
equipment available. The Golmund still,
good low priced turntable!
for me, defines the art. The SOTA and Linn
This, however, is only part of the story.
Valhalla are excellent high-end value for
Iam tired of returning moving coil carmoney Ithink the Souther, Alphason. Flettridges for service. Iam tired of spending
cher, and Zeta arms are excellent. There are
hour after hour to match aturntable system
awide variety of high priced moving coil
and set it up to perform at its best. Further,
cartridges that extract an amazing amount
each new exposure to tape and Compact
of information from records. The Grado
Discs warns me that far too many turnSignature 8 and Grace F-9E offer good
tables, tonearms, and cartridges are either
sound for less money, and even the newest
hiding information or are euphonic in the
version of the Shure V15 -V (the VMR) is
wrong sense: They are adding and subtracwell worth its normal discount price.
ting sound to produce a"musical" result
The problem arises when you realize
rather than an accurate one.
that the total cost of a top-ranking cartridge, tonearm, and turntable will average
S2(X)0. This is avery demanding price tag,
For another view see The Audio Cheapskate
and the industry has really not done its job
V()Iume Number I.
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Yes, Istill prefer my best analog records.
When Linc and Doug of Sheffield Labs
aren't producing superior elevator music,
they define the state of the art. Proprius,
Reference Recordings, Accent, Wilson
Audiophile, Opus 3, Sonic Arts, and afew
others come close technically and generally provide superior music Or, if you can ignore tape hiss and variable pressing quality, you can crawl through old record bins
and find the classics.
But, you can never hear the same record
sound the same on any two different combinations of cartridge, tonearm, and turntable. There are many great cartridges,
tonearms, and turntables, but they do not
sound alike. You can never listen to any
given combination of components in a
high-end turntable system without being
aware that some other combination will
do some things not just differently but probably better.
These problems take on added importance the moment we begin to compare
the better turntable systems and the better
Compact Disc players when reproducing
the same performance. For all the defects
in most current Compact Discs, they do
provide superior amplitude linearity (fiat
frequency response), and more treble
detail than most analog discs, although
often in an irritating and unharmonic form.
Idon't know any combination of cartridge,
arm, and turntable that is equally linear,
equally without any hint of short or long
term speed variation, equally resonancefree, and equally capable of providing
high-level
dynamics
under
home
conditions.
These comparative advantages come
through most clearly on the best Compact
Discs that Ihave heard so far: those from
Telarc, Delos, Nimbus, and Decca. Iagree
with their critics that even these CDs lack
the air, the low level detail, and the harmonics found on records, that they exaggerate the hall slightly—everything is abit
too big and resonant—and that when they
have alot of treble energy they are slightly hard at the top.
Let's take the Telarc Compact Discs.
They are superior to the Telarc records in
dynamics and frequency linearity, and in
the stability and detail of soundstage
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presentation and imaging. Ibelieve that the
CD versions of the Telarcs show what
Telarc was trying to do with records, and
could not do with either the record or the
analog players available You may challenge
whether this kind of orchestral sound is
musically desirable, but Ido not believe
you can say that the CDs are not better
than their corresponding vinyl discs in the
important areas Ihave listed.
Ihave had the same experience in comparing the best Decca CDs with their 33
rpm counterparts. The Decca CDs are
more prone to treble problems than the
Telarcs, but some are very good and
outperform the records in accuracy and
detail in the areas of merit that Ihave just
listed for the Telarcs.
The same sonic merits and demerits
emerge even when Compact Discs are
musically painful to listen ta Ihave been
buying acopy of every Compact Disc version of Vivaldi's The Four Seasons Ican
find, plus the analog equivalent. Ihave
been using this work to get apicture of
what given recording companies are doing
and the extent to which the problems are
in the software rather than the CD player.
Iam now up to seven sets. All exhibit the
above mix of advantages and disadvantages between the CD and regular disc
versions.
Ihave made apoint of buying awide
range of harpsichord music and flute
music on Compact Disc—largely because
they seem to be the two most difficult instruments to record and reproduce Ihave
been buying string concerto and massed
string music because this seems to be the
kind of music where today's Compact
Discs can be most irritating. Iam up to 25
such discs as Iwrite.
Iwill not deny for amoment that many
of these Compact Discs sound excruciating. Iwill not deny that low level
transient detail and subtle harmonics are
lacking. At the same time, you can hear
multimiking, you can hear poor room
conditions, you can hear that the milcing is
too close. You can hear awkward editing;
you can hear the steely, hard sound of the
microphone; you can hear the elevation of
the treble balance so the music will have
"punch" on mid-fl systems. These flaws
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are audible on CD, and often you cannot
hear them on the matching analog disc—
whether it comes from adigital or analog
master.
The conservative money should still be
on the regular tonearm, cartridge and/or
turntable let's be honest, however, and admit we cannot criticize the defects in Compact Discs without criticizing the defects in
most analog discs. Ialso have little confidence that large numbers of analog
records will suddenly emerge that exploit
the maximum potential of analog. I
suspect that there won't be any more good
small record companies five years from
now than there are today, and there may
well be fewer. The momentum and
edge—in every sense of the word—is with
digital

This may be correctable within the next
year. Most people in the industry feel that
"high end" units can be developed with
negligible phase differences between channels and little phase shift below 16 kHz.
Unfortunately, those CD players that now
claim to have "special" —if not mystical—
filters seem little more than hype They differ only slightly, and there seems to be a
good reason why they never provide any
serious technical data.
Isuspect that as soon as amanufacturer
can claim an honest solution to the filter
and phase problem, he will do so in immense technical detail. Until then, caveat
emptor.
Second, amajor debate has been taking
place in Britain regarding the CD players'
handling of low level passages of music
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A COMPACT DISC PLAYER?
This brings me to the next option: investing in adigital disc player. Ihave had
the opportunity to test 11 different Compact Disc players and over 80 Compact
Discs. The results have been mixed. Ihave
had problems with the Compact Disc process, with the players, and with the discs.
Let's begin with the technology and try
to strip away the hype. First, there is no
controversy over the fact that the Compact
Disc player must use afilter that produces
massive phase shift. The resulting distortion may be unfamiliar, but there is increasing evidence that it is all too audible While
players using the dual 14-bit oversampling
technology developed by Philips are
somewhat freer of such distortion than
players using the Sony 16-bit circuitry,
both technologies introduce adisturbing
version of this kind of distortion.
Stereophile
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Unfortunately, the debate has centered
around highly suspect technical claims,
and atest band on aNimbus sampler that
has been improperly dithered. (Love those
technical terms: "dither" is good;
"straightforward" is bad!) It is not yet clear
whether there are inherent problems in using CDs to reproduce low level musical information or whether the problem lies in
the recording process, the use of dither,
and the tendency for the sampling to
degrade to the equivalent of 12 or 14 bit
quantization.
Whatever the answer to that question, I
have found virtually every CD disc and
player that Icould lay my hands on to be
inferior to average quality records and
analog tapes when it comes to the reproduction of the low-level passages that
make up most of classical music The CDs
do more than lose information: they lose
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harmonics, air, and imaging data in away
that sounds distorted.
Third, let me return to the problems
with the high end. The best CDs are not
objectionably hard but there is aslight
hardness, and there is always alack of the
fine harmonic detail ("air") in the upper
octaves.
If you want to hear this problem for
yourself, buy the Compact Disc and
regular record versions of Michala Petri's
recorder concertos on Philips 400 075-2.
The CD is more detailed, flatter in
response, and has more treble transient
detail, but each note of the recorder makes
it sound like it was made of steel! The Bach
concertos for three and four harpsichords
on Archiv 400 041- 2are even more interesting. The CD has much more basic accuracy in reproducing the harpsichord,
but no harpsichord ever struck anote that
rose and died with so little harmonic
information.
The problem of natural harmonic detail
is not subtle. Take the Delos version of
Vivaldi's The Four Seasons (CD 3007) in
the first major solo string passages. The
better the system, the flatter the Delos
sounds. There is avast amount of transient
detail and flat amplitude response, but the
strings are almost totally unnatural. There
is no low-level air or natural harmonic
tone. The Philips version of the same
music (410 001 -2) is much better, but the
CD also suffers from highs that are hard
and lacking in low level harmonics. So
does
the superior Telarc
version
(CD-80070), although it brings the sound
into far better balance and its virtues offset
most of its defects.
In fact, the problem is apparent even on
the softest-sounding CD Ihave found in
my 80 tries: Telarc's Pachelbel Kanon
(CD-80080). This is the most musically
natural CD Ihave heard, but there still is a
lack of air and low level harmonic detail in
the highs. (Note that there are popular
Compact Discs, like those of Michael
Jackson, with no highs at all, but these
scarcely offer asolution to the problem.)
It is far too early to make any firm
judgments about these problems in the
Compact Disc process. My guess is that the
problems will turn out to be acombina66

tion of (a) poor production and absence of
dither (20% of the problem), (b) poor disc
manufacture (30%), (c) too cheap filtering
in the first and second generations of
players (20%), and (d) limitations in the
sampling rate of the present Compact Disc
process (30%). Ihave to admit, however,
that Iam far more confident that Ihear the
above problems than I am about my
analysis of their causes. Ibase the above
conclusions and percentages on the most
fundamental principle of applied science
with respect to audio journalism: nothing
Iwrite can be much sillier than anything
else that is likely to appear in print.

Problems in CD Players
The inherent problems in the Compact
Disc process are only part of the problem.
Today's players are scarcely paragons of
manufacturing quality, high tech design, or
reliability. Many of today's players were
rushed to the market, and do things
wrong, though this varies sharply with
brand, model, and individual unit. Some
suffer from the uncertain quality and
reliability of today's laser assemblies and
solid state devices. Most suffer from a
transistor-radio quality audio output stage.
There also have been significant problems with player vulnerability after sale. If
you buy aCD player, look through the instructions for any warning regarding
movement or shock! Some manufacturers
warn you that the laser can easily be
knocked out of alignment; others do not.
In any case, do not move any CD unit
without the retaining device—if there is
one—and be very careful of shock.
This makes buying aCD player something of acrap shoot. How do you deal.
with acombination of major design uncertainties, aremarkable lack of specifications,
technical justification for competing claims
of superiority among players, and random
defects undetectable by dealers' test
equipment—or, indeed, by the QC department of many importers?
As for actual design features, many people in the industry tout the NEC player for
having the best laser readout and the
Kyocera for having the best filtering. To
me, however, the key difference has been
that the players using the Philips process
Stereophile

sound more natural and have more air
depth than any of the units with more
radical filters. 2
As for the audio output stages of the
players—watch out! These are usually so
close to transistor radios that Ihave encountered afew dealers who "goldplate"
the audio stages in the CD players they sell
by changing resistors and capacitors and
removing or bypassing low grade coupling
capacitors. This is amessy job and Iknow
of no dealer who will even discuss it with
most customers, but the few examples I
have heard indicate that some of the problems in today's CD players do stem from
poor audio output stage design.

Problems With the Discs
Many of the discs now being released
have far more digital error encoded on
their surfaces that is admitted by the
manufacturers. Iam getting about a1in 12
defect rate even with the latest releases,
consisting of dropouts, buzzes, or glitches
in ashort passage—something that is hard
to detect.
The consumer should be warned to
return any disc with abuzz, click, drop in
volume or break in the sound. These are
warning signs of general problems in disc
quality and they frequently mean the entire batch may be defective. Do not accept
an exchange of the same record; insist on
your money back or a different
performance
The buyer should also be aware that
Compact Discs are highly sensitive to
handling, probably as much as vinyl discs
or cassette tapes. They are less vulnerable
to scratches or clearly audible damage, but
they must be handled with great care to
avoid any contamination of their playing
surface They also are stored in one of the
world's worst cases—many of which are
defective or have their hinges broken in
shipment.
The net effect of this packaging disaster
goes beyond cases with broken hinges and
cracked surfaces. The CDs often require
considerable pressure to get out of their

2 For an alternative to Philips, try the Yamaha
players.
JGH
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storage boxes and the result can be aflying
saucer headed for acrash. Pressing the
cases gently in the center and easing open
one corner makes things go smoothly.

The $1000 + Question
It is my guess that you are going to have
to plunge into CDs eventually, but if you
do it now you will be aguinea pig for a
great deal of change in player technology,
recording methods, and disc production.
The only question is when. Let's just say
at this point that spending $400- $700 on
atop loading Philips technology player is
an interesting but high risk option. Prices
are going down and the units are certain to
improve You can have fun now, and the
Compact Disc is the most likely wave of
the future, but why buy before you are
sure you will get aunit that sounds good?

AN FM TUNER?
Now for the option of investing in an
FM tuner. Here Ifind myself torn. Ihave
been working on an FM tuner survey and
have become all too aware of how good
some tuners are While Ihave not yet
tested the Sequerra, Ihave found the Kenwood LO2T and Tanberg 3001A to be
superb. Ihave liked the NAD 4020A (but
emphatically not the NAD 4150 Shotz
tuner 3,and the Adcom GFT- 1A.
Living in the Washington, D.C. area, as I
do, presents practical problems, but they
may well be typical of many parts of the
country. Most of the FM programming is
elevator music, and what isn't is of
mediocre sound quality. The result is that
Ido most of my FM listening in my car.
Nothing about FM broadcasting in the
Washington area is high enough fi to justify
an expensive tuner. 3
Ialso find that the sonic differences
among all but the most expensive transistor tuners have far less practical importance under most real world listening conditions than the quality of the antenna and
3 Though, as in most things, the distortions
of tuners add to the rottenness of the FM
signal yielding something that can vary from
unbearable to tolerable, depending on the
tuner. DS's tuner reports are turning up some
good options.
LA
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the ability of the tuner's front end to reject
various forms of RF interference.
Let's take the antenna issue first.
Washington is acity of apartment buildings
and high-rise residential units, as are about
40% of the residential units in the LS.
Under most conditions, this means that no
outside antenna is permitted and that any
covert ones will be blocked by the multiple reflections between buildings. There is
no point in buying asuper tuner without
agood antenna.
I have found that the Magnum FM
Power booster unit and antennas available
from Castle Marketing (Box 219, Holland
Street, Alexandria Bay, NY 13607 (315)
482-259) provide agood low cost alternative for the cliff dweller or someone
who needs asmall antenna and excellent
fine tuning. They are not the equal of a
good FM antenna and rotater, and the slew
of fancy dipoles on the market just don't
hack it.

Mal .... m.0

multipath. The Carver does, however, provide ahigher margin of listenable mid -fi in
bad locations than its competitors. Given
the quality of the input coming from
\Washington's FM stations, it is usually
adequate.
The Carver outperforms the heavily
publicized 4150A Schotz tuner from NAD,
and does so far more than any comparison
of their specifications would indicate.
While Imust hasten to note that my two
samples of the NAD were borrowed from
audiophiles, and that NAD was careful to
warn me that the design was not really
ready or up to Shotz's original standard,
the fact remains that NAD is selling it, that
its soundstage might charitably be described as god-awful, and that its tuner stage
simply stinks. It does nothing better than
any other tuner Ihave tested and most
things worse. The design may have great
potential, but you will never know from
the 4150A if it is going to work
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As for RF interference, \Washington's got
hills as well as buildings; it got lotsa hills. It
got airports; it got multipath; it got lotsa
multipath. Ihave used six standard test
locations in the inner city, in the superbs
(the upper class residential areas), and in
the mountains near our underground
nuclear command center. All these locations provide signals with awealth of interference, which presents problems with
any of the tuners Ihave yet tested.
Only one tuner Ihave encountered is
truly superior in dealing with the mix of
antenna and multipath problems that seem
to plague many of the stations in any location Itry: the Carver TX-11. Unfortunately,
the TX-11 sounds to me like typical transistor gear. The stereo loses air, depth, and
imaging when you encounter serious
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You can also reject the new Pioneer
supertuner as asolution to your antenna
and multipath problems. It is no worse
than most of the digital pushbutton tuners
Ihave been testing—all of which provide
good mid -fi if you give them agood signal.
The Pioneer does not, however, show any
signs of superior resistance to multipath in
my test locations, and its lack of metering
is areal pain in the butt!
Iwould opt for the Carver if Ilived in a
location with heavy multipath. Iwould
opt for the Kenwood KT-02 or the Tandberg 3001A if Ireally had asuperb local station. Iwould opt for areconditioned or
realigned tube tuner like the McIntosh
MR-71 if Iwanted high-end sound at alow
price on local stations, and Iwould go for
a price limit of $300 if Ionly wanted
Stereophile

background music.

AN OPEN REEL TAPE DECK?
This brings me to open reel tape. Here is
an option that requires careful consideration because, if you make live recordings as
an amateur, the very best open reel
decks—precisely set up to use only one
brand of cape and checked for compatibility with your microphone set up—are still
the way to go. 4
At its very best, open reel still has great
potential as aplayback medium. Thanks to
Joe Grado and Art Ferris, Ihave been able
to hear some excellent 15 -ips half track
tapes including some that are commercially available from Sonic Arts. Ihave also
been able to listen to anumber of unofficial master tapes of local chambcr music
and jazz concerts ranging from 34
/
,
. to 15
ips and from quarter to half track.
The 15 -ips half tracks provide a
challenge even to direct-to-disc recordings. Even analog dubs of digital tapes do
not have the hardness of CDs. Oddly
enough, analog tape dubbing of high grade
digital tapes seems to lose information that
is best lost, and to filter out the edginess,
while digital dubbing of analog (to my ear)
adds an edge and flattens out analog's
superior
resolution
of
low-level
harmonics.
Let's take a tape that exemplifies the
merits of 15 ips and that you can buy commercially:
Stephen
Kates
playing
Rachmaninoffs Sonata in G Minor (Sonic
Arts LS26). This is a master analog dub
from adigital recording, but it competes
well with the original master rapes Iheard.
There is excellent imaging (allowing for the
miking technique), excellent overall
dynamics, alack of resonant coloration,
coherence throughout a wide range of
levels and transients, and the feeling that
the frequency response is natural to the
recording. There is some narrow-band
hiss, which is common to all the 15 -ips
tapes Ihave heard.

For adifferent point of view see Bill Sominerwerck's update on digital recording in
this issue.
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Tape is superior to virtually all records in
its freedom from resonance and the feeling
of coherence arising from flat frequency
response and ease at handling rapid shifts
in musical dynamics. With the exception
of the lowest bass, very low level passages
and detail, and the complex harmonics
and transient attack on the best records, I
would rank such a IS-ips tape as equal to
the best discs. Both are musical in the
sense that they provide a great deal of
natural detail without any nagging fatigue
or reminders that one is not in the concert
hall. Open reel may be inconvenient and
costly, particularly on 15-ips half track, but
it also sounds damn good!
Unfortunately, prerecorded open reel is
practically dead. The Sonic Arts rapes seem
to be alabor of love by all concerned, and
even they are not consistent in quality. The
tape of the Midsummer Mozart Festival
(Sonic Arts LS23) had some noise, severe
imaging problems with the solo piano, and
adisconcerting tendency for applause to
return from the back of the orchestra.
Ihave found nothing to praise in the
prerecorded 7- and 3% -ips tapes Ihave
tried, and Iwent through more than 30 in
search of something Icould praise. The
best were from Barclay-Crocker, but I
don't regard their Dolby Banalog tapes as
more than mid-ti. Their quality is far too
erratic, and they lack the low level detail,
bass, upper octave clarity, and freedom
from noise that makes me praise 15-ips half
track tape. Igot better sound dubbing
records on ahome machine at 7ips than
Barclay Crocker got in making prerecorded copies of what Ipresume were master
tapes.
As for the other 34
/. - and 7-ips
prerecorded tapes floating around, they are
simply technically-dated jokes. Quite aside
from hiss, bass bumps, dropouts, etc, they
all seem to be on slightly different equalization curves, many have distinct built-in
wow and flutter, and some are simply off
pitch. On aone-to- one comparison with
records, they also lack detail and introduce
agreat deal of grain. Most such tapes also
involve recordings well over five years old
and they are not golden oldies. The tapes
also hold up far less well on adistributor's
shelf than records.
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In short, open reel tape has only one use
other than live recording: the archiving of
live broadcasts and irreplaceable records.
This may sound like agreat idea, but 1
suspect that most machines bought for this
purpose end up collecting dust. The few
live broadcasts around Washington are
often transmitted so poorly that any good
cassette deck can hack the job. Copying
records is areal problem because the tape
is twice the price of an available recording.
Copying arecord to protect it is absurd;
you can buy two or three copies of most
records for the cost of the tape plus aproper share of the tape deck, and you only
risk record scratch—which sounds at least
as good as print-through, tape stretch,
hardened tape, etc. Further, you can store
records far more easily than tape, and tapes
deteriorate in storage anyway.
It also isn't easy to get areally good open
reel two-track deck. Ihave tried most
home Revox decks since the G36, and I
tried aB-77 Mark II again while doing this
review The stock electronics in the Revox
provide transistor sound inferior to the
best high end cassette decks. The stock
standard Japanese decks (Technics, Sony,
Pioneer) are worse They simply don't better the good cassette decks enough to matter, even when you use half track and 15
ips, something unavailable on many of
them. They all have transistor sound, and
most have annoying speed irregularity.
In fact, Ihave only encountered one
stock open reel machine in the last few
years that Ican really praise: the Tandberg
20ASE. The Tandberg retails for $1150
which makes it very competitive with Beta
Hi-Fi machines and the better cassette
decks. It is a full-feature unit with
microphone inputs and mixing capability,
handles 10" reels well, and comes with
special equalization that produces amuch
better S/N ratio and gets rid of the tendency towards narrow- band hiss Ihear in
most machines.
The DYNEQ and Actilinear circuits in
the deck also ease the problem of high frequency overload, as does its bandwidth of
30 kHz at 15 ips. The Undberg allows you
to record exceptionally clean highs with a
minimum of tape hiss.
If you have music you want to copy as
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accurately as possible this is a lovely
machine. You do need to check it out extremely carefully on atest bench, set it up
for agiven brand of tape, set levels carefully, and handle the tapes with respect. If
you do, the results can be excellent.
Ihave tried copying the same record at
the same time on the Tandberg 20SE, a
Beta Hi-Fi unit, and aSony PCM-Fl. If I
had to pick awinner among three quite
good but different sounds, it would be the
Tandberg 20ASE. All three systems were
good, but the Tandberg provided the most
musically natural midrange and highs.
The Sony PCM and Beta Hi -Fi provided
flatter response from top to bottom, both
were superior in terms of speed and pitch
stability, and both were free of hiss—
although my borrowed Beta Hi -Fi at the
time was not free of hum. The midrange is
where it counts, however, and particularly
the upper midrange, where the Sony and
Beta Hi Fi were never quite as natural or
sweet.
The Tandberg also beat out the best
cassette decks, although not by the margin
Iwould have expected. The newer drives
and Dolby C systems in the Nalcamichi
Dragon, the Nalcamichi ZX-9, and the
Tandberg 3014 cassette decks, plus provision for adjusting azumuth, bias, and level,
make them nearly equal to the Tandberg
20ASE. The Tandberg was flatter in the
midrange, and had more detail, air, natural
bass, and low level resolution. It was,
however, hard to get this superiority
without alot of care, and no one who liked the 20ASE would be unhappy with the
Tandberg 3014.
Ignoring the issue of amateur live recording, this makes it difficult to recommend
spending over a grand on open reel
(remember that you can't play 10- inch
reels in your car). The Tandberg 20ASE is
an excellent machine, and one I can
recommend wholeheartedly, but the question here is whether being "best" is good
enough for the high end audiophile The
fact that it now costs only $1150 makes the
issue alot closer than when it cost $1595.
Even though that money will buy ahell of
alot of records or CDs, it's avalid way to
spend your next grand, especially if you
make live recordings—and besides all that
the Tandberg is simply alovely machine
Stereophile
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MISCELLANY
DOLBY HX

LAST RESORT

A while ago we received two demo
cassettes from an outfit called Electro
Sound, which makes aModel 8000 cassette duplicator equipped with the Dolby
FIX Professional headroom extender. One
cassette was 11Xed, the other wasn't. We

Despite the most meticulous care, a
disc will sometimes manage to pick up
an object large enough to cause aloud
bang, and occasionally agroove skip or
repeat. Most of these objects will brush
off, and the rest will usually come off
with agood wet washing (on aMonks,
Nitty-Gritty, or VPI cleaner). But in the
remaining small percentage of cases,
nothing seems to dislodge or dissolve
the foreign body, and people have been
known to turn discs into frisbees because
of abanger that caused groove hopping.
Before doing anything that drastic,

were invited to compare them, which we
did (thanks to Revox, whose B-710 deck
happened to be in-house at the time).
Was there adramatic difference? Not
really. The most noticeable difference was
that hard transients were harder and
detail better preserved during loud passages, on the HXed cassette—which did
not surprise us in the least, for that is
what Dolby I
IX is all about.
Whether or not the difference was
"obvious" depends on how important
one considers a hard transient or two
from cassettes. Since the compact cassette
has never been our idea of super-fi to
begin with, and no transient-crazed audiophile is going to seek his personal
nirvana from cassettes anyway, our admiration for what 11X does must be tempered by the realization that few people
who buy prerecorded cassettes are going
to give adamn whether they are 11Xed
or not. (We would estimate that 92.3% of
all cassettes are played through loudspeaker systems which collapse above 10
kHz.) But if you are in the business of
producing prerecorded cassettes and are
looking for another small increment of
unappreciated improvement, 11X is obviously the way to go.
For information about the 8000 duplicating system, write to David Bowman
at Electro Sound, 160 San Gabriel Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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there is alast-ditch procedure which will
often dislodge the clinker without leaving
atrace of noise in the spot where it was.
See, you take asingle-edged razor blade,
and ...That's right, and no kidding. You
can use abrand-new, razor-sharp blade
to scrape the object off the disc without
damaging the playing surfaces, as long as
you keep the cutting edge oriented radially, make sure the entire length of the
edge contacts the disc surface, and scrape
always in the direction of the grooves.
This will of course scrape off some
vinyl along with the object, but the vinyl
is removed only from the tops of the
grooves, way above where the stylus
contacts them. You can even scrape down
a moderate distance into the grooves
themselves without causing an audible
click if you are careful to scrape along
the direction of the grooves and have a
steady hand. Any lateral movement at this
depth will leave jagged edges which will
be audible as the stylus passes.
Try this the next time all else fails to
dislodge abanger. The worst you can do
is make the disc even more unplayable.
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THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Further Adventures of a Cartridge
Buff—Continued!
Can we talk about moving coils for
a moment? I've owned dozens of cartridges—including a few moving coils.
One of my best moving coils was the
original Dynavector Ruby. This was an
excellent cartridge—nice detail, natural
tonal balance, but just a little coarse on

from the MC100U. First of all, front-toback depth is remarkable. Imaging is
excellent, and detail is superb. This cartridge has acrystalline quality that even

top. The latest version may be well worth
considering, and the price is not unrea-

the Shure V15-VMR (see below) can't
quite match. It also mates well with lowto medium-mass arms (like the new AR
arm) and tracks well at agram and ahalf.
Not bad for amoving coil.

sonable when you start thinking about
Briers—I could buy three Dunhills from
Mr. Goldberg for that price!

But you do have to be careful. Ifeel
sorry for the guy who gets this cartridge,
finds it shrill, and has no way to tame the

I've been listening to the Onofon
MC100U. In fact, I bought one from
Europe in amoment of weakness. (When
Iget alittle bored with life, Ibuy anew
cartridge—it's cheaper than buying anew
amp.)
And not abad purchase either. Ilike
this cartridge very much, but you probably won't, unless you own just the right
stepup device. You see, the MC100U is a
very low output (0.09 µV) and is very
critical of the stepup. It can sound absolutely awful with the built-in moving coil
section of your typical Japanese preamp.
There will probably be hum problems,
there may not be enough gain, and the
cartridge may sound light on the low end
and shrill on top.
So what's to like about the MC100U?
Well, with the right stepup and preamp,
this can be a good sounding cartridge.
The right one for me was the moving
coil section of my Quad 34 preamp, which
has enough gain for the Ortofon. The
Quad 34 also has variable high frequency
filters, which you can use to tame the
cartridge's high end (a problem), and a

high end. Also, even with some bass boost,
this cartridge fails to put a really firm
foundation under the music—the sound
can best be described as lean.
Ialso went back to the AKG P25MD
for another listen. This is an excellent,
often overlooked moving magnet that
tracks beautifully at 11
4 grams. No car/
tridge Ihave heard surpasses the AKG in
front-to-back depth. Unfortunately, there
are a few drawbacks with the AKG. Capacitive loading should be around 475
pf, or else the cartridge sounds really
shrill. Also, the cartridge tends to pick up
hum from poorly shielded motors (e.g.,
the AR turntable and the Flarman/Kardon
T60).
A safer bet by far is the Shure V15VMR Yup, the Shure. Iwas all set to give
up on moving magnets until the new MR
(it stands for Micro-Ridge) stylus arrived.
In a word, it's terrific. I was slightly
disappointed with the original VIS-V: I
just didn't think it was a significant improvement over the Type IV. What I
missed was fine detail—especially in the

tilt switch, which you can use to add
upper bass/lower midrange warmth.

high frequencies and during heavily modulated passages. The original V was not
quite up to the sound of certain moving

Iwas able to get very good sound

coils. Which is not to say the original V
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of the size and expense of these boxless, coneless speakers,
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same uncompromising design and construction in amuch
smaller package with clarity and dynamics you will find
hard to believe—all from a1" thick panel.
Audition the Magneplanar SMGa at your Magnepan
dealer for an excellent example of technological evolution.

III MAGNEPAN

1645 9th Street, White Bear Lake, MN 55110

was a bad buy: moving coils cost twice
the price and you need astepup. Icould
recommend the original V without hesitation.
But this time Shure really has come
through—the MR is alarger improvement
over the original V than the V was an
improvement over the IV. What you get
is just what Imissed—detail, especially
at high frequencies, and an improved
sense of ambience. There's awonderful
bloom around the music, and it's natural,
not hyped.
The V-MR is the only cartridge Ihave
heard that produces the sound of apiano
to my satisfaction—it captures the music
between, around, and above the notes.
Tonal balance is excellent, as it was with
the original Type V. Imaging is about as
good as Ihave heard from even movingcoils—assuming your turntable is any
good (actually, the turntable is probably
more critical than the cartridge in this
area). Isay this now, having listened to a
lot of moving coils, including anumber
Ihaven't mentioned.

Definitely the MR is worth the extra
money over the V15-VB (that's what the
non-MR type V is now called). The difference in list prices is $55, but remember, no one pays list for aShure. If you
already own an original V, don't hesitate.
Run right out and buy an MR replacement
stylus and upgrade immediately. It will
cost you about half what you paid for the
cartridge originally and you can always
keep the original stylus as aspare.
Now just think how much better off
my friend, who owns The Ninth-Best
Moving Coil in the World, would he if
he had bought a Type V like Idid. He'd
now have a 5125 stylus to buy. As it is,
he is looking at $500 cartridges! Then
he's going to have his Linn readjusted,
and he's deciding whether to do the job
himself or hire a Linn Guru (hut zebich
Linn Guru?—there are two in our neck
of the woods and each claims the other
is following a false god)!
Ilove it. Ilove it! My friend is dear,
and life would he very boring without
madnes, like this.

ST

It's as an all-round performer that
the Shure V15 Type V MR excels. It has
many virtues and no vices. And it's a
Shure. Which means that quality control
is excellent, the price is reasonable, tracking is impeccable, there are no hum
problems, and you need no stepup device. Hallelujah! Here's more good news:
the Type VMR is the best-sounding cartridge I have tried with the new AR
turntable and tonearm.
From the Audio Cheapskate's perspective, this is the combination to beat.
Iquestion whether you can do significantly better at any price (LA or JGI Iwill
probably delete that last sentence; breathing all that thin mountain air makes them
favor high-end turntables, but Iknow JGH
has asoft spot in his heart for the Shure. )
2

EXTRAORDINARY
PRODUCTS

Triplanar Ionearm, PtIoeriiX
Preamplifier, Oracle Power Supply ,
MacMod Tonearm &Interconnect
Cadies, Tiptoes, MacMod Crossover,
MacMod Subwoofer

EXCEPTIONAL
MODIFICATIONS

OUAD ampiif Jets ,fielleS &Spatial
preamplIfters, lttok, Mission, SME &
Technics EPA-100 tonearms, QUAD
63 & Rogers LS3I5A spe akers.
We combine the quality of aerospace
technology with the sensitivit yof
meticulous handcraftsmanship
Request acomplete catalo g ,
fro m the
Mod Squad, 542 Coast Highway 101,
A 92024 g)191 436-7666
Leu cadia C
.

2No need to delete the sentence, but you can do
significantly better than the Shure/AR combination.
albeit for more money. Maybe Sam is just daring me
to send him that better combination. One of Sam's
virtues is his appetite for Crow.
LA
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Publisher's Note:
It is not Our intention to conduct
lengthy debates in these columns—
debates in which the editors always get
the last word! Therefore, we respond to
the Comments only when we feel a
manufacturer's comment has somehow
distorted the truth or slandered our
name. Of course, we still get the last
word.

DECCA Van Den Hul
CARTRIDGE
Editor:
Thank you for the extremely complimentary review on the Decca van den
¡lui phono cartridge. Our latest
modifications of the Decca cartridges
represent our years of research into the
strengths and weaknesses of the original
design. At present. we feel that we have
reached a well-balanced compromise
among the various parameters that
ultimately determine the total performance of the cartridge. In other words,
all factors have been carefully weighed
aganst one another in terms of their
sonic effects to bring out a wellrounded product that outperforms its
competitors in recreating music
experience.
Although we are extremely pleased
with the review, we like to take this opportunity to comment on afew points
brought out by it.
Mr. Olsher, the reviewer, found the
Decca vdH "still does not track extremely well," and "mistracking was audible
on very loud treble transients, although
rarely."
We
agree
with
him
wholeheartedly but we do not think it
was the problem of the Decca vdH. We
tend to think it was the grooves that
were untrackable. Other cartridges will
also mistrack but the side effect is much
less noticeable. Decca %•dll's clarity
merely mercilessly exposed the record
Stereophile

defects. Another possibility is that the
ET arm that W;N used for the review was
an earlier version with a much smaller
lead wire loop which might have exerted more impedence than normal to
have caused mistracking. Anyway, the
Decca vdH, when properly mated with
asuitable arm, should be able to track
most of the commercially available
recordings. The tracking ability of the
Decca vdH is miles ahead of all the
previous Deccas.
Mr. Olsher states that the cartridge's
susceptibility to induced hum still exists. Again, we agree completely. In
order to eliminate the susceptibility of
induced hum, the lateral coil has to be
moved well into the shielded body. But
in doing so, the direct sensing feature of
the Decca %Jill will be lost, and the "the
immediacy that is difficult to forget"
will also vanish. Fortunately, most
modern turntables have adequate hum
shielding so that stray hum fields will
not present any problems with the Decea vdll. As for ground loop hum with
some preamps, again, the Decca %.(111
shouldn't be blamed for merely showing up the design problems in the electronics. All these hum problems should
be solved at the source. It is precisely
due to the fact that Decca vdli does not
try to cope with or cater to its
associated equipment that it outshines
other cartridges when coupled with truly top notch components.
Finally, the heavily gold-plated case
does serve some purpose in the performance of the cartridge, it is not merely
for appearance or for justifying ahigher
price tag which should be considered
being moderate in comparison to other
cartridges costing just as much or even
more. Remember the Decca vdH does
not require astep-up device which can
not only add to the cost but degrade the
sound.
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Again, thank you for a most informative and thought provoking review.
Andy Liu, Audio Access
Whitestone, NY

Our point of view on the Decca tracking and hum problems is that the
reader needs to be informed of the differences between the Decca vdH and
other cartridges in these respects.
Whether or not the Decca vdH
mist racks more than other cartridges is
less relevant to our ears than how
audibly it mistracks. Mistracking from
our sample of the Decca was more
audible, much more often than
mistracking from other high performance cartridges. It is still not certain
that all Decca vdHs track in this manner; our sample appeared to have
lower compliance than specified, and
when we returned it to Audio Access it
was destroyed in transit. We still await
a second sample.
Our experience is that heightened
awareness of distortion is rarely attributable to the component that "mercilessly exposes" distortion ignored by
lesser components; rather, distortion is
produced or exacerbated by the component in question. We would like to
knou. what purpose the gold plating
serves, since it is not merely for
appearance.
LA

QUICKSILVER MS- 190
AMPLIFIER
Editor.
Thank you for your review of the
Quicksilver MS-190. Iagree with much
of your evaluation, though Iwish you
had done more of your listening with
the triode boards. The pentode boards
have
been
dropped
from
the
Quicksilver line and have been replaced
by the new DC-coupled boards which
are available by special order. The triode
boards remain standard.
Though the sound is certainly the
most important part of a product like
this, Ifelt it unfortunate you did not
mention anything about the construc78

tion and parts quality. Except for the
plug-in boards, the Quicksilver is completely hand-wired. The best available
parts are used: Sprague computer-grade
capacitors, Dale noninductive wirewound resistors, Potter and Brumfield
relays, etc. Our chassis is made by an aircraft company that makes parts for the
B-1 bomber. Our output transformers
are designed from the ground up by
Quicksilver and are hand-wired and
silver-soldered by us. The front panel
has acomputer-type deadfront readout
which has never before been used in
audio equipment as far as we know.
Without these features we could offer
the MX-190 at amuch lower price, but
we feel our customers are buying quality, not only in sound but in construction as well.
We also have made the update process very simple by using plug-in frontend boards. There is no down time or
costly shipping bill, and of course there
are full refund privileges with all
updates.
Irealize you have alot of reviews to
do and can't spend extra time on any
one product, but with equipment as expensive as this, your readers may want
to investigate each product as
thoroughly as possible before parting
with their hard-earned money.
I would also like your readers to
know that this unit was purchased by
one of your reviewers, as we do not
loan amplifiers.
Thank you again for an honest and
fair evaluation of our product.
Michael S. Sanders, President
Van Nuys, CA

HEYBROOK HB- 1
SPEAKER

Editor:
Thank you for the review of our
Heybrook HB-1 loudspeakers. As you
mention in the review, the HB-1s are
generally well respected by reviewers
and consumers alike. Therefore, we also
are baffled by your description of the
HB-1s' sound quality. Although we do
Stereophile
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not claim the HB- Is to be perfect, they
allow the listener arealistic musical performance rare to loudspeakers in their
price range.
System matching is critical to any
quality audio system. Assembling any
number of super components is no
guarantee of success. Consideration
must he given to the strengths and
weaknesses of each individual component, to obtain the desired end result.
Most of your readers should he aware
of the importance of a well designed
rigid loudspeaker stand. A considerable
amount of time and effort has gone into the design of the Heybrook HBS-1
loudspeaker stand, and they are avery
important component in the HB-1
system. We shipped the stands along
with the loudspeakers as asystem. Since
you do not mention the use of the
HBS- Is in the review, we are led to
believe they were not used. When the
four adjustable spike feet are properly
set up, the HBS- Is provide an extremely firm and stable support, allowing the
loudspeakers to perform as they were
designed to. Contrary to your comment,
the HB-1s do not perform well in
crowded showroom conditions. The
HB-1s have been designed to give excellent musical results in real living
rooms with real audio systems.
Our suggestion is that any interested
music lover should seek out a competent dealer, and listen to a proper
demonstration of the HB- Is and stands
(HB- IS system), along with competing
models, and decide for themselves.
The Heybrook HB-1s are "Made for
Music."
Franco D'Ascanio, Vice President
Marathon, FL
The Heybrooks were auditioned with
their stands, but to no avail. DO 's reaction to the HB- 1 was so negative that
JGH also took a listen. He did not
dislike them as much as DO, but they
were a little too relentlessly bright for
his taste. One of Heybrook 's dealers
wrote in that the speakers do not, in
fact, perform well in crowded
showroom conditions, just as Mr
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DAscanio says. We regret that they did
not do well in our home conditions
either

FANFARE TEMPO
SPEAKER
Editor:
Thanks for your good report on the
Fanfare Tempo.
We at Fanfare felt that the world
didn't need another loudspeaker, unless
it was possible to produce one that
represented a significant improvement
over existing products. The Fanfare
Tempo is a breakthrough at its (East
Coast) retail of $479. (Please note the error in your listed price.) It provides the
budget-minded enthusiast or novice
with a "no compromise" speaker at a
price he can afford.
We must point out that your review
failed to mention how radically different
the Tempo's cabinet is. No other
manufacturer in this category bothers to
both mount the high end driver in a
way that prevents baffle reflections and
mount all drivers in true acoustical
alignment. These two features result in
the most realistic 3-dimensional illusion
of instruments in space that is obtainable from any speaker in existence.
At any price.
Beyond that the article failed to take
note of the quality of the Tempo's components: gold-plated 5-way binding
posts, Wonder caps, Livewire BC-1,
Ferro-fluid cooled tweeter, polypropylene cone material, etc. We would not
bother to make speakers this way if
there were no advantage—clearly there
is. The Tempo is a product that is
"pretweeked"! The bulk of the
reviewer's criticisms were related to apparent frequency aberrations. We would
like to say right now that the Tempo exhibits none of the eccentricities mentioned in "free field" testing conditions,
and, in fact, yeilds positively smooth
response everywhere in the critical
midband.
So what? Who lives in an anechoic
chamber? No one. But it must be
Stereophile
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remembered that the listening room will
affect the overall sound almost as much
as the speakers themselves. Some frequencies will gain and some will lose;
the only way anyone can know that a
given speaker will be right or wrong in
their room is to listen to them in the
designated listening room. Amps,
preamps, turntables, and cartridges do
not require this treatment, but speakers
do.
So let us agree to disagree about the
absolute merits of the Tempo's frequency response—they will vary (as will any
loudspeaker) from room to room. Or
perhaps you might want to allow asecond reviewer (with adifferent room) to
have alisten to confirm my claims.
Michael Baskin,
Ken Erickson
Montclair, CA

We did not find that tbe Tempos gave
"the most realistic 3-dimensional illusion of instruments in space that is obtainable from any speaker in existence" and doubt that it enhances
Fanfare's credibility to allege that this
is so. The Tempos were not, of course,
tested in an anechoic chamber but Dick
Olsher's room has been found to provide reliable results with many
speakers—results similar to those
found in a variety of listening situations. Fanfare's point is well made,
however; loudspeakers can vary widely
in sound depending on the room. We
will be sure and listen to the Fanfares
in other rooms to ensure that our
report was accurate—and we'll let you
know if it was not.

DENNESEN PHASE
RESTORATION
DEVICE

Editor:
Thanks so much for the review of our
PRD written by Bill Sommerwerck. He
has portrayed aclear description of the
problems in digital recording and by using sophisticated testing techniques has
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shown how the PRD is useful in solving
these problems.
As Bill mentioned, many of these individual problems are thought to make
little difference, but taken collectively
there appears to be little question that
when corrected (by the PRD) an improvement is heard.
Our experience has shown that most
owners of CD players note an improvement using the PRD. Interestingly,
awareness of the effect seems to be
somewhat cumulative—a small improvement is heard initially but if the
PRD is removed from the system
sometime later asubstantial difference is
heard.
We have also found that in those instances where the beneficial effects of
the PRD are not manifest, the fault is
traceable to inadequate associated
equipment: the CD player itself,
speakers (including those with alignment problems). and sometimes even
the listener.
Peter Madnick, President
Beverly, MA

AUDIO CONCEPTS
JCCM SPEAKER
Editor:
Others who have seriously listened to
the JCCM, including dealers and
owners, do not agree with several points
in the review.
A. While we don't claim that the midbass is the best available, it is certainly
much better than stated.
B. The highs are coming from the same
tweeter that got a super review in a
loudspeaker costing over four times as
much a couple of issues back! If the
reviewer did not angle the speakers
back 30 degrees on stands as instructed,
he may not have heard the sound these
speakers are capable of.
We hope that anyone interested in
speakers of this type will contact us or a
dealer to hear for themself what the
JCCM is capable of.
Mike Dzurko, General Manager
La Crosse, WI
Stereophile

Identity of drivers from one speaker to
another has been shown time and time
again to mean almost nothing. Of
primary importance is the interface
between woofer and tweeter as well as
the potential for added distortion in
the crossover In fact, one might say
that it would be surprising to hear the
same high end from two speakers using
the same tweeter
LA

KLYNE SK-2A MC
PREAMPLIFIER
Editor:
We greatly appreciated your extensive
review of our Model SK-2A MC
Preamplifier. It is most reassuring to a
manufacturer when the reviewer of
their product demonstrates athorough
understanding of the design intent of
that product, and can judge the
usefulness and success of that design intent accordingly. Your review was very
supportive in this regard.
Your observation that the SK-2A improved the sound of many preamps
which seemingly do not require astep
up device is consistent with our own. It
seems that the first amplification stage
of asystem presents the largest proportional contribution to the sonic
character of the entire amplification
chain. Thus, it is no surprise that insertion of a very high quality step-up
device such as the SK-2A in front of
another preamp having asub-optimum
first gain stage (irrespective of whether
or not it has sufficient gain for lowoutput MC cartridges) will contribute
favorably to the overall sound.
The above statement can be inverted
to say that a suboptimum step-up
device inserted in front of apreamplifier
(usually with insufficient gain for lowoutput MC cartridges) having an otherwise high quality first gain stage will
degrade the overall sound. Unfortunately, it is experience with the latter situation which has prompted some
reviewers in the past to mistakenly (and
perhaps dogmatically) conclude that all
external step-up devices are to be avoidStereophile

ed. Fortunately, this attitude seems to be
changing as more and more high quality step-ups appear on the market.
Your reviewer has fully described the
salient features of the SK-2A, has accurately captured the essence of its
sonic character, and has contributed
greatly to clarifying some of the popular
misconceptions surrounding the value
and appropriate use of external step-up
amplifiers for low-output Moving Coil
cartridges.
We thank you for the consideration.
Stan Klyne, et. al.
Olympia, WA

Now there's a Comment we can agree
with.

WHARFEDALE
LOUDSPEAKERS
Dear Editor:
I regret that my first letter to
Stereophile should concern what Iconsider to be a gratuitous piece of
codswallop otherwise disguised as
"Wharfedale/Wharfedale Option One"
(Page 57, Volume 7, Number 2
Stereophile).
Should my reasons for writing be of
any interest, they are as follows:
1. Forget for aminute that your information regarding recent Wharfedale
history confused a recent change of
ownership with the spicier stuff of a
company closure; forget that your information was published about six months
after the event; forget that it took you a
further 12 months to publish a
correction—in fact, why don't we
forget the whole thing, refrain from any
more anniversary announcements, and
promise in the future to talk to each
other so that we can better serve our
principals, employees and public.
2. At the risk of appearing apainful hair
splitter, Wharfedale never left the United
States market. I guess what you are
referring to is the period prior to the
fall—not to be taken literally, please—
of 1982 when Wharfedale was
distributed here by an agent. As of
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November 1982 we have been going at
it ourselves as a direct operation: a
wholly owned subsidiary of the United
Kingdom parent.
3. To suggest that Option One
"spearheads" our operation is a bit
thick. At present we field four different
series which generate revenues of
several million dollars. We regard
ourselves as one of the faster growing
new brands around (new-ish in the
United States). If Option One
"spearheads" anything at all, it marks
our re-entry into the Formula One
Grand Prix circuit, so-to-speak.
4. Would it be churlish of me to ask
what is so simple and matter-of-fact
about a unique design that even you
concede "as far as Iknow, nobody's
tried that before"? Perhaps Iam on safer
ground with some other ever so—
commonplace features that received no
notice at all, such as the fact that Option
One is self-powered (4 X 150 watt
power amplifiers in each cast aluminum
"foot") and the fact that the rear, curved
panel is asubwoofer providing achoice
of either omni or dipole bass
radiation—not to mention the lower cut
off at 25 Hz.
Isimply have to conclude that those
funny "out of phase" drivers proved too
much of adistraction. How else can I
explain to the engineers back at the factory that you failed to see so much? Yes,
the drive units on opposite faces do
move together with the result that no
net pressure is produced in the construction and consequently no cabinet
panel resonances are induced in these
enclosures. Can you really be serious
and apparently glib about abox cabinet
with effectively no compressed air and
minimal internal volume which radiates
down to 35 Hz? Idon't know that that
has ever been done before either.
5. In the final analysis the key question
is: Was it worth it? Does Option One
sound any good, particularly at a
$12,000 price tag ($14,000 is another,
albeit comparatively small, error on
your part). We understand you do not
commend it and we are all doing our
best to live with that as best we can. All
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in all Iam not sure there is alot of sleep
being lost over the matter because your
credibility on this score is not at an all
time high right now. If anything does
concern us though, it is less your personal preference than that the record
show more of the whole story:
a. That you have barely listened to Option One. Presumably we are talking
about your popping your head around
the door at our WCES suite. (Maybe you
stayed alittle while.)
b. Our consolation that many, many
hundreds of others are literally knocked
out by the design and sound of Option
One.
c. That more serious reviewers have requested product for extended listening.
Believe it or not, there were other
parts of Stereophile that Ienjoyed very
much, so in spite of everything, Ihave
requested asubscription all the same.
Goeff Miller
Wharfedale America
West Nyack, NY
1. Consider it forgotten.
2. Thanks for the clarification.
3. The Option One was presented to me
by Wharfedale personnel as a
'flagship" model, the best that they
were doing at the time. Obviously it is
not meant to lead the way in terms of
sales.
4. The additional explanation is appreciated. Ithink Icomprehended the
importance of the dipole design of the
woofers and the midrange—in fact, the
novelty of design was commended in
the writeup.
5. The overall sound of the Option One
didn't compare to other speakers in the
$12- 14,000 price range. My listening
was not based on long-term listening
at home, but Idid spend over an hour
in the Wharfedale room and listened to
a fairly wide variety of material—
trying to hear something Iliked! In
any case, I'm glad more serious
reviewers are giving a try; surely the
true merits of the Option One will be
thereby revealed.
In case readers wonder at what
might seem an unusually feisty
Stereophile

response from Wharfedale Imet Mr
Miller at the most recent CES and he
proved a wonderfully broad-minded
gentleman of good humour; we have
received a pair of their Diamond
speakers (S400/pair) and will review
them in one of the next few issues. LA

I. Besides being more attractive, the 3.5
is about 3-6 db quieter above 500 Hz
than the model 2.5.
2. Our model 2 and 3 cabinets use no
veneer, only solid wood.
3. We are now finishing all models with
asatin finish.
4. We don't use solid walnut any longer;
it got too expensive.

NITTY GRITTY
Editor:

5. The velvet-like cloth (Vac Sweep)
which covers our vacuum slot won't
leave debris on a record if it is kept
clean. For this purpose we include a
small wisk with each record cleaning
system and each Vac Sweep replacement
Kit. By brushing back and forth across
the lips with the vacuum on, the Vac
Sweep can be perfectly maintained.

Thanks for your high recommendation of the Nitty Gritty 2.5 and 3.5. It is
obvious that the reviewer enjoys and
uses our product.
We also appreciate the opportunity to
comment before you go to press,
because there are some errors and updates that we would like to make you
aware of:

Finally.

No Penalty

For years, moving coil cartridge designers
have been faced with aparadox: standard lowoutput moving coils required astep-up device
that compromised their performance: high-output
moving coils had problems that kept them from
approaching state-of-the-art performance.
Even though we call it a high-output moving
coil: the only similarity between Talisman
Alchemist and previous designs is that neither
requires astep-up device. Problems of slowed
rise time, poor tracking ability and audible
'straining" at higher modulation were solved by
Sumiko's resident physicist, David W. Fletcher.
who synthesized the best available technology
into the Alchemist's development.
The most important design factor of the
sapphire-cantilevered Alchemist IIIS is the
principle that any phono cartridge is asystem of
interlocking electrical and mechanical relationships. Most high-output moving coils are

Sumiko, Inc.
P.O. Box 5046
Berkeley, CA 94705

'developed' by adding more windings to the
coils of an existing product. More windings
means more voltage, but also more moving
mass—enough to audibly degrade transient (rise
time) response and tracking ability. Instead,
Fletcher's design team developed an entirely new
generating system called •Intensified Focus - intense magnetic focus at the coils concentrates
the generating mechanism's energy, preventing
virtually all losses and fringing effects. Rise-time
is as fast as (or faster than) many of today's
most respected low-output moving coils.
Does our Alchemist turn lead into gold? No,
but it does solve the paradox. Don't compare it
to other high-output moving coils; compare it to
the most highly rated combinations of low-output
moving coils and step-up devices. And let your
ears decide.
Alchemist Ills—nothing stands between you
and the music.

aLchemist

6. The diameters of the fibers of our
brush are about 6 times smaller at the
tip than those of the KMAL.
7. This is important: There is not now
nor has there ever been any, Irepeat,
any lubricant of any kind in any cleaning fluid produced by Nitty Gritty. The
purpose of a lubricant is only accomplished if it is left behind after
vacuuming. The purpose of the Nitty
Gritty Record Cleaning System is to get
arecord clean down to the "nitty gritty."
If the user wants to recontaminate
his/her records after getting them clean,
that is entirely up to them; our fluids
only get them clean.
We have recently reduced the amount
of dissolved solids in our standard
cleaning solution (Purifier 2) to the
point where there is no possibility of
leaving aresidue. We are sending you a
sample of this fluid which was introduced in May of 1984. It is dramatically
superior to your 50/50 solution of H20
and Propanol.

We think that it is not wise to recommend that consumers mix their own
fluids, any more than to recommend
they experiment with different output
devices or different capacitors. Our
fluids were designed by a professional
chemical engineer whose training is in
cleaning solvents and whose hobby is
improving recorded sound in his home.
If someone uses the wrong chemicals or
dangerously contaminated chemicals on
fragile records, the records could be
ruined instantly.
What's wrong with a 50/50 solution
of H20 and Isopropanol? Could be plenty. How pure is the water? Is the H20
deionized? How pure is the IPA? Did
you know acetone is acommon impurity in IPA? How is the surface tension of
the water going to allow the H20 into
the tiny crevices of arecord? If you use
photo flow, how many rinses will you
need to remove the nonbiodegradeable
residue? What is the build up of nonbiodegradeable residue after multiple

zero anxiety:
SOTA's New Turntable 'Spec'

SOU STAR (en kw)

SOTA
.,c,,,st,,es

How will you select your next turntable?
By reputation or reviews or sound? SOTA
says: Try our unique scale—Your Anxiety
Quotient (or YAQs, measured in Qualms)
Why spend big bucks only to fret about
set-up, isolation, or speed constancy?
The SOTA is created by aphysicist (D. W
Fletcher) and an engineer (R. A. Herman) so
you don't have to be either. Zero Anxiety
results when the designers do all the worrying. From the start! Certainly long before
facing the ultimate trial—your living room!
After all, do you want apet engineering
project or trouble-free performance? Get a
SOTA and find something else to worry
about. Like what record to play!
The SOTA Sapphire (with optional vacuum)
and the SOTA STAR Sapphire, our deluxe
vacuum table, beautiful to eye and ear.

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

cleanings? These are things that only a
chemical engineer will worry about and
should be left up to one.
8. The only warped records aNitty Gritty won't clean aren't playable.
9. Our instruction manual recommends
three revolutions of the record in the
drying mode. It takes one revolution to
dry the record and two more to dry the
Vac Sweep. Using three will eliminate
any remaining radius of liquid across the
grooves.
10. The capstan only contacts the edge
of the record; it can't leave debris in the
outer grooves unless it is literally falling
apart, in which case it should be replaced. We make acapstan replacement kit
for $3.95.
11. "Step One" of the reviewer's recommended cleaning procedure is totally
unnecessary. Come on, you've got to be
kidding.
12. The 2.5 + and 3.5 + feature an arm
that holds the record cleaning brush,
and a3-position AC switch that allow
for the capstan to be activated without
the vacuum. Their prices are $379 and
$489, respectively.
The only other comment I have
relates to journalism: if the Nitty Gritty
is highly recommended, why is the
review so predominantly negative? Ionly hope the folks who need our product
will take the time to read the whole
article.
Michael Baskin
Montclair, CA
You want us to like the product and
give it apositive review, too? Seriously,
the purpose of our reviews is to inform
the reader of all the features and problems connected with aproduct. When
we find problems with a product we
really like, we never fail to mention
them. Otherwise we get beat on the
head by our readers—who are certain
to notice the problems. Besides, we're
known for readers who read the whole
article.
In general, Mr Baskin 's reply is most
informative, and we appreciate the extra information. There remain afew
points of difference.
Stereophile

Point 7: We welcome the change in Nitty Gritty 's fluid; it may now be better
than our home brew. We're glad there
was no lubricant in the original fluid.
We're happy to be warned of the
dangers in Isopropyl alcohol. On the
other hand, something must have been
right with our solution, since it clearly
worked better than the fluid supplied
with the 3.5.
Point 8: Obviously BS meant to play
the warped records which were difficult to clean; we can assume they are
playable. His point was that the Nitty
Gritty (unlike the Keith Monks, for instance) by its very design does less well
on warped records than on flat
records.
Point 10: Idon't know the answer
Point 11: BS was not kidding; keeping
dust off the record support surface is
important with any record cleaner His
method may not be efficient, but it addresses the problem.
Readers should not overlook that the
3.5 is a damn good product.
LA

MAS TURNTABLE
Editor:
We find JGH's review of the MAS
turntable to be afair and honest one. Let
me add the following.
The MAS table reviewed by JGH has
been replaced by the MAS MK.II. The
differences between the two turntables
are as follows:
a. The MAS MK.II has apolished black
ash wood veneer top plate as opposed
to the walnut vinyl top plate on the
original MAS turntable. We feel this to be
amajor cosmetic improvement.
b. The felt mat is now permanently
bonded to the tufnol platter so it will
not be "loose in the box."
c. Our packaging has been improved
and the platter no longer "flops aroun
d."d. We have found that putting asmall
screwdriver or similar instrument into
the oil vail neck while filling the platter
spindle well usually breaks the air seal.
e. The tonearm cable should be both tie
wrapped to the arm pillar and carefully
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separated with arazor blade for about
8" beyond the point it was tie wrapped.
In that way, after you clamp the cable to
the base the section of cable between
the clamp and the tie wrap is much
more flexible than the solid stiff cable.
f. Last, but certainly not least, the retail
cost of the MAS MK.II has been reduced
to $245.
g. The turntable is supplied either blank
or pre-drilled for the MAS Series Il
tonearm.
The MAS Series II tonearm is afurther
refinement of our original design
reviewed in your last issue. Significant
changes made on the MAS Series II
include:
a. Higher effective mass (eleven grams)
to more optimally match lower compliance moving coil cartridges.
b. Longer length (229 mm).
c. Better arm tube damping.
d. Lower cost—$169. Note: the original
MAS tonearm sold for $195, not $169 as
shown in your last issue.
Further savings are offered to the consumer who purchases the MAS MK.II
turntable and MAS Series II tonearm as a
package—complete retail cost for the
combination is $379.
Thank you for the opportunity to
provide this additional information.
Mel Schilling
Huntingdon Valley, PA

PINK TRIANGLE
TURNTABLE
Editor:
Here are some comments on the Pink
Triangle review. Thank you for the kind
words on the Pink Triangle turntable.
We are pleased to state that current production models have already incorporated improvements to eliminate the
problems described in the review:
I. Any tendencies toward short- or longterm drift have been eliminated by improveclspeed regulation circuitry, and a
higher-torque motor.
2. The power supply has been moved
outboard of the table itself, hence
88

phono -cartridge hum induced by the
transformer can no longer occur.
Also, we find that the benefits of the
bare acrylic platter can be enjoyed with
warped records as well, through the use
of a good quality lightweight record
clamp.
George Bischoff
Dunelien, NJ
Readers should note that the Pink
Triangle was recommended against as
a turntable to be used with the Decca
vdH cartridge because of the PT's inboard power supply caused incurable
hum with the Decca; moving the power
supply outboard of the 'table should
cure this problem.

EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
TONEARM
Editor:
We would like to thank Dick Olsher
for an excellent review of our tonearm.
We feel that it is avery accurate evaluation of our product.
The only air pump we now sell is a
high quality Japanese-made pump
because it outperforms anything we can
find. We agree with your assessment of
its performance. Aquarium pumps are
generally not satisfactory. They are
usually not quiet enough, or powerful
enough for the job. You must use more
than one, and they cannot be used in
the listening room. Although we recommend very few aquarium pumps, those
few are listed in the owners manual with
instructions on how to use them. We
don't really want to be in the business
of selling air pumps, but unfortunately
good ones (at least by audiophile standards) are not readily available.
As for the "teething problems," we
agree that the present cueing
mechanism is not as good as that
available on most other tonearms. We
are working on an improved version,
easily adaptable to the ET arms already
sold, which should be available by the
time this is published. The price of the
Stereophile

improved tonearm will go up, but will
be available as you tested it for the same
price as long as there is demand. Dick
should be receiving a new cueing
mechanism shortly and he may wish to
comment on it in afuture issue.
Improved cartridge clips which are
more durable than those on Dick's arm
are now being used, and the headshell
mounting are has been increased to accomodate large body cartridges.
The designers of this tonearm are Lew
Eckhart and Bruce Thigpen. We were
also involved with the Coloney AB-1
turntable.
Sonically we totally agree with your
assessment of the arm's performance.
We feel that this review accurately
assesses the performance of this product. We appreciate the effort put into
your evaluation and the favorable comments about our tonearm.
F. Bruce Thigpen
Tallahassee, FL
It's very gratifying when a manufacturer responds to criticism by changing
the product to make it more usable by
the consumer, especially when the
changes are done at minimal increased cost. Ican say from personal experience that Bruce Thigpen is one
smart fellow, who's really trying hard
to keep his basically high tech arm affordable for the music lover and the
audiophile.
LA

YAMAHA A-1000
Editor.
Many thanks for giving the A-100 the
most convoluted form of a "good"
review I've ever read. After rereading
your report several times, I've come to
the conclusion that you were indeed ABing the A-1000 with a $10,000
megabuck system. This may be construed as a compliment in some
respects, but the tone of the report
tends to place many veils (pun intended)
upon the absurdity of such comparisons. After all, this is a$600 piece of
gear.
A couple of assertions about the
A-1000 are incorrect. This integrated
amplifier does operate in both class A
Stereophile

and class AB, but they are not mutually
exclusive. If more than 10 watts are required to reproduce transients when the
amp is in the class A mode, it will
automatically shift to class AB. As far as
the amp not being able to drive low impedence or complex loads, this is simply not true. The A-1000 puts out 340
watts/ch dynamic into 4ohms and still
can produce a very respectable 260
watts/eh dynamic into 2ohms.
Some other matters: our "nasty little
loudness control" is a continuously
variable midrange attenuation circuit
which conforms loosely to FletcherMunson studies on psychoacoustics. It
was aYamaha exclusive originally, and
has been hailed and copied worldwide
as the best method of obtaining correct
tonal balance at all listening levels.
In paragraph four you contend that
the A-1000 puts "several veils over the
music." Then, as an example, in the next
sentence you note by the way of example that the PS Audio Elite and Harman
Kardon have "cleaner upper octaves."
Why is it then in paragraph six you say
the A-1000 "sounds musical on extended listening"; you can have alot of fun
with this amplifier without being jarred
by it's problems. The upper octaves on
the Harman Kardons, or even many of
the U.S. made transistor separates, take
away this ease, the sense of "fun"? This
appears to be a very apparent
contradiction!
There are several other points about
which to quibble such as comparing a
$1200 + Klyne head amp to our MC section, but Ibelieve Stereophile readers
are astute enough to see from which
pulpit you are preaching. In your own
words, "One must suspect anything
(referring to the A-1000) with such
features. High end audio is meant to be
erratic and inconvenient". And, the real
clincher—"Admittedly, if you have to
ask the cost of music, you shouldn't
listen to it."
By the way Tony, how is your friend
who purchased your test sample from
us enjoying his A-1000'
Pat Hart
Buena Park, CA
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The A-1000 was not compared to a
510,000 system, but was substituted in
such a system, replacing amplifiers
that cost as much as $6000 by
themselves. On the other hand, it was
more immediately compared to items
such as the PS Audio 2C+, the PS Elite
integrated amp, and the Harman Kardon equipment. Expensive systems tend
to be the most revealing ones; for a
$600 integrated amp to come out well
at all in such a system is not a bad
result.
Paragraph four may not have been
clear, so here is an explication: the
A-1000 is veiled in comparison with

the best equipment; the upper octaves
are not extremely clean even in comparison with the equipment referred to
aboie; overall, however the sins of the
A-1000 are ones of omission rather
than comission, so that the result is not
extremely revealing but is musical on
extended listening—something that
certainly cannot be said of most inexpensive equipment. This is an important point, one clearly in favor of the
A-1000.
ANC has a whimsical sense of
humor, sometimes manifested by
outrageous facetiousness. Examples
are cited in the next to last paragraph,
above.

"THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR"

STRAIGHT WIRE PREMIUM INTERCONNECT utilizes the finest materials in an innovative design
to provide maximum control of the parameters that affect sound quality.
The cable is made of separately insulated OFHC (oxygen free, high conducitivity) copper
strands bound in parallel to form thin walled concentric tubes. The conductors are separated
by alayer of microporous (foam) teflon, amaterial with unequalled dielectric properties.

FEATURES

• Large effective surface area with minimal time
delay, which results in cleaner and more
dynamic high frequency performance
•Minimal capacitance parallel to the cables
resistance, which improves low frequency extension and dynamics.
•Air and teflon insulator minimizes dielectric absorption
to
maintain
smoothness
and
coherence.
•Close spacing of positive and negative conductors controls "phase shift" (a time error) and
reduces high frequency loss. This results in improved preservation of focus. dimensionality,
and harmonic structure

• The use of microporous teflon permits the advantages of close spacing without the disadvantage of excessive shunt capacitance
• The durable high density polyethylene jacket
eliminates cable microphonics for cleaner
sound in the presence of high level acoustic
energy.
•Very low series inductance completes the formula for effortless resolution and linearity from
the midrange through the upper limit of
audibility.

43 East Ocean Blvd., Stuart, FL 33494

305-925-2470

HOT NEWS
',The high-end audio community was stunned by news
of the bankruptcy in August of what had appeared to
be one of the most solid and durable manufacturers
in the business: Acoustat. We could not reach any of
the firm's officials for comment and, .to date, have
heard no news about anyone else buying what is left
of it.
f>The first US LaserVision disc processing plant
seems to be having startup troubles. Many dealers
have had to return every pressing of certain titles
processed through that plant because of playback
defects.
flA rumor that Reference Recordings will soon be
releasing on Compact Disc is true! RR's Tam Henderson confirmed this, adding that the first releases
will include Dafos and Tafelmusik, plus a sampler
with 60 minutes of excerpts from RR's tapes, including some still to be released. This leaves only
four CD holdouts among the audiophile disc manufacturers: Wilson Audio, Audiofon, Proprius, and Opus
3. Our guess for the next to succumb? Wilson Audio.
',Claiming its exclusive right to manufacture "line
radiator-type ribbon transducers," Magnepan Inc. has
filed suit for patent infringement against Apogee
Engineering, maker of the first "full-range ribbon"
speaker system. Commenting on this, Apogee VP Jason
Bloom said "No comment."
el Our report on the Audio Access/Decca Van den Hul
cartridge (issue 7-4) prompted a phone call from
Graham Day-Myron of Rocelco, Canadian importer for
Decca products, informing us that Decca sells its
own Van den Hul model, the Super Gold Mark 7, for
$400 less than AA charges. Mr. Day-Myron also
informed us that Audio Access was terminated as US
distributor for Decca cartridges as of September 7.

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private 35 cents per word; Commercial 75 cents per word. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send
card #and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
HAFLER DH-200 power amp, $200;
Soundcraftsman 2012 equalizer, $100;
Thoren TD-125 with Rabco SL-8E arm,
$400; one pair of Watson Model 10
speakers (designed by Mike Wright),
$800; and one pair of Fulton Gold
cables, $10. Call Al at (607) 565-8438.
ELECTRON KINETICS Eagle 7A mint
$1900; Meridian M2 speakers $1300;
Meridian 101 preamp and 105 power
amps $1200. (713)937-8810
DYNAVECTOR, Stax, Alpha, Robertson,
Koetsu, Fulton, SOTA, AR ilirntable,
Linn, Walker, Music & Sound, Alphason,
Berning, Audible Illusions, Goetz,
others. (713) 728-4343 Maury Corb
C.O.D. Shipping.
FREE QUAD 34 PREAMP. Buy my Quad
405-2 power amp for $675 and get my
Quad 34 preamp free. You pay shipping.
This is my rock bottom price. Tom
Gillett, Wilton, CT (203)762-5621.
AUDIOPHILE
RECORDS
DISCOUNTED: Wilson Audio, Reference
Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Opus 3, etc.
FAT TEE'S, Box 1301, Chattanooga, TN
37343, (615) 870-5585.
KLH MODEL 9 Speakers, two pairs,
should be kept together but Iwill sell
separately. Flawless condition $650 per
pair. Fred Hafers, 1421 NE 17 Ave.,
Gainesville, FL 32601, (904)3 78-5294.
AUDIRE CRESCENDO, very detailed,
dynamic, excelli in difficult loads, very
powerful, stable, (large power supply
64000 UF caps, massive transformer)
construction second to none, easily
outperforms
some
solid
states.
Amplifiers up to $1500, under $400.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed," Crosby's,
Hobbs, NM (505) 393-3923.
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ABBIE'S AUDIO
OFFERS
EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS, Berning, Nova,
Robertson, Precision Fidelity, B&K,
Alphason, Goetz Systems, JSE Infinite
Slope, Spica, M&K, Melos Audio, VPI,
AR Tables, Pink Triangle, Sonographe,
Souther, Nitty Gritty, Talisman, Audioquest, Premier, Sumiko, Monster Cable,
Grace,
Creek,
Beard,
Watkins
Loudspeaker, and more. Free newsletter.
302 & High St., Waynesburg PA 15370
(412)852-1134.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO —LOS ANGELES:
Linn, Naim, Isobariks, Rega, Thorens,
AR, Conrad-Johnson, Radford, Creek,
Spendor, Akroyd, Wharfedale, Celestion, PS Audio, Precision Fidelity, Rotel,
& others. (8/8) 571-1299 or (213)
283-0001.
HIGH END AUDIO W.: VPI, Michell,
AR, Sumiko, Randall, Monster, Promethean, Audible Illusion, Creek, Spica,
RH Lab, Kevek, & more. (714) 861 -5413,
Diamond Bar, Calif
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier IIA w/extra tubes & warranty. $795. (512)
695-9763.
DYNACO ST150 Mint Condition—$225.
Dynaco PAT 5 BI-FET Mint —$200. Al
De Gaetano (215)626-3743.
SEALED SHEFFIELD Lab 1 (Mayorga),
Lab 5(Grusin) discs. Best offer each. 16
short TEAC Belden interconnects, $15.
Pioneer TVX-9500 tv audio tuners: sealed, $110; open, $80. Also, Sanyo Plus
series rack components. Free shipping.
Mark, 7-9 PM, EST (502) 239-8393.
CELESTION SL-6 SPEAKERS. Slight
damage to finish. $425/pair. Mike (918)
481-5162 Eves, Weekends.
Stereophile

Now that you've taken it home
... does your moving coil
cartridge sound better than
the sales pitch that convinced you?

Ours will!

0

=raw
MC cartridge
Titanium cantilever
Air-core armature
OFC coil winding
Super elliptical stylus
Anti-resonant sandwich body
0.25 mV output

mV2.5
High output mc cartridge
Sapphire cantilever
Parabolic stylus
OFC coil winding
2.5 mV output

0
'=«4
0

Saphic
MC cartridge
Laser cut sapphire cantilever
Line-contact stylus
0.25 mV output

01

am

MC cartridge
Boron or Sapphire cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut Almg body
ImV output (Boron)
0.2 mV output (Sapphire)

For more information contact your local dealer or write

SHINON Inc.
354A Yonge Street
Toronto, CANADA
5156 IS5

THE AUDIO
RESEARCH
MODEL
D79B
AMP. This amp is absolutely
flawless. $2800 or best offer. Iwill consider trades. Randy Danielson, 541
Westview Dr
112, Hastings, MN
55033. (612)437-1524.
THORENS 166 TURNTABLE, three
point suspension, belt drive, 6 lbs platter, mahogany finish, good looking and
sounding. Nothing close for the money
under $260. Free Grado GT3E ,Free
Audioquest Mat, Expert set up, PPD.
Crosby's Camera & Stereo, Hobbs, NM
(505) 393-3923.
MERRILL
TURNTABLE:
Features:
Beautiful solid oak base. A tunable,
three-point
Constant
Resonance
Suspension System. A subchassis designed to absorb tonearm release energy.
Optional, outer periphery record clamp.
Price $600. For more information contact UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125
Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901)
272-1275.
MERRILL
AR
MODIFICATIONS:
Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit
for old AR $85-Subchassis for AR-XE
$95. Platter Coating $10. Replacement
Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8. High Torque
Motor $45. Platter Balancing Service
$10. Replacement inner and outer platters, $135 for all AR-XA, AR-XB, and ARXE
turntables.
UNDERGROUND
SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis,
TN 38104 (901) 272-1275.
QUICKSILVER
65-WATT
TUBE
Amplifier, solid construction, all handwired (no PCs). No transistors (large
tube power supply), weighs almost 70
lbs. Sound is very musical, transparent,
and three dimensional. Amplifier is
totally reliable (won't break once a
week). Best buy, under $1000. "Satisfaction Guaranteed." Crosby's, 105 IV
Broadway, Hobbs, NM (505) 393-3923.
DEMONSTRATION,
ONCE-PLAYED,
PROMO, OTHER RARE DISCS: 900
original-issue LPs, mono and stereo.
Cassettes, CDs, LVs, VHS. List; MINDaL1VE, 2925 Augusta Road, West Columbia, S.C. 29169.
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MAGNEPAN MGIII Speakers in unopened carton $1,850 and Teac PDII Compact Disc Player like new, $375, and
Discs. (215) 567-4626.
A&S HAS THE WIDEST SELECTION of
high-end speaker kits including the Bill
Reed 6-02, the Avery Dark 10 and kits
from Fried, Dynaudio, Falcon-Acoustics,
Audax, and SEAS. We also feature highend mobile systems and separates. Free
catalog. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 74621
Denver CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.
DEMOS: AGI 511 pre-amp $200.
Conrad-Johnson PV2a pre-amp $450.
STAX DA-80 45/45 class A $900. QUAD
FM-3 tuner $250. QUAD 44 pre-amp
$475. QUAD 405 AMP $400. McIntosh
MX-113 tuner/pre-amp $1,000. USED:
McIntosh MA 6100 integrated $650.
McIntosh MC 2100 power amp $600.
QUAD
speakers
repaired.
(512)
224-6131, (512) 732-5029.
AUDIOPHILE records, compact discs,
imports, M.F.S.L. Stones collection, Last
cleaners and accessories at HUGE savings.
Free
Catalog:
CLASS-AUNDERGROUND, 35 North Green bush
Road, West Nyack, NY 10994 or call
(914) 638-4089.

•

The Legendary Counterpoint SA-2
Taking the superior .sonics of tubes to
their furthest end was the goal; the
Counterpoint SA-2 is the realization.
Find out why this product is consistantly considered by top audio reviewers to be the moving coil step-up
device.
See your Counterpoint Dealer.
COUNTERPOINT
(6191453-9090
P.0 Box 12294,

La

Jolla, CA 92037

tereophilc
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Series 140 Power Amplifier
... excellent music reproduction
at an affordable price.
In the Series 140 Power Amplifier, B & K Components, Ltd. has developed
a simplified design concept and produced it with rigid quality controls.
The result — a highly reliable unit with excellent capability for under
four hundred dollars.
Check these outstanding features:
3.2 db of Dynamic Headroom,
-All 1% of Metal Film Resistors;
-Class "A" complementary symmetry
up to the driver stage:

-A 47,000 MFD power supply guarantees peak demand performance;
-Digital Audio Disc Compatability
for optimal system flexibility;

-Seventy watts per side mosfet design;

-Gold-plated connector posts.

Call toll-free or
write today for information.

B & K Components, Ltd.
P.O. Box 331
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 U.S.A.
716-652 7667
Telex: 466482

Toll-Free: 1-800-543-5252
(NY State only) 1-800-235-5020

THE SOUTHER SLA-3

II
"THE LEADER IN

Dealer inquiries invited.
(617) 828-5050

SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

42') s York Street, (:,inton, Ma›sachusetts 0202 I

COMING SOON--VEWS
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL SOUTHER-SUCHY
INTEGRATED CARTRIDGE/TONEARM

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS TUBE PREAMP
$379; Spica TC-50 Speakers $359; AR
Table $249; Bedini Preamp $279; VPI
Table $649; Premiere MMT Arm $169;
Promethean Green $149; QLN Speakers
$499; some brand new in box (714)
861-4830, Eves/Weekends.
AUDIO NEXUS HAS JSE INFINITE
SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS. Come listen.
NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
VSP LABS AMP, mint, $495. Paul (912)
681-2943.
SOUND EXPERIENCE in Saint Paul,
Minnesota. SOTA, Robertson, Zeta, AR,
Sumiko, Grado, Ortophase, Audioquest,
RGR, Stax, Spica, Hafler. Call (612)
698-8714.
SELLING: MFSL BEATLES/THE COLLECTION, UHQR: "fillerman," "Finger
Paintings," "I Robot," Sheffield Thelma
Houston. All sealed, mint condition.
Best offers, write PO. Box 439, Johnson
City, NY 13790.
AUDIRE CRESCENDO, nothing approaches this amplifier for the money,
has massive power supply (64000 MF
CAPS, huge transformer), very powerful,
high damping factor for excellent
speaker control, under $400. Best Deals,
Expert Help, Crosby's, Hobbs, NM (505)
393-3923.

FOR
SALE:
CONRAD-JOHNSON
PREMIER Il $950. Pentagram P-10s
walnut $1,100. John or Dave (203)
447-9802.

WANTED
TUBE TYPE AMPS BY McIntosh,
Marantz, Leak, Quad, Thorens TD-124,
Garrard 301, Altec 604s, 288-16G/H, Old
Tannoy Monitor Speakers, Old Western
Electric Equipments (tubes, amps, consoles, mixers, tweeters, horn, speakers,
others). (213)576-2642 David Yo, POB
832 Monterey Park, CA 91754.
WANTED:
OLD
ISSUES
OF
STEREONOTES (Canadian), Hi -Fi and
Video Dealer News (British), and
Listener's
Review
Finder.
George
Mileon, 14 Border Street, Lynn, MA
01905.
WANTED: 2 PAIRS OF OHM F
SPEAKERS. Randy Danielson, 541
Westview Dr
112, Hastings, MN
55033. (612) 437-1524.

RN NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIO RESEARCH D-70 Amplifier,
latest, $1475. (215) 622-6587 Eves.
CORNER AUDIO STORE Portland, OR.
Choose from Argent, Audioquest, Chapman, Dolphin, Fried, Klyne Audio Arts,
PS Audio, Precision Fidelity, RH Labs,
Robertson, SOTA, Sonographe, Spica,
Sumiko, Thorens, Vandersteen, and
more. (503) 629-5948.
CROWN: DL-2, $1700; SA-2, $1200;
EQ-2, $750; FM-1, $400; rack mount
cabinet (teak), 42" x 21" x 15", $400.
B&W 801-F (teak), $2100. Albuquerque,
(505) 299-7870.
DAYTON WRIGHT'S FABULOUS WM-1
LOUDSPEAKER:
World's
finest
minimonitor. Audio Nexus, NJ (201)
464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
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EXCELLENCE REALIZED
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

Stcreophile

Ideal with the best.
M

usic is very important to me. It's a,so important
that Iget the best possible reproduction from
my stereo system.

While Ican afford to spend well. value for money is an
important consideration for me. Having shopped around
extensively. Idecided to buy my components at 0Audio. It's
a decision Ihaven't regretted. For a number of reasons:

CREDIBILITY.
With so many products on the market claiming superiority, its
often difficult to make an Wormed decision about what's
best—br you. Steve Baumann at 0 Audio is one of the most
knowledgeable salesmen I've ever met. I depend on his
qualified advice and vast experience to help me whenever I'm
considering a new piece of equipment. And he's usually right

SERVICE.

JOHN VASAPOLLI

"Serious" HiFi Addict

rm fussy about service.
Idon't want to wait forever for rry order to be processed, or get some shuffle about
delayed delivery on my equipment. Iget very personalized, efficient service at 0 Audio and that's one reason I
keep coming back
Regardless of cost,any piece of equipment can malfunction or break down. Believe me, Iknow. But whenever
it does. Iget results from 0 Audio. Ouickly. Normally a free demo/loaner is provided me for the duration of any
repair, or adefective exchange given on brand new equipment. This kind of professionalism is another reason I
enjoy doing business at 0 Audio.

COMPETITIVE PRICING.
Even if Icould afford to, why should Ipay list price for anything? I've done alot of comparison shopping, and I
know 0 Audio to be very price competitive What with their advice, price and after sale services. Iknow I'm
getting the best deal Not a lot of razzle-dazzle mystery stuff about terms and guarantees, either.

TRADE-INS 81 CONSIGNMENTS.
How do you get rid of your old equipment when you're buying new?. Easy. I
can get adirect trade-inallowance
on my components, for one. Or, if Idecide to consign them through 0 Audio and pay asmall fee. Ican do that.
too They list it in their mail order catalog and display it in their store. Icould also broker it and keep possession
until a buyer is found

How can Ilose?

WHAT DID IBUY?
My Sota Sapphire is bulletprod Trouble free. What an incredible
suspension! For the money, Ithink its unmatched in its price range. A great buy
My PAM-I is amazing. I've had tubes and solid state preamps and this is
definitely
hearing the
the best
PAM-I.
riie ever
A owned.
workhorse
Ihadthat
to have
will
the drive
KSA-100
any
power
loudspeaker
amp after

SOTA
KRELL

well Fantastic sound Expensive, but worth every penny.
Iresearch everything before Ipart with my money, and I'm cormnced that this is
the best tonearm anywhere No pivoted tonearm can touch it.

SOUTHER

THE BOTTOM LINE.
While Ihaven't purchased all my equipment from 0 Audio, I
would certainly recommend them without hesitation
to anyone senous about hifi. After all, I'm paying them for the best equipment available And I
don't like to throw
my money away. Do you? So give 0 Audio acall today The line might be busy. though—I just maybe trying to
close another deal.

MostesCord

Mt

wsit

95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

AUDIO

617-547-2727
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SONIC WIZARDRY
FROM
STEREO WORKSHOP

The Saturn Speaker has an unorthodox and aesthetically appealing
shape designed specifically to produce
sound boggling realism. An electronic
3way crossover for superb transients.
stereo enhancement, and minimum
IM distortion is included.
Write for full details.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
STEREO WORKSHOP
206 SEQUOYAH DRIVE
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601

FOR THE SILENCE OF SPACE,
THE THUNDER OF THE PLANETS...

Listen to the BPA-100B High Technology, High Definition Amplifiers •Meets all the design criteria of
Ottala and Cherry . •Features nested multiple feedback loops, wide bandwidth and high slew rate with
adominant pole frequency of 15KHz, resulting in constant feedback and zero phaseshift from DC to 20
KHz •Afully regulated power supply yields true DC coupling and incredibly solid bass No protection
circuitry within the signal path, yet fully protected 100 w/ch into 8ohms, 175 w/ch into 4ohms and
350 wi o8ohms in the built-in bridge-mono mode •Coming soon Model LCA-10 preamplifier.
Spectrascan, Inc. 5923 N Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907,
(303) 599-9254 Dealer and representative inquiries invited

I

BREAKTHROUGH
FOR MOVING COILS .••

Aulos
Onyx Audio. Inc
N

sIte> 11
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•
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FROM ONYX AUDIO.
Onyx Audio's new interface
allows you to enjoy all of the
music your moving coil
cartridge has to offer, without
the noise problems that
plagued previous head amp
designs. The lifetime warranty solid-state design
eliminates the periodic
maintenance and expense
of tube replacement.
MODEL 1100 This top-ofthe-line interface incorporates Tiffany - phono
connectors, premium-grade
passive components well
known throughout the audio
industry for sonic merit, and
FET's matched over six
device parameters. Suggested retail $560.

(:ND

The step-up of alifetime.

ONYX AUDIO, INC.
Route 3, Box 147

Leesville, SC 29070

803-532-5664

. Equalizer without peer- all passive coinilters...
Analyzer without equal- 0.1dB readout accuracy.
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...and on one compact chassis combines one of the world's most
accurate Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers with an Octave Equalizer of
unparalleled performance. The Analyzer's automatic octave scanning mode makes incredibly fast, accurate analyzation of room
acoustics possible, and the 100 LED full-frequency spectrum BarGraph display constantly shows Real-Time frequency response.
The precision-tuned, passive, wire-wound coil filter circuits (no synthetic ICs) of the equalizer eliminate unwanted noise, hiss, and dis -

tortion common to inexpensive equalizers, while Soundcraftsmen's
True Zero-Gain circuitry perfectly matches input and output voltages, crucial to the undistorted reproduction of the new wide dynamic-range records and tapes. Since it uses passive, precision
coil-type inductors instead of conventional IC OP-Amps in its filter
circuits, there is no unnatural "coloration" of the music.
Call or write for complete specifications, test reports, etc.

Accuracy, ease of operation and musical purity...
these. are ,the hallmarks of the Soundcraftsmen AE2000. Affordable excellence...

^I,
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC.. 2200 So P:1 i
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AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE/VALUE LEADER
ADVANCED „AUDIO .TECHNOLQOY...;,
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